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COMPUTER FURNITURE BY , 

Data-MA:I'E 
INTRODUCTION 

DATA-MATE® computer furniture 
is carefully designed and engi
neered to provide higher efficiency 
and productivity. It is far more than 
simply a support for your computer 
equipment. 

Rugged steel construction is 
designed for durability. Cable and 
paper management systems 
provide efficiency and neat, 
uncluttered appearance. All 
equipment bays have ample 
ventilation for heat dissipation. 
Clean lines blend perfectly with 
hardware design and function. 

Data-MATE® products are in 
stock for immediate shipment. 

Operator comfort is becoming 
increasingly more important. 
Features such as height adjust
ments to reduce operator fatigue 
and casters for mobility and 
versatility have been designed into 
the Data-MATE line. And that 
means greater efficiency and 
higher productivity. 

Catalog, prices, and further 
information available from 

(717)397 -3364 

Excellence in computer 
furniture technology. 
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SOFTWARE 
RENTAL LIBRARY 
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~You can now RENT the most popular software available for just~ 
m 

~ 20-25% * of Manufacturers' Retail Price 
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• Eliminate the risk-rent first! 

• 1000Jo of rental fee applies toward purchase 

• All purchases are 200fo Off of Manufacturer's 

Suggested List 

• Rentals are for 7-days (plus 3 days grace for return 

shipping) 

~ • No Membership Fees 
w 

0 

~ Now currently available for: ~ 

~ Apple IBM, PC Standard CP/M 8" ~ 
~ Eagle TRS-80 II Xerox 820 ° 
~ 

~ Northstar Osborne Heath/Zenith 89 ~ 
~ Franklin ~ 
w ~ 

~ REMEMBER, THESE ARE NOT DEMOS, BUT ORIGINAL ~ 
~ UNRESTRICTED SOFTWARE PROGRAMS ~ 
0 ~ 
u (complete with manuals in original manufacturers' packages) J;; 
w ~ 

~ To Immediately Order, or for more information: ~ 
r ~ UNITED COMPUTER CORP. Toll Free CALL 1-800 992-7777 ~ 

IJ) In California CALL 1-800 992-8888 ~ 
8 Software Rental Library In LA county cALL 1-213 823-4400 ~ 
~ Culver City, California ~ r AMERICAN 1:£1 6 
< *Plus postage and handl1ng. ~ EXPRESS - -f 
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TaJjdy !t!,~tructur.~s Computer 
Marketing ·· . 
followin? the a~~5mncement that Jon 

" Shirley,·~ formerly ~ke president" '·ot 
comp\lterma.rketingfor Tandy1\o\'asto 

··· become jJresit:le'nt of Microsoft(effec-
tiv~,~ugust 1), T anax,.~rnot1nced som~. 
organization changes thar could have 
peneficial eff!;!cts for those of who 
use their. computers in business. Ed 

t:Jug~ has,,,f:>e~r1x!)amed,~irect~r of mef;""' 
,~hai:tdisirig, pusiness wm~_~;;~tet ~ pro
,CJuct!o:.Mirk ¥amagatahas l'leenn·ameo 
dire.£tOr of mercllandising, personal 

.1983. The subscriptionofficeis at'"' 
76th AvenueS. E ,~ Mercerlsland, 
98040, (206) 232-6719. 

Tw~bookstores that sp~dalize in m~i~~ 
order sales of. UNIX books-are: ,. ~.. z.: --"-- . .. ~ 

T~e CucumberpBookshop 
5611 Kraft Drive" 

... R()ckyille, MD~0852 
' (301) !881-2722 ' : 

ompi::lterproducts.'Fhisn~wetWphasfs (4'is) 621 _6415 , 

.,on .... busJness~ .. products ... as,,, ~ sepa~a.te ..... · . . ,,: .· · . ... · ...... ·· ... ... ··· 
:entity could meafi sfgn'ificantly more ;.~.BASIC ;:J?o E>Language':Tram;lators 
atte?'tioutothe nrt: .he!idifferentn~.eqs .. ,.,, ,,,For !.lws: .. interes.ted . ir1 Petting m?re 

:w:6F tne II/12116 user. L·~t's. give 0fanHy ... hang out of BASIC (anu .who ean get 
.,. all ~he encourage,men ( we can In tQ[? hol4,.of a 5= .co!TI~iierL a BASIC- to-C 

dire2tion : · .. :...... . translat0r may be a big' benefit .· Two 
':' ... • . 1!01;~ . .... .. . .. .• :.. . .vendors 'whooffer such proCiuct? are: 
Xen1x .Programs Avaditble .. ,, ;""'~ · ,,,;, .,. ,.,+de ' . ·' · '"'"\i"'"''''·'"''" 
:ranqy . n.8w offers ge Rob Coben . ··· .. .. ~~· 
·'applications: Polymorph~ic Systems, Inc •.. 
Gener P. 0. Box 237 

• · 0iPayfOI .. Holmdel: NJ o~f73.g 
· Accounts receivable (291) 671-7100 
-'Accounts~payaole:.;;: cost: $s95: 

r~::': ... Orde .. r ... e .. n ..... · .. ·.t .. ry/inventor ... " ........ ·.·· .·.·.c·.·' .. on ... · .. ·.J:·,· roL 599 : Ew •:1 J R t"' . ·, •" . ·. ··· · .,,. · ·· ·· · ·· ·· ··· ·· J..... ,., .. , ·· · · · ' awaru a NJ€ 
Multipla'h :...;::._ . 349 · ·:.; · . ' 
r'A.nor ..... J I ..... ·. .:'c 6""' JMI Consultants, Inc. !C."''!.? ···. w ~ey~ o~n:)en t sys .. t~!n ' , ,,, · '77 . 

' BASIC interpreter , .. 299 • 
·TRS.;x:EN1X.d¢vel.!llpm.¢nt sy'}t~~;: Z-?P 



A Jhusiastk_and get a lot done. But if 
' you are onepf these, please write to us 
about your experiences. Most Il/12/16 
users are not even +aware that these 

.... operating systems are. available, 

New Model 168 
In _late Juq~, Tanqy announced the 
168, which · is essentially a Model 12 
upgraded to a 16 at the factory. We get 
many phone calls asking for advice on 
whether or not to upgrade a U..to a 16, 
whether to buy a new or used 16(A), 
and other similar matters about ob
taining more computer power. In my 
opinion, .the 12 or .. l6B are the. only 
rational choices for long term (over 
one year) use. Their large-capacity 
dguble _ sid~d _ disks _ .T .ake a II •. upgrade 
comparatively less cast effective . . The 
16(A) has significantly less board capa
city, and the boards are difficult to 
instalL Its k.~yboard h<'ls fewetfuncticm 
k;;>ys and mo"st people consider it less. 
comfortable to use. So, if you can · 
afford them, stick with the 12 and 16B 
whenyou n~edmo!!ecapacity. Forget 

dinky-disk LISA and PC,too. 

New RS Ha.rd Disk? 
Rl1morshavebeen around for<months .• ·· 
that Radio Shack would introduce a 
somewhat larger hard ci'isk about now. 
Tbe . curr~:>nt rumor is that a gO mega
byte hard disk is imminent. This notion ~ 
is reinforced by Radio Shilck's "sale" 
price on the 12 meg drive. Historically, 
s0:1J1:! prices on this $ort of eql,,ipment 
have been an almost certajn sign 
immediate obsolescence. We've heard 
nothing about any new backup method 
(backing up 30 meg pn floppies is quite 
a chore) or the expected price: ..... 

program each of up to 16 .keys to 
translate to another character, :the 
ability to program five "new" keys 
(control-1 through control-S) to pro

character strings (up to 79 char
acters on a single key, with a 128 
character maximum for all five keys), 
and eight· newutility p[()gramsJhat 
provide a variety of. new functions. 
Finally, there's a completely new 
manual ·which is considerably im
proved. Prices a•re $200 for the floppy 
disk version, $250 for the RS hard disk 
version. If you currently have P&T 
2.2e, upgrades are $50 to $80. Pickles 
& Trout is in ,Goleta, California at 
(805) 685-4641. 

Memory Upgrades 
We've--heard. from a ree)der that Bob 
Snapp is offering to upgrade Modell6 
RAM cards from 128K to Sl2K (yes, 
512Konone board!) for$600 (or $700 
to upgrade from 256K to 512K). This 
compares to Radio Shack prices of 
$1200 or $900, respectively, and the 
RS method requires an ex;Jra boardsiQt ... 
(and has no parity checking) . Bob 
Snapp is one of the most respected 
vendors in the micro business. We hear 
many good reports about his product 
support, with nb adverse criticism, so 
you may feel ' confident that these 
unusual products will perform. He is in 
Cincinnati, Ohio at (513) 891-4496. 
(Bob also sells, at $99, software which 
allows partitioning of a Radio Shack 
hard disk between TRSDOS and 
XENIX;) 

And More Boards (For MS-DOS Or 
CP/M-.86) 
Here's something to put in that extra 
board slot you've just freed up! If 

CP/M-68K you've yearned for some of that mass 
TriSoft is expecting a version of BASICa:z, of software that's been developed for 
to be available soon for CP/M-68K. the IBM PC, this may be the answer. 
Also expected is a dBase II version . For The Veritas 8088 DPO (dual processor 
m9re infor!Tiation .flp9ut CP/J\1-68K ()ption) board is .. available in either of 
rnatters, caJIJim Knox or Julian Henry two clock rates (5 MHz or 8 MHz) and 
ar(SOO) 531-?pO. TriSoft is in Austin, two RAM options (128K or 256K) at 
Texas. prices ranging from $999 to $1649. 

........ RAM upgrade hits .. (to 512K and .. I 
New Pickles & TroufCP/M 2.2m Mbyte) ·are expected to be available 
We've just bought a copy of this new this year. This is a lot cheaper than 

T CP/M 2 version, but have·n't had buying a PC, and the resultingmachine 
~~(iH':~ to check it oufyet. It has a new should be a much better overall Ji!Cr~ 
comprehensive set of menus to make former. With this board (and the 
CP/M functions readily usable by the requisite operating systems), a Model 
mostinexperienced~~er. Amongother . 16 will run almost any major software 
int-er~sting features are the ability to . available·. Just tbe thing for the. user 

who is not pverwhelmed by having a 
zillion operating systems to keep track 
of .. For more information, contact P . 
M. Laczko at Veritas Technology, Inc, 
2375 Zanker Road; San J9se, CA 
95131, telephone (408) 263-0646. 

A User Requests Help 
We recently received a letter:'from a 
naval architect who apparently has 
considerable computer experience but 
has encountered several problems 
which he cannot resolve, though they 
appear to be of general significance to 
any similar scientific user. We will 
paraphrase the writ~r's probl~ms and•>. 
request that anyone ,yvho has i ns wers J 
to them will please write to us: ·" 

There is no apparent way to avoid 
lpadtng th.~ entir$[.(JRTRA~.pbra~}' ... 
when link/loading FORTRAN relo-
catable files, even though the LINK
SO docum_entatior\: states .. ~bat . the ., 
FORTR:A.!'J libra;ry · is searkhed tq i!• 

satisfy missing globals. 
Similarly, it is apparently impossible 
tp .. consm+ct a lib~~TY of n;.J.~ca ~a~l~ . 
modules that has' been generated · 
with MS Assembler which loads 
only required modules, although it is 
possible /to do . 59 with ~odules 
generated by MS FORTRAN· · · 
Is there a fairly direct way to locate 
(within a loaded program) the entry 
points the FORTRAN library 
subroutines? 
Are there patches available for 
mpdifi.cilJ.ipn of FORTRAN ertor ,y 
severity (fatal to warning and re- • 
verse) and for change in tne maxi
mum number of error warnings? 

;:•.:· ,,,;,. .. '.'..r~~:::0<.': ..... ; .. :.: .... :.,,,:: .... . : .'; Wayne Green Cashe~ In 
In late May, Wayne Green, h-i'c. (pub
lisher of the Model II users' favorite 
magazine, BP Micro) '%as purchased by 
Int!"rnationhl Data Group (publishers 
of lnfoWorld and Computerworld, 
among others). The transaction was 
said to be •. valued at $60,000;000. l 
Wayne Green will continue to be '' 
president and chief executive officer of 

. the_ .ne'% ~ .. i~ision! .. -~gd . thr~.~;tr.~s to i 
introduce Se~.eral mOf~ new C()lllpuler r 
magazines in fhe near future. * • 
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CONDOR 20-3 
Not quite an eagle 
it's sure no turkey 

BY I.B. KAZIN 

CONDOR is a relational Data 
Base Management System 
(DBMS) that runs under CP/M. 

It is easier to learn but has fewer 
capabilities than some of its compet
itors. It is available either as 20-1, 
which is severely crippled in terms of 
its abilities, or as 20-3 which gives a 
relatively complete DBMS system 
suitable for most business applications. 
The program still has some "bugs" 
which wilL I hope, be worked out 
through revisions of the software. Its 
documentation has been recently re
written and is now very satisfactory. 

I would recommend it for users who 
are non-programmers but have need 
to develop systems that are not exces
sively complex and who are willing to 
put up with its limitations and an 
occasional "bug". Primary among the 
limitations is that all data verification, 
other than determination of type and 
minimum/maximum amounts, must 
be done in batch mode rather than 
during data entry. 

You can do better than CONDOR, but 
not without getting more involved in 
the nuts and bolts of programming. 

There are very few innovative users of 
microcomputers who will not sooner 

I. B. Kazin 
1500 Worcester Road 
Framingham, MA 01701 

• 

or later decide to develop an application 
which cannot be satisfied by any pro
gram available off the shelf due to one 
limitation or another. What is needed 
is a way to tell the computer exactly 
what is wanted, and this is what 
programming is all about. 

Once you make the decision that an 
application program must be written 
in order to get a computer to do exactly 
what you want, it is possible either to 
hire a professional programmer and 
have him write it for you, or you can 
try to do it yourself. A few years ago, 
the second alternative was not really 
viable because learning traditional lan
guages such as FORTRAN or COBOL 
to the point where you can write 
reasonably good programs takes years, 
not days. BASIC, which is easier to 
learn, is not really a suitable language 
in which to write most applications due 
to many inherent limitations . DBM 
systems are the solution. It is now 
possible to do a really professional job 
of developing an application much 
more easily, cheaply, and quickly than 
going to a professional. 

It is a truism that the more flexible a 
language, the more difficult it is to 
learn. DBMS are easier to learn than 
traditional languages because they are 
less flexible . CONDOR is easier to 
learn than more advanced DBMS be
cause it is not capable of writing 
applications as tailored as the others 
can . But what can take months to learn 
to accomplish with a traditional lan
guage can be learned in weeks or days 
with these systems. DBMS handle 
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many of the laborious aspects of pro
gramming with such ease that novices 
can be expected to learn a program 
such as CONDOR well enough to 
accomplish significant projects in a 
matter of days. 

What is essentiaL of course, is a 
thorough understanding of the desired \ 
results and how information will have 
to be input and processed in order to 
reach that result. There may never be a 
program capable of accepting a series 
of report formats and proceeding to 
design a system. That remains the 
work of humans . 

Data Ba!ie Management Systems can 
be divided into four levels based on 
programs currently available. The 
lowest level is represented by Profile, 
with or without its Plus and other 
options. This level can be characterized 
by relative inflexibility, limited data 
entry verification, and ease of learning. 

The second level is where we find 
CONDOR 20-3 and several other 
unsophisticated relational DBMS. 
While these are more difficult to learn 
that Profile, the power they provide is 
well worth the effort. They are not 
anywhere near the ultimate in flexibil 
ity or speed, but it is possible to use 
them to develop significantly complex 
applications with a reasonable amount 
of effort . -\ 

The third level begins to feel more like 
traditional programming and can be 
represented by dBase II and FMS-80 . 
These involve writing programs with 
macro commands that can manipulate 



up to 19 files at the same time and 
allow complete data entry verification 
at the cost of more study and effort. 

The fourth level is the ultimate, and its 
cost reflects it . MOBS is the most 
powerful and complex system available 
and must be used along with a tradi
tional programming language. These 
two facto rs put it beyond the reach of 
most microcomputer users. 

While CONDOR does not rank in 
terms of power and flexibility with 
those programs on the next two higher 
levels, it has certain advantages over 
both in terms of speed and capabilities. 
dBase is limited to handling two files at 
a time, with each having a maximum of 
32 fields, while CONDOR's two open 
files can each have up to 127 fields. 
That is not to say that CONDOR does 
everything dBase does and more; there 
are advantages and disadvantages in
digenous to each. There is no question 
that FMS is more powerful than either 
with its ability to handle 19 files at a 
time and virtually no limitation as to 
the number of fields. Its problem is one 
of speed. In any event, CONDOR is a 
reasonable choice between ease of 
learning and performance capabilities. 

CONDOR is available in two levels, 
but I will speak here of Level 3 only 
since Levell is incapable of doing most 
of the things a serious user would 
want in such a system. The limitations 
in Levell are so great that I do not feel 
it would be worth buying unless you 
were fairly certain you would be up
grading to the full system and were 
willing to put up with a less useful 
system until such time as you did. 

The following list of commands, 
which contains both explanations as to 
limitations and positive points, should 
give a basic understanding of what 
CONDOR will do easily, will do with 
difficulty, and will not do. 

DBMS 
A .COM file used to load the CON
DOR shell. 

DATE 
Set or view the system date. This is 
stored in such a way as to make it very 
convenient for the system to do date 
arithmetic, i.e. the number of days 
between dates. 

DIR 
View disk directory from within 
CONDOR. 

LOG 
Log a new disk into the computer 
without leaving CONDOR. 

RENAME 
Change name of database or file. 

SET 
Set operating parameters, including 
such things as date presentation, 
automatic search of disks, etc. 

TERM 
Defines system video terminal. 

READ 
Transfers records from an ASCII file 
to an existing database. This is very 
important for communicating with 
files generated other than by CON
DOR. You might, for example, want to 
work on the same file with BASIC or a 
word processing program that can 
read ASCII files. Four different for
mats are available so that reformatting 
before the translation is minimized. 

WRITE 
Transfers records to an ASCII file with 
the same features . 

COPY 
Copies a database or file as a backup 
procedure. 

DIC 
Views entries in database dictionary. 
Each database is defined in terms of the 
names of the data file, input form file, 
output form file, data definition file, 
and index file. Note that there can only 
be one of each of these for each 
database. While it is possible to get 
around this limitation, it is not a 
particularly desirable feature. 

RUN 
Starts processing a command proce
dure which has already been defined 
using either ED or another text editor. 
The procedures are read sequentially 
with no GOTOs, although nested 
conditionals are possible. These pro
cedures are interpreted and performed 
until reaching an end or ABORT 
statement, or until an error is returned 
in response to some procedure. Almost 
any of the commands listed here can be 
used within such a procedure. 

ABORT 
Stops a run command. 

RESTART 
Continues processing a command pro
cedure after abnormal end. 

MODEL II USERS 
RSCOBOL Utilities 

Subroutines callable from COBOL 
which allow your program to: 

- Make fast copy of I SAM files 
- Read diskette IDs 
- Rename or Delete a file 
- Display Mod II graphics characters 
- Dump screen contents to printer 
- Position Cursor 
- Determine Curaor Poaition 
-Set printer parameters as with 

FORMS command (no questions asked) 
- Select serial or parallel printer 
-Scroll protect CRT region 
- Process HOLD key 

plus 

Generalized Print Subroutine 
Handles headings. titles. page numbers 

and 

Generalized Keyboard Input Routine 
Inputs dates, dollars, strings, Integers 

with a simple subroutine call 

Price: $120 Documentation: $10 

FORTRAN Screen 1/0 
Subroutine Library 

provides complete cursor M!1ressing 
capability"from Microsoft Fortran 

- Input Integer, Real or String at Row, 
Column 

- Display String at Row, Column 
(Reverse Video if desired} 

- Input Character at Row, Column 
- Position Cursor 
- Clear Screen 
- Several Other Useful Routines 

Prlee: $80 Doeumantatlon: $10 

FORTRAN Screen 1/0 

Subroutine Library 

-Access Modelll/12116 serial 
ports from Fortran to transmit 
and receive ASCII data 

-Also dump screen contents to printer 

Price: $120 Documentation: $10 

DAVID RAY 
CERTIFIED P U BLIC ACCOUNTANT 

1301 NORTHWEST HWY., :SUITE 1.10 
GAKLAND, TEXA:5 7:5041 

Z1" /8-'0-9531 

All orders payable by check or M.O. 
Specify TRSDOS V2.0 or TRSDOS- 11 V4. 1 
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HELP command is very important and allows 
Displays a user created menu or help CONDOR to be used in a relatively 
messages. This is the method by which unstructured environment. You can 
a user can go about his work without begin to write an application with 
having to deal with the CONDOR relatively limited knowledge of what 
itself. By preparing a series of "Help" will ultimately be required of it and 
screens which can be linked to one·· · then add or delete fields from the 
another, and each of which calls for databases as required. 
selection of an option by the user, it is 
possible to implement options that run SAVE 
command procedures, call up other Several types of operations redefine 
help screens, exit the system, make and establish records in a database 
backups, etc. called "Result". SAVE copies this data

DEFINE 
Creates a new database, describes or 
redefines an existing one. This is done 
by describing a data input screen for 
the database and then describing the 
fields in terms of the character of each 
field and limits which must be met 
during the verification process. Ac-

base to another name (which can be on 
another diskette) so "Result" can be 
used for another function . 

ENTER 
Inserts new records into a database in 
accordance with the input form and 
data definitions . 

' ' The best thing about Condor, 
besides its speed, is the naturalness 
of the commands that drive it. '' 

ceptable data types are Alphabetic, 
Numeric (fixed point), Alphanumeric, 
Date, or Dollar. Numeric and Dollar 
data can be given upper and lower 
limits which are user specified. 

The definition phase also allows the 
definition of the index for the database 
which specifies the inclusion or omis
sion of duplicate keys. Indexes can be 
made up of several fields, as long as the 
total length of these fields does not 
exceed 127 characters. 

EMPTY 
Eliminates all records in a database, but 
leaves all screen reports and data and 
index definitions. 

DESTROY 
Eliminates a database or file, including 
definitions. 

fORMAT 
Creates or revises a form or help 
screen. 

REORG 
Reorganizes the structure of the data
base's adding/deleting fields. This 
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UPDATE 
Reviews and, if desired, changes any 
value in any record in the database 
(except for key fields in indexed files). 
By use of a WHERE clause, it is possible 
to be selective about which records will 
be called up for updating. 

COMPUTE 
Computes data item values in a data
base, setting a specified field in each 
record equal to a literal value or to a 
value computed from other fields in 
the record. 

CHANGE 
Changes a specified field in each record 
in the database. 

DELETE 
Deletes records meeting specifications. 
Similar to CHANGE, but instead of 
changing a value if the field contains 
that value, DELETE deletes the record . 

APPEND 
Attaches records from one database to 
another, assuming that the databases 
are defined identically. 

COMBINE 
Attaches records of two databases, 
assuming they are defined identically, 
to create a result database. 

POST 
Updates one da tabase with records 
from another, based upon matching a 
key field which must be present in both 
files (i.e., updating inventory availabil
ity file by reducing quantity available 
based on a withdrawals file). It is 
necessary to verify by doing a COM
PARE that all records in the transaction 
file have matching key items in the 
receiving database. 

JOIN 
Attaches data items of two databases 
by matching values and creates a result 
database with the non-redundant fields 
from the two files. This is one of the 
most powerful "relational" database 
commands since it allows you to keep 
the minimum amount of information 
in your longest files which can then be 
sorted or selected from and then 
combined with the rest of the data 
required for reports . 

PROJECT 
Creates a result database of items 
selected from an existing database. 
This is also a very useful command in 
that it allows you to get rid of unneces
sary fields before sorting or creating a 
new database . 

COMPARE 
Compares data item values in two 
databases for match or mismatch 
creating a result database. Another of 
the "relational" commands, it is essen
tial before POSTing to verify that all 
transac tion records have records with 
matching keys in the database being 
posted to. 

SELECT 
Selects records by matching up to 32 
logical conditions. It is not possible to 
have both" AND" and "OR" conditions 
within the same SELECT statement. 

SORT 
Sorts database records by one or 
several fields . This facility is particu
larly well developed; it's capable of 
handling up to 32 fields in any order, 
and the speed of execution is very 
good. Since the records themselves are ~ 
reordered, indexes are invalidated by 
SORTing. Some of the limitations of 
the SELECT fea ture noted above can 
be overcome by the use of dummy 
fields which are "CHANGEd" as re
quired and then the records SORTed 



Introducing 

SECURITY VALUE MONITOR 
TRS 80 MODEL II/ 12 

•COMPLETELY MENU DRIVEN 
•FAST AUTO-RETRIEVAL OF MARKET QUOTES FROM 

DOW JONES NEWS/RETRIEVAL® 
•ABILITY TO RUN AT 300 OR 1200 BAUO 
•INSTANT UPDATING OF EACH PORTFOLIOS' MARKET VALUE 
•HANDLE ANY COMBINATION OF STOCKS, OPTIONS, WARRANTS, 

BONOS, MUTUAL FUNDS OR U.S. TREASURY BILLS 
•HANDLE LONG AND SHORT POSITIONS 
•EASY ACCESS TO DOW JONES NEWS/RETRIEVAL'S® 

FULL MENU OF INFORMATION SERVICES 
•PRINTS ANALYSIS OF EACH PORTFOLIO 

IZJ PRICE $249.95 • 

r-------------------------, I 6/83 SVM I 
I NAME 1 
1 ADDRESS I 
I CITY STATE ZIP I 
I PHONE( ) I 
: DcHECK DMDNEYORDER Dv1sA DMASTERCARD I 
I CARD NO. EXP. DATE I 

L--------------------------1 
TO ORDER CALL 

(803) 787-7256 
TE(EX 466528 

OR MAIL COUPON TO: 
EHLEN ENTERPRISES 

6319 BRIARWOOD RD. 
COLUMBIA, SC 29206 

"Account Purchased Separately from Dow Jones & Co., Inc. 
OOW JONES NEWS/RETRIEVAL is a registered trademark of Dow Jones & Co., Inc. 

~*****************************~ 
PRO-COPY 

DISK COPY UTILITY FOR MODEL 2/1s 

~****************************** 

• Easy to use (Menu or Comand driven) 
• Copies complete disk in 30 Sec. 
• Optional format during copy 
• Optional verify during copy 
• Format, copy & verify in 70 Sec. 
• Disk drive diagnostics included. 
• Optional auto retry when errors detected 
* Distributed on 8" 2.0 TRS-DOS data disk 
• Works with single or multiple drives 
• Copies 1.2, 2.0, 2.0a. 2.0b, disks 
• Batch disk processing 

PRICE $50.00 
TRIAL DISK $16.00 

TRS-DOS is a regislered trademark of Tandy Colli. 

PRO-SO-SYSTEMS 
3206 Center St. 

Cedar Falls, lA 50613 
Ph. 319-266-4262 

A REPORTING SYSTEM FOR A SPREADSHEET DATABASE 
(for any VisiCaJc© or Lotus 1-2-3@ User) 

Most database systems consider rows of data fields as records. The 3-D concept promoted by Abacus says to consider an entire report as a record. 
Therefore, visualize "pages" of reports stacked-on or scattered-around your desk; these would constihlte your database. 

™ 

With Viz-A-Merge (Namely-A-Merge System) you can "cut and paste'" 
sections of spreadsheet reports together to form new report• - - -
Electronically!!! As a spreadsheet utility Viz-A-Merge allows you to 
combine sections, rows, columns, or single cells from any number of 
sprcad~hc:et pa~;es into one new report, or into an existing report, then 
recalculate selected formulas. For example, you could "cut" total year 
end columns from Department reports and the consolidated reports, 
then "paste" them together for overall company analysis. Or, you could 
place a total sales row into an income statement and recalculate all 
formulas . 

1lMKOMTM 
With Viz-A-Con (Namely-A-Consolidation System) you can add :}-Di
men•ional capability to your spreadsheet program. As a Report Writer 
to your database, Viz-A-Con allows you to select records ("pages"), get 
sub-totals and totals for all number fields, and have customized labels 
on the final report. For example you can perform hierarchical con
solidations (Dept., Div., Company) or time period roll-up (Day, Week, 
Month, Qtr., Year). You can consolidate up to 50 files in one process and 
you can tie together as many as 80 processes in one group. Then play 
"what if" with VisiCalc and regenerate all reports in one single step. 

Each Product has a simple Que• lion & Answer procedure to assist you in organizing your report processes. You can create a complete reporting network 
from a spreadsheet database. They have the ability to "remember" the steps they went through to create the final report•. You can use your spreadsheet 
program to recalculate new data, then l.!se our products to regenerate all new reports in one single step. Also, you can set-up special formulas to calculate 
additional data fields within the new reports. You can customize titles, row and column headings, footnotes, etc. for each report. 

Both products include sam.f.le sessions which are easy to understand, allowing the average person to learn them in only 15 minutes. They are both 
compatible with dBase II' (IBM), PF'> Graph® and a host of popular products. 

Abacus Associates is dedicated to producing products that allow users to create customized reporting systems tailored to the way they manually 
organize their data. 

Please order either Viz-A-Merge or Viz-A-Con directly from Abacus AssOCiates. Send your check or money order to ·Abacus Associates, 6565 W. Loop 
South, Suite 240, Bellaire, TX 77401, or credit card customers may CALL TOLL FREE (800) 547-5995, ext. 170. In Nebraska, (800) 642-9606, ext.170. 

Apple II, II +, lie , TRS-80 I, Ill, IV ..... .... ....... .................... $ 99.95 
Apple III, TK5-IIO 11112116, IBM-PC ...... .... .. .. .. .... ...... .. .. ....... $139.95 
Add $3.95 5 & H per package. 

Look for forthcoming :>-D application templates 
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into an appropriate order based upon 
the value of the dummy field or fields. 
There is one serious limitation to the 
SORT facility in that it can not handle 
any file more than 128k bytes in 
length. To handle any file larger than 
that, it must be broken into parts, each 
part must be SORTed independently, 
and they must be rejoined in the 
correct order using the APPEND 
command. 

INDEX 
Creates or rebuilds an index file which 
allows programs to locate a particular 
record quickly. Since recreating an 
index does not change the physical 
location of a record, it can be done 
relatively quickly. Only one index is 
allowed for each database, and each 
index is limited to a single field, so the 
facility is fairly limited in terms of its 
ca pa hili ties. 

LIST 
Views all records of a database in 
sequence. 

DISPLAY 
Views selected records from a data
base. 

TITLE 
Prints report headings, comments or 
other information for all printing jobs 
not involving the REPORT generator. 

PRINT 
Prints records of a database in se
quence. 

STAX 
Views or prints statistics on selected 
data items. 

TABULATE 
Summarizes and prints specified data 
items from a database. This is a joy to 
use. When combined with COMPUTE, 
all you have to do is specify the fields to 
print and the fields to perform arith
metic on, and it does the rest . The 
database must be in the properly 
sorted order before invoking TABU
LATE. 

REPORT 
Creates, revises, and prints reports 
using the report generator which is in 
some respects very convenient and in 
other respects limiting. What is good 
about the report generator is that you 
create the report specification right on 
the screen. Assuming that the names 
of your field descriptors are short 
enough, you can lay out your report 
very precisely. The greatest problem is 

that if you make a single small mistake 
in laying out the report during the on
screen definition phase, you are going 
to waste a lot of time during the second 
phase because you are going to have to 
do it all over again. 

There is no way to affect any single 
field within a particular record without 
going into the UPDATE mode - a 
relatively slow process. All other activ
ity occurs at the database level. Com
mands in the form of: "Do this to 
databasel where this field is equal to 
variable2" are about as complicated as 
possible, and add to CONDOR's ease 
of learning and use. You can, of course, 
view a record and change it, even 
calling up each record where one field 
contains a particular value so that a 
change can be made to another field. 

ff Novices can be expected 
to learn CONDOR well 

enough to accomplish 
significant projects in 
a matter of days. 99 

Another notable feature is that you 
can call other programs from within 
CONDOR without exiting, as long as 
the called program does not exceed 
memory which is reduced by the size of 
the CONDOR "shell". This is very 
convenient for using text editors, stat 
commands, etc. 

There is no data security involved in 
CONDOR other than having to supply 
the license number that comes with 
the software packaging. While this can 
be effective in preventing total access, 
once someone is inside this trap they 
can do whatever they want with any 
file . 

CONDOR is fast. I have been dealing 
with DBMS for a long time on Model 
lis, and I was surprised. Sorting a 2000 
record database can be accomplished in 
less than two minutes. TABULATing 
and COMPUTing the sorted records is 
limited by output speed; with a printer 
buffer of sufficient capacity, the 
CALCULATE and PRINT job can be 
done in about the same period of time_ 

Data entry is a breeze. There is an 
automatic repeat mode which allows 
you to keep the information from the 
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prior record available (although not 
selected fields- only" all" or "none"), 
and an auto default mode in which case 
those fields for which you have entered 
a default entry in the field definition ~ 
phase of database creation receive that 
default unless you enter something 
else. CONDOR's limited on-line error 
checking is capable of providing users 
with an understandable "what's 
wrong" message. 

Unfortunately, it is not so helpful in 
some other respects. CONDOR does 
not anticipate user errors, and it does 
not attempt to resolve any problems 
for the user. It does, however, always 
give you a second chance before des
troying a database. 

Error checking before executing a 
command is extensive and error mes
sages are clear and in plain English. 

One feature worth noting is the ability 
of a system designer to produce sys
tems that look extremely friendly to 
those who use the completed system. 
This is accomplished through the use 
of help and menu screens which are all 
the end user can be programmed to 
see. Menu screens can give as much ~ 
description per choice as the designer 
desires and allows the user to choose 
between two or more alternatives 
which can either cause a series of 
commands to be processed (including 
bringing the user back to another 
menu screen at the conclusion of the 
job) or can cause a transfer directly to 
another menu screen (or out of the 
system, of course). Help screens are 
just that, screens full of information 
the user can call up when needed. 

Both David Kruglinski, author of Data 
Bnse Mnnngemenl Systems: A Guide lo 
Microcomputer Software (published by 
Osborne/McGraw-Hill which I highly 
recommend to anyone who wants to 
do more of a comparison between 
CONDOR. FMS-so, DBASE II, and 
MOBS III than is possible in a maga
zine article) and I came across bugs in 
the system which were more annoying 
than deadly. We have both experienced 
little luck in getting quick solutions 
from the manufacturer. 

In my case, the problem is fictitious " 
records getting into the database at a 
rate of approximately one per hundred 
records entered. The fictitious records 
generally generate large negative 
numbers for all numeric fields and do 
not meet the screening criteria for 



entry data and are, therefore, easy to 
select out of the database. This "bug" is 
not so fatal as to cause me to not use 
the system, or even not recommend it, 
but annoying none the less. I trust that 
future revisions will correct the 
problems. 

The best thing about CONDOR, be
sides its speed, is the naturalness of the 
commands that drive it and their 
syntax. Assuming that you name your 
databases and fields intelligently, you 
can pretty much think in a limited 
version of English and tell the machine 
how to do a series of operations 
without much trouble. Consider the 
following list of commands using a 
database I will call TIMED AT A, which 
contains fields named WEEK, JOB
NUMBER, REG(ular)TIME, OVER
TIME, TOTAL TIME, and EM
PLOYEE: 

DEFINE TIMED AT A 
ENTER TIMED AT A 
UPDATE TIMEDATA 
COMPUTE TIMED AT A ST (SO 

THAT) TOTAL TIME = REG TIME 
+OVERTIME 

SORT TIMEDATA BY WEEK, 
JOBNUMBER, EMPLOYEE 

·TABULATE TIMED AT A BY WEEK, 
JOBNUMBER, EMPLOYEE AND 
COMPUTE TOTAL REG TIME, 
OVERTIME, TOTAL TIME 

SELECT TIMED AT A ST WEEK IS 
LESS THAN 26 

SORT RESULT BY JOBNUMBER, 
EMPLOYEE 

TABULATE RESULT BY 
JOBNUMBER, EMPLOYEE AND 
COMPUTE 

TOTAL TOTAL TIME 

You can understand what will result 
from running this series of commands. 
There are, of course, a few commands 
where you will want to refer to the 
reference manual to make sure of the 
syntax and/or available options, but 
generally speaking, most of the com
mands are very natural. 

Even better, once you have a sequence 
of commands to do a certain job 
correctly, it is possible to create a 
command file which can be run when
ever required. It is even possible to 
create command files with run time 

•naming of variables so that universal 
procedures are made available. Users 
can then supply variables during run 
time using the same sequence at dif
ferent times with different databases 
and variables. 

CONDOR'S documentation has just 
been thoroughly rewritten. In my 
opinion they should send a free copy to 
all registered owners; the previous 
version was absolutely awful. The new 
version is much better. 

There are now two attractive binders: 
the first is a User's Guide providing an 
excellent description of relational data
bases in general, and a most thorough 
guided tour of CONDOR and its 
facilities. The second is a Reference 
Guide which goes through all the 
commands and error messages ex
plaining each one in a systematic 
manner. 

Those taking the time to go through 
the whole Users's Guide should be able 
to get a good understanding of what is 
do-able. There are, of course, many 
tricks of the trade that make life easier 
and make the seemingly impossible 
merely difficult, but it is possible to use 
CONDOR to do some really substan
tial work without such expertise. 

Two of the more frustrating experi
ences in setting up an application using 
CONDOR involve the initial definition 
of the databases and using the report 

EOO T EPfWR DC 
PLUG YOUR MOD II 

DISC EXPANSION UNIT INTO THE 
SeeBee UNIT AND FORGET ABOUT 
THE BOOT ERROR DC MESSAGE 

"In my opinion, all users of older Model If's. . . should 
get a SeeBee as cheap insurance against the dreaded 
Boot Error." R.H. Young, Editor/Publisher 

Two/Sixteen . Jan.l=eb 1983 

"SeeBee performs as represenrea. trs a betrer mouse
trap. . " C.R. Perelman 

Product Review, 80 Micro . July 1983 
•Totally so ftware transparent 
• Run your disk expansion unit only when needed 
• Eliminate ruined system diskettes 
•Compact 2 in. x 3 in. size 
•Simple plug in installation 
•Money back guarantee · 90 day warranty 
•$64.50 plus $3.00 shipping and handling 
•Indiana residents -add 5% sales tax 

PLEASE SPECIFY IF YOU ALSO HAVE A HARD DISK 

MICROCOMPUTER PRINTOUT BASKET 

• Use on any table 
•Sturdy oteel conotruction 
•Beige epoxy finish 
•Special power cord & signal cable retainer 
•12 inch $22.50 18, inch $24.50 plus 

$3.00 ohipping and handling 

See, Inc. 
DEPT. E 

• 

P.O. BOX 40215 
- INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46240 

317-844-8817 

generator. Both are accomplished in 
two steps. First the basic information 
is input directly on the screen with full 
editing capabilities for cursor move
ment, insertion, and deletion. There 
are some nice touches, such as a grid, 
that can be turned on or off to help in 
data placement. When the user com
pletes the first phase a second phase, 
consisting of supplying additional in
formation and verification and correc
tion of data entered in the first phase, 
ig done in a quegtion and angwer, 
accept/redo cycle. It is unfortunate 
that CONDOR is not a little more 
friendly in allowing users who make a 
mistake in the first phase to insert 
fields or change field name5 once the 
secondary phase has begun. A great 
deal of time can be wasted in getting 
things almost perfect and then having 
to redo a long and arduous process of 
definition because of a simple but fatal 
error. 

Aside from these relatively minor 
complaints, which really call for no 
more than painstaking attention to 
detail in the initial definition of data 
entry and report forms, I have no 
complaint with the difficulty level in 
learning how to use the system. Most 

SUPERIOR SOFTWARE PACKAGES 

WORD PROCESSOR • $150 
THIS SOPHISTICATED PACKAGE 
MAY BE YOUR BEST CHOICE FOR 
USE WITH TRSDOS 

• Prepare text and system files 
• Excellent for all type:s of writing 

and-documentation 
• Can be used to edit Basic programs 
• All of the desired features 
• Sample manual available, please 

inquire 

MAILING liST with 
WORD PROCESSOR • $250 
THIS POWERFUL COMBINATION 
WILL HANDLE ALL OF YOUR FORM 
LETTER AND LABELING NEEDS 
• Will insert standard paragraphs 

into letters 
• Will insert customer name and/or 

address where necessary 
• Can be used for individual letters 
• Or use it for bulk mailings 
• Many more possibilities! 

"Free Software Catalog" 

MICRON, INC. 
10045 Waterford Drive 
Ellicott City, MD 21043 
(301) 461·2721 

Call tor 
Custom 

Software 
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of the commands are abortable by 
pressing the break key so you don't 
wind up having to wait forever in 
order to make another try. As it is 
relatively fast, even the absence of a 
method of aborting certain operations 
is relatively painless . 

Technical support from the publisher, 
CONDOR Computer Corporation of 
Ann Arbor, Michigan was very good, 
with the exception of helping to find 
newly discovered bugs. As often hap
pens with new programs, these have to 
wait to be resolved by future revisions. 
It was easy to get through to the 
technical people; they generally had 
good solutions to the problems I raised 
and did not make me feel like an idiot 
when I asked what must have seemed 
to them to be really stupid questions. 
They were also not embarrassed to say 
that they would have to check some
thing out and call back, which they did 
reasonably soon thereafter. 

Since I spend a great deal of my time 
developing applications, I have found a 
place for CONDOR in my tool box . 
There are many uses for a program 
which can provide a quick solution to a 
problem that does not require more 
sophistication than this program can 
offer . Once you know how to use it, 
applications can be developed quickly 
and in such a manner that non-data 
processing personnel can be handed a 
few diskettes and simple instructions 
and be expected to proceed from there 
relying upon the menu and help 
screens for additional instruction. For 
applications with more rigorous re
quirements, more sophisticated pro
grams are available. 

If, however, you are only going to buy 
one database management program, 
you are going to have to decide be
tween CONDOR and several other 
programs, each with its advantages 
and disadvantages. I would strongly 
recommend your purchasing the book 
mentioned above by Mr. Kruglinski 
which should be invaluable in making 
such a decision. I have not yet found 
the perfect DBMS for microcomputers 
- easy to learn, powerful, versatile, 
fast and error free. You must decide on 
the most important features and 
choose the one that will best meet your 
needs. 

CONDOR may be the one for you if 
you don't want to get involved in 
programming, if you want something 
fairly easy to learn, and don't mind the 
limitations. • 

SOFTWARE REVIEW 

SCREEN PIX 
Allows yott to ttse your 
computer~s graphics capabilities 

BY ARNOLD FISCHTHAL 

Screenpix is an excellent piece of 
software. It is a general purpose 
TRSDOS Z-80 machine language 

utility, designed to allow you to create, 
store, and then recall pictures using any 
of your computer's 256 displayable 
characters. 

Although Screenpix contains many 
more commands and features than are 
capable of being described in this 
review, creating with this flexible pro
gram is easy to do. 

Screenpix comes with a complete and 
highly readable 109-page manual 
which takes the first time user very 
slowly through all the steps needed to 
create the first screen. The manual 
includes a complete chapter for the 
beginner, a chapter of advanced fea
tures, and a chapter for reference 
describing all the commands, their 
uses and implementation, as well as 
chapters on customization and hints 
on drawing. A full table of contents 
also enables the user to quickly find 
that fact needed to accomplish some 
feat of artistic endeavor. 

I spend an entire paragraph on the 
instruction manual only to emphasize 
the fact that in an industry where good 
manuals are not merely a necessity, 
but sometimes as important as the 
product they describe, the Screenpix 
manual rates a 10+. 

Arnold H. fischthal 
Advanced Data Design, Inc. 
184-08 Tudor Road 
Jamaica Estates, NY 11432 

The actual creation of a picture in
volves designating which of the 256 
characters you want to use to draw. 
The arrow keys move you around the 
screen, while pressing the appropriate 
keys will either draw or erase any 
character. Ten characters can be speci
fied for quick recall which enables you 
to change from one character to 
another simply and quickly while 
drawing. A help screen is immediately 
available to show all 256 characters, ~ 
their numeric codes, and the Screen-
pix creation commands. Various cur-
sor movement commands are available 
which simplify cursor positioning on 
the screen. 

Screenpix also provides ten screen 
buffers . When working on a picture, 
you can save your intermediate results 
and then continue to change the pic
ture. Screens can also be saved to disk 
and retrieved for later use. By defining 
an "edit rectangle," work can be done 
on only a portion of a particular screen 
or on the entire screen, if desired . You 
can continually move and/or duplicate 
a particular object all over the screen 
by defining the appropriate edit rec
tangle. The entire screen image (or any 
portion of it) can be placed in inverse 
(any characters already in inverse will 
then be displayed in normal). The 
screen can be flipped to give mirror 
images either horizontally or vertically. 
Using the "write" command, text can 
be easily added to any screen for 
labeling or descriptions. Two or more 
screens that have been saved in buffers 
can be superimposed on each other and ~ 
the result saved or rearranged in any 
way to better achieve a desired affect. 

An automatic grid is available that can 
be displayed to provide an aid for 
making scaled drawings. In fact, the 
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characters that make up the grid can be 
changed to other characters to form a 
border around the screen which can 
then be saved as part of the picture. 
Any characters on the screen can be 
globally changed to any other by the 
"replace" command of Screenpix. 

Pictures that have been saved to disk 
are accessible from BASIC programs, 
and sample programs to do this are 
included on the Screenpix disk. How
ever, one of the programs illustrates 
opening the picture file normally, i.e. 
with the OPEN command. Painting 
the picture on the screen using this 
method takes almost one minute. The 
other program uses a machine lan
guage routine to do the file access and 
screen painting. It is much quicker but 
uses up almost 3K of memory for the 
routine and picture. 

By using the steps outlined in the 
chapter," Advanced Features," you can 
merge various pictures into one disk 
file for easier access and to conserve 
disk space. The chapter, "Customizing 
Your System," allows you to modify 
the keystrokes you would use to per
form the various tasks in Screenpix. 
Finally, there is the chapter on "Draw
·ng Hints" which explains how the 

screen is arranged into scan lines and 
pixels and how each of the graphics 
characters is built from them. 

Although the manual states that the 
screens can be used for animation and 
games, the Models 11/12/16 were not 
designed with games in mind. I have 
reviewed several game packages, as 
well as written some games of my own. 
If you're planning to use graphics in 
any games you're designing, you might 
end up with an annoying screen flicker 
when switching screens and/or a slow
ness of screen movement for animation 
due to the inherent slowness of the 
BASIC interpreter and floppy disk 1/0. 

The flexibility and ease of use of 
Screenpix make it a highly desirable 
tool if you consistently need to build 
screen pictures. As previously stated, 
the manual is excellent, and combined 
with its many features, I would give 
Screenpix a rating of 10. • 

Screenpix is available from: 

Dataright Software 
P. 0. Box 1402 

Hillsdale, NJ 07642 
201/560-8440 

COST: $150.00 

One of the weakest points of Model II Scripsit -is the fact that it something happens to glitch ONE of 
the documents, the whole document menu is UNUSEABLE. 
The only advice that Fort Worth has to offer is to make backups. That advice is certainly the 
best l!lld tr> long as you do it often enough you'll never need SCRIPFIX*. BUT, what if you're 
like ~ost of us and forget, or maybe you ~ere in a hurry ~nd just skipped thl! back~p pro- . 
cess the last fevv times and 17-IEN someth1ng happens. D1saster .... Somehmes 1t s not even JUSt 
a matter of retyping, which is bad enough, but it could be that creative work is lost . Oh! It's 
such a sad thing to see a grown-up cry! 

Well, dry away the tears, because, now, there's 11 solution to this all too frequent problem. 
SCRJPFIX* restores your files to a readable state. After a Scripsit' disk has been worked 
on by SCRlPFIX*, the Scripsi.t' menu will once again b.. re21d21ble. Even f1les wh1ch you 
purposely deleted will be shown in the menu. So, if you accidentally delete a document 
that you wanted, SCRJPFIX* will get it back for you. 

If all the documents in a full fill! had to be retyped, it would take a typist 20 hours 
averaging 50 words a minute just to key it in , no proofreading or editing. SCRIPFIX• 
takes about 2 minutes. 

SCRIPFIX• pays for itself the first ~ime you use it! Compare the cost of 20 hours 
of typing to the SCRIPFIX* low pnce of $69.95! 

Remember, that fatal glitch could happen at any moment! Will you be ready? 

Don't delay-Get up to date! Tandy has published 80 Patches for Model II ~ripsit. We have placed 
them all into a single DOFIU and tested the2m. Save hours of typmg. Order SCRIPSIT 
PATCHES• todoy! Write or phone: 

104 Bushwick Road 
Poughkeepsie, New York 12603 

Phone (914) 471-9318 
SCRIPFIX• v. 1.0 for all versions of SCRIPSIT• except SCRIPSIT HD •.............. $69.95 
SCRIPFIX HD /or SCRIPSIT HD ... . .... .. ... .. .. .. ... . .. . . · · · . .. . .. · · · · · · · · · · $89.95 
SCRJPSIT PATCHES for SCRIPSlr 2.0 ........... . ... .. . . . .. . . ........ · · · · · · · · · $29.95 

Master Charge and Visa welcome 
Certified Check, Money Order or C.O.D. 

• Trademark of Tandy Corporalion Add $4.00 Shipping and handling! 
• Trademark of Custom Computing Company 

C' Ouetom 
·~,.,.Computing 

_......,.Company 

Tip for Model 
I I Users 

BY JOHN ESAK 
One of your subscribers asked in a 
letter for sort routines. No sooner 
said than done! We are happy to 
oblige with this little gem. Used as a 
sort module, it will do very nicely 
with any BASIC requirements. Play 
with the code a little and you could 
aimost get it to wash dishes. For 
instance: change the"<" (less than) 
symbol in line 90 to a ''>"(greater 
than) symbol and the program will 
sort in descending order. Change 
the top number in line 10 for 
increasing input. (It is set now for 5 
inputs just to demonstrate how it 
w o rks .) The p rogram will take and 
sort all words and numbers, even 
mixtures! 

SOI\T/BAS 
S CL~aCLUlt 
10 DUt ASC!50l 
20PORI•1'1'05 
30 N-N+l 
&0 INPUT A~(I) 
60 NGXT 1 
70 POR J • 1 'I'ON-1 
80 FOR b 1'1'0 N-J 

~0 IPA$(I)<•A~(I+l)'l'H!Nl30 
100 TS•AS (I) 
110 A$(l) • A$(Ull 
120 AS (I+1) • 'S 
130 N!XT I 

ltO fti5XT " 
l SO FOR I-1 TON 
HO PRIN'I'AS(I) 
170 NEXT I 
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Compiled by Barbara S. Albert 
Editor, two/sixteen 

I n our last issue (Vol. 2, No. 1), we 
printed the first installment of a 
Special Feature, written by you for 

others like you, on the subject of 
SCRIPSIT, Radio Shack's astounding, 
powerful, and perhaps more than just 
a little perplexing word processing 
software package. 

Without further ado, let's proceed to 
Part Two of the SCRIPSIT review, as 
constructed from two/ sixteen magazine 
reader responses. 

FROM: Hans J, Rumland, Apartado 
1343, · Santo Domingo, Dominican 
Republic: 

Here are my SCRIPSIT comments 
which are for the beginner because I 
am still very much a beginner. 

SCRIPSJT Garbage Collector 
At times when you start to type on a 
seemingly blank screen, SCRIPSIT 
puts a long line of dashes on the screen, 
just like in the "insert mode." This line 
of dashes can be temporarily eliminated 
by using the <F2> key. However, as 
soon as you start to type againi Bang, 
there are the dashes again. This means 
that there is something further down 
the page that is visible to SCRIPSIT 
but invisible to you. You can get rid of 
the garbage up ahead by moving the 
cursor to the point where you wish to 
start to type, and then type in <ESC> 
D B <F2>. This will clear the screen 
below of all prior code . If you want to 
see the code before wiping it, you can 
go to the "full video mode" by typing 
<CTRL> V. You will then see that 
there is indeed some code ahead of the 
cursor position . 

Formal Versus Back-up Utilities 
The two utilities FORMAT and 
BACKUP offer the same services on 
the CRT. You can select FORMAT, 
and it will produce the formatter 
followed by the backup routin e. Or 
you can select BACKUP and get the 
same utilities: formatter followed by 
backup. 

If the unwary user starting out with an 
unformatted disk uses the FORMAT 
utility and continues with the backup 
offered by FORMAT, he will end up 
with a blank directory on the screen . 
The copy of the disk will have most of 
the system files and none of the 
documents! If you go to TRSDOS and 
use the ANALYZE command, you will 
find that DOCUMENT/CTL (the 
"document control" file) extends to 
track 76 . The regular SCRIPSIT disk 
(the one that was supposedly copied 
faithfully by the BACKUP utility) 
started out with the DOCUMENT/ 
CTL extending to track 68, followed by 
three short programs: EXECMD/DOS, 
PRINTER and UPGRADE . 

You certainly did not get a perfect copy 
of the original disk. The only reference 
to this difference in the two utili ties is 
a note in the SCRIPSIT manual to the 
effect that people who use their own 
printer drivers must use the BACKUP 
utility. 

Since the FORMAT backup wipes out 
the UPGRADE also you will not be 
able to use the copy you made for 
upgrading SCRIPSIT 1.2 material to 
SCRIPSIT 2.0 . I don't know what the 
program EXECMD/DOS does, but it is 
gone also. 

If you want to be sure to make a perfect 
copy of your disk, you should select the 
BACKUP utility. It lets you format (or 
skip formatting) and then gives you a 
complete backup. 
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Note: I have only one drive so what is 
said here applies strictly to formatting 
and backup in Drive 0. 

]tt slificalion Of Righi Margin By Space 
Insertion 
Sometimes when printing a document 
using the" space insertion" option, you 
find the words on the las t line separated 
by an excessive amount of spaces . This 
means that you forgot to end the page 
with <ENTER>. 

SCRIPSIT needs the <ENTER> code 
as a signal to accept the last line as the 
end of a paragraph and to advise the 
printer not to try to justify the last line . 

SCRJ PSIT 2. 1 
If you do all the official and mandator J 

PATCHes given in the RS Service 
Bulletins 4531-01 through 4531-14, 
you will end up with SCRIPS IT version 
2.1, dated 10/16/1982 . There will be, 
however, a slight difference from the 
SCRIPSIT 2.1 release version which 
you should get if you buy SCRIPSIT 
now. The release version has two new 
programs: DEFAULTS, which trans
fers disk defaults between SCRIPSIT 
disks and PRTPCH, which patches 
print character width and backspace 
distances for different printers . 

DOCUMENT /CTL, which contains all 
system defaults and trailing docu
ments, has been reduced in size by 5 
grans in the re lease version of 
SCRIPSIT 2.1. This is to accommodate 
DEFAULTS and PRTPCH and will 
allow installation of the SCRIPSIT 
Spelling and Hyphenation Dictionary 
plus the SCRIPSIT Utilities in any 
order of installations. 

Index Page 
I have found it ·useful and time saving 
to use the first page of each SCRIPS~ ...... -----., 
document as an index page . This '. 
especially handy when you mix corres
pondence with different people in one 
document, when you deal with multi
chapter documents, or wh en you have 
a lot of data tables in a document. 
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_,-- The index allows you to go directly to 

. the page you want without having to 
step through the document, page-by
page. 

......... 

FROM: James D. Seymour, 260 Riverside 
Drive, New York, NY 10015: 

What 1 Don 't Like About 5CRIP5JT 
Let's get some unpleasantness out of 
the way. There are two things about 
SCRIPSIT 2.0 that absolutely infuriate 
me. The problems arise when editing a 
pre-existing document. First, when 
you are working on a document and 
"Get" the same page, anything you 
have done is erased . Now, you might 
say, why would anyone want to "Get" 
the same page they already have . The 
answer is that it can happen acciden
tally. 

For example, let's say I am working on 
page 3 and want to find out how long 
the document is or how it ends, so I 
type <ESC> Utilities Get End. Now, if 
it happens that there was no page after 
page 3, executing this string of com
mands brings the original page 3 to the 
screen, in effect erasing any changes I 

· have just made on the page. 

Second, and this is only annoying, not 
serious, if you are on the top line and 
press arrow-up, or if you are on the 
last line and press <ENTER> or 
arrow-down, the page is laboriously 
stored on the disk and you go the 
adjacent page. Nine times out of ten I do 
not want this to happen, I just want to 
go to the next line, if any. When the 
first mistake happens, one can say that 
I was just being careless, for a look at 
the bottom of the screen will tell me 
that I am already one Lir~ 1. However, 
there is no way to know that you are 
on the last line of a full screen except 
doing a "hold-down", but that gets you 
to the bottom of the p~ge which may 
be far below what you wanted. 

One thing that I miss with SCRIPSIT 
is the ability to quickly go directly from 
a document to TRSDOS READY and 
back. Most software, suJ:h as VisiCalc 
and Videotex, have this feature. Inci
dentally, one of the many things the 
manual doesn't tell yoU, is that you can 

· go directly to TRSDOS READY when 
booting up by pressing HOLD imme
diately after entering the _date. 

Some J.le/pful Tip> 
Trial-and-error turned up this method 
to have a string at the end of a 

paragraph print flush right. First, you 
change one of the "Control-x" print 
control codes to send an "uncounted 
blank space" to the printer. I use the xR 
("right" ) for this, which is coded: 
1 0 20. In the document, the format line 
should have no" a" or"@". Now, to end 
a paragraph you type: 

<Control X> R <Control t> [string] 
<ENTER> 

You may have to change the disk's 
tab-align character to something inno
cuous (I use <Control-hyphen> ). You 
will probably have to reformat the 
paragraph (<ESC> D P F) - though 
this can be avoided if you put the 
Control-t in after you have done 
everything else. 

One set of problems with SCRIPSIT 
derives from the fact that SCRIPS IT is 
a "closed system" and cannot be inte
grated with other software and data 
unless they are specifically made for 
SCRIPSIT or the convert utility is 
used. We aren't told much about all 
this in the documentation, and the 
Model II manual is too technical for 
many of us . 

For example, suppose you want to 
incorporate addresses, etc. from Mail
ing List II into SCRIPSIT. After much 
experimentation, I devised the follow
ing method . 

From TRSDOS READY: 

SPOOL ON 
SPOOL N,F=(make up a new file 

name): drive 
MLS (etc.) 

Then print the labels or whatever -
they will go to the new file . When you 
are finished: 

SPOOL OFF 

Then open a SCRIPSIT document and 
CONYER T the file from ASCII to 
SCRIPS IT. 

*** 
FROM: Joel Sarnoff, Associate Profes
sor of International Development 
Education, Stanford Univer!iity, 
School of Education, Stanford, CA 
94305: 

I have been using SCRIPSIT for ap
proximately one year. As well, there 
are some 25-30 other people who use 

PART TWO 
SCRIPS IT in my department, including 
faculty, support staff, and students, I 
have been somewhat involved in train· 
ing new SCRIPSIT users. 

Comments Gleaned From Collective Experience 
The most serious limitation has to do 
with the keyboard, not the software. 
The goal for a serious typist is never to 
look at the keyboard, which is impos
sible, due to (1) the location of the 
<FI> and <Fz> keys, (2) the location 
and lay-out of the arrow keys, (3) the 
availability of only one <CTRL> key 
(thus making it awkward to type 
<CTRL> +any key to be pressed by 
the left hand) [to a lesser extent, there 
is a simil_ar problems with the<ESC> 
key], and occasionally (4) the proximity 
of the Back Space and Break keys . It is 
difficult to believe that keyboard de
signers actually test their keyboards 
with serious typists . 

The advice to new SCRIPSIT users 
with the most immediate usefulness 
has proved to be: "Avoid the <CON
TROL> key as much as possible." In 
practice, striking (correctly) two keys 
simultaneously is both more difficult 
and slower than striking two keys 

SOUTH FORK 
SOFTWARE 

TUTORPAK 
An Integrated package of 30 

lessons that tutor the user in the 
BASIC language. Ideal for Model II 
owners who wish to learn BASIC in a 
self-paced manner. .. . .. ... $30.00 

DEMOPAK 
A smosgasboard of 50 programs 

for leisure and personal use. In
cluded are games (28), personal 
finance (12), math/stat . (10). All for 
less than $1 .00 per program I. $40.00 

CUSTODIAN 
Implements the custodial accoun

ting function for equipment inven
tories. System captures property ID 
II, item name, manufacture, model II, 
serial II, acquisition cost and date, 
location. and inventory date. 
Designed for equipment inventory 
management and custodial 
reporting . .... ..... .. . .. .. . $30.00 

Send check or money order to 
Southfork Software 
68 Falrlake Drive 
Hottlooburg, MS 39401 

WRIT!: FOR CATALOG 
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sequentially. Hence, typists who use 
<ESC> sequences in place of 
<CTRL> sequences (1) type more 
quickly, (2) type more accurately, and 
(3) get less irritated by the disruption 
of their typing rhythm caused by the 
need to coordinate the <CTRL> and 
another key. 

The suggestion for which new 
SCRIPSIT users have been most grate
ful has proved to be: Create user
defined strings to operate the deletes 
(and other regularly employed editing 
routines). For example, I use<ESC> 6 
as Delete Word (<ESC> D W <F2> ), 
<ESC> 7 as Delete Sentence (<ESC> 
D S <F2> ), and <ESC> B as Delete 
paragraph (<ESC> D P <F2> ). 

Since I frequently transfer files across 
systems, I have regular Global Search 
and Replace operations for which I also 
create strings. For example, I use a 
string to substitute SCRIPS IT's under
line symbol for whatever was used on 
the other system (here, f = begin 
underline): 

<ESC> 9 =<ESC> U G F {<ESC> C 
<ESC> ~<ESC> 9 

(that is, call the search menu, specify 
find {, cancel the search, substitute 
<ESC> underline, call itself again). 
Note that SCRIPSIT's search routine's 
inability to search and replace for an 
<ESC> or<CTRL> character compli
cates this task. 

Since I also define strings for fre
quently used headings, list formats, 
and the like, the 20 user-definable keys 
are too few to meet my needs . 

SCRIPSIT's Mosl Frustrating Features 
The feature of SCRIPSIT I find most 
fru strating is its page focus . It is often 
important to be able to see the bottom 
of one page and the top of the next at 
the same time, which SCRIPSIT does 
not permit. I much prefer editors 
where pages are defined by markers . 

The feature of SCRIPSIT I find second 
most frustrating is its treatment of 
unused spaces (that is, locations to 
which no character or space has been 
assigned) . SCRIPSIT requires that 
those spaces be opened, even though 
on the screen they may look perfectly 
available (say, between tabs in the 
middle of text) . SCRIPSIT's distinction 
between a no thing and a [blank] space 
is not intuitively clear to new users . 

The Most Troublesome Features Of 
SCRIPSIT 
The ease with which SCRIPSIT con
verts a simple error into a big problem 
(for example, a Disk Drive Not Ready 
may lock up SCRIPSIT, requiring a re
boot, which often scrambles some
thing). 

The fragility of SCRIPSIT when the 
disk (that is, the DOCUMENT/CTL 
file) is nearly full: problems that would 
otherwise be trapped, avoided, or 
otherwise managed often scramble a 
document or all documents. 

The lack of some easy way to copy a set 
of documents without backing-up up 
the entire disk. 

The lack of some easy way to copy part 
of a document (more than one page but 
less than the entire document). 

The slow speed and clumsiness of the 
SCRIPSIT Dictionary. 

The difficulty in moving SCRIPS IT
origin ASCII files to another system, 
due to SCRIPSIT's handling of hard 
and soft carriage returns. 

Overall, my experience with both large 
and small computers is that most 
software and often documentation 
authors write for an audience that is 
either familiar with computers or at 
least comfortable with them. Those 
users who prefer to treat computers as 
a convenient tool for getting their 
work done - like typewriters or 
calculators - are much less well 
served . 

FROM: Robert E. Bowley, CCS, CSI, 
Brooks, Borg and Skiles, Architects
Engineers, 700 Hubbel Bldg., Des 
Moines, lA 50309: 

You may be surprisl!d to learn that the 
utility necessary for putting SCRIPSIT 
2.0 "DOCUMENT /CTL" without pro
gram files on an auxiliary drive is built 
into the SCRIPSIT program. Instruc
tions for using this utility are in the 
SCRIPSIT 2.0 Manual, ~: t a rting on 
page 65 . 

If, when using the SCRIPSIT "FOR
MAT DISKETTE" utility, you respond 
"N" to "Will this diskette be used on 
drive o (Y or N) ?", SCRIPS IT will 
produce the DOCUMENT/CTL file 
ONLY on the designated drive, with 
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the size expanded to fill the entire disk 
(1875 recs vs. 1085 recs on a SCRIPS IT ~ 
Drive 0 disk.) 

The SCRIPS IT program disk can reside 
in any preceding drive (I usually use 
Drive 0), but it cannot be write pro
tected. I often will have both 10 pitch 
and 12 pitch documents on the same 
text disk and will change program 
disks according to which set of 
SCRIPSIT defaults is needed. 

I regularly use this system to store my 
text base in conjunction with PRO
FILE+ . I store introduction and foot
notes in two separate SCRIPSIT files. 
In use I print the PROFILE+ report to 
a named SPOOL file, on a separate 
TRSDOS formatted disk that I use for 
this purpose only. I assemble the parts 
into the final report on a different disk, 
by first copying the introduction, then 
picking up the PROFILE+ SPOOL file 
with SCRIPSIT CONVERT using the 
V option. Finally I use SCRIPSIT 
ASSEMBLE to generate a second 
SCRIPSIT file with the footnotes 
added. If the footnotes are short, the 
last step can be eliminated by --..._ 
MOVEing them from before to after 
the PROFILE+ report. At this point, 
the preliminary partial document can 
be deleted from the disk. 

*** 
FROM: Gerald Lippey, The Lippey 
Company, 210 South Bundy Drive, 
Los Angeles, CA 90049: 

Request For Help 
We are aware of SCRIPSIT's ability to 
format a non-system disk and also a 
disk with a smaller DOCUMENT/CTL 
file . In fact, we use both of these 
options. 

What we wish to do is operate 
SCRIPSIT with the program disk re
siding in a drive other than 0. I placed a 
non-system SCRIPSIT disk in Drive 2, 
a full SCRIPSIT program disk in Drive 
1, and our regular system disk in Drive 
o. When I keyed SCRIPSIT:l or 
ST ARTUP:l from TRSDOS READY, 
the Drive 0 light soon came on and 
SCRIPSIT informed me that It could 
find a file . 

If it is really possible to operate with 
the SCRIPSIT program disk in a drive 
other than 0, I am anxious to learn 
what we are doing differently. My 
efforts indicate that SCRIPSIT either 



insists upon reading a SCRIPSIT pro
gram or file (I suspect the DOCU
MENT/CTL file) from Drive 0 or 
insists upon writing to Drive 0. 

Shared SCRIPSIT Tips 
Here are a few things we've learned 
about SCRIPSIT that you may not be 
aware of. 

To key ahead when operating with the 
directory, make the following patch; 

PATCH SCRIPSIT/SYS 
R=5,B=116,F=CF,C=BF 

I don't believe it is mentioned in the 
manual that STARTUP HHHH .. . 
will send the hex characters following 
it (HHHH ... ) to your printer. 
Also, STARTUP turns Verify Detect 
Off (and when you depart from 
SCRIPSIT, it is not turned back on). 

If you get into trouble and need to 
reclaim presumably lost documents, 
the following knowledge Is invaluable. 
(It's assumed that you have a decent 
ZAP program, and some familiarity 
with the way the Z-80 handles 23-byte 

integers.) The first record in the 
DOCUMENT/CTL file has the fol
lowing important fields: 

BYTES 

7,8 
9,10 
15,16 
31,32 

DESCRIPTION 

Record # of last document 
Record # of first document 
Number of documents 
SCRIPSIT's notion of the 
disk password (BEDS = 
PASSWORD) 

The record numbers given above and 
below point to records that contain 
this information; 

2,3 

4,5 

6-21 
196,197 

Record # of previous 
document 
Record # of the next 
document 
Document name in ASCII 
Document password (OOBE 
means none) 

On all of the record numbers refer
enced above, the first record is number 
zero). 

The password for SCRIPSIT/SYS is 
NOMOLOSS (no foolin'!) 

PART TWO 
FROM: Paul Naitoh, Ph.D., Applied 
Psychophysiology Group, 4446 Mar
seilles St., San Diego, CA 92107: 

I tried to use PROOFREADER and 
GRAMMATIK with SCRIPSIT 2.0 
(before I purchased Radio Shack's 
Hyphenation/Dictionary). I · feel that 
PROOFREADER and GRAMMA TIK 
from Aspen Software Company are 
great programs. Unfortunately, their 
power is much less with SCRIPSIT 
than with WordStar and other word 
processing programs. When running 
them, I had to convert the SCRIPSIT 
document into an ASCII file. This 
ASCII file is worked over by PROOF
READER and GRAMMATIK and a 
"marked text" file is outputted. Then 
this ASCII text is converted back into 
SCRIPSIT. Once I get back to the 
SCRIPSIT document format, I use 
Global Search to look for editorial 
marks placed by the programs, e.g.,?#. 
One very serious problem is that I 
cannot use the PROOF EDIT program 
with SCRIPSIT text (PROOF EDIT is 
the interactive correcting program that 
is part of PROOFREADER). Also, in 
the process of translation, all of the 

M ODEL 11/12/16 KWIX II- A WORD TOOL 
FOR MOD II/12/1G SCRIPSIT 

TRSDOS 2.0a/b MEMORY MAP 
Complete address/function rnap. Identifies system 
subroutines, tables & status indicators. Many useful 
patches included . . .............. . .......... $15.00 

MOD 11/12/16 DISASSEMBLER 
Printer. video or MBO compatible disk output with 
LABELS & CROSS REFERENCE. ASCII data areas trans
lated. "Search" mode and other special features. For 
TRSDOS 2.0a/b !1 diskl ........ . .. ........ . $45.00 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Use the Memory Map, disassembler & your own ideas to 
customize your operating system. Both $50.00 

BACKPACK 
FORMAT /BACKUP/REORGANIZE diskettes in a 
SINGLE step. BACKPACK is the ONLY fast backup 
utilitY that reorganizes files (like TRSDOS "MOVE" but 
15 X's faster) 

• Formats WHILE copying 
• Eliminates "checkerboard" space allocation 
• Relocates files to the outer, moi"S I"Siiable tracks 
• Optional PROMPT for selective file copying 
• Allows disk directory relocation 
• Data fully verified 

For Mod II/ 12/16, TRSDOS 2.0a/b (2 disk.sl . . . . . . . $59.00 

Terms: VISA/MASTERCARD, Chec;k. CUS fund:s/US bankl. Money Order, 
NO Purchase Orders. Shipping to N.Amer. add $3, other countries $10, 
COD $5, VA reSidents add 4% sales tax 

TAS-80, TASOOS S. SCRIPSIT are trademarks of Tandy Corp. 

KWIX 2.0. a MAJOR UPGRADE. is now available 

WRITERS. LAWYERS. LINGUISTS. SECRETARIES. PROOF
READERS, any SCRIPSIT user - Save days of drudgery. Put 
KWIX to work for YOU! 
KEY WORD INDEX - Uses a non-key word dictionary to 
eliminate common words and create a sorted Index [by Doc/ 
page/line) for a book, manual or any SCRIPSIT document[sJ. Up 
to 1 00 documents from multiple diskettes mav be indexed 
together. The Index !complete or partiall can be printed, dis
played or appended to your SCRIPS IT document. 
KEY WORD IN CONTEXT - List Key Words centered, 
left or right in 80 or 132 characters of context with Doc/ 
page/line references. 
FULL WORD INDEX/ CONTEXT- Bypass the non-key 
dictionary and list ALL words, Index only, or in Context. 
WORD FREQUENCY - Three different formats. Sorted 
descending by frequency or ascending by word. Key words only 
or ALL words. 
• Index by Document/ Page/ Line 
• Character types selectable 

alpha/ numeric/ mixed/ special 
• Create YOUR OWN non-key 

word dictionary & delete/ 
re:store word:s in Sy:~tcm 
dictionary 

• 30 character word size 

• Video display speed adjustable 
• Counters: Total words. 

different words, sl!ntences 
• Default options easily reset 

to user's selections 
• FAST, full diskette indexed in 

5 min. EASY TO USE, no 
installation required 

KWIX 2.Dfor Mod 11/12/16, TRSDOS 2.0a/b,C2 disksl ... $119.00 
INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL lthru October 31, 1983) . ... . .. $95.00 

SKYLINE SOFTWARE 
~HH:- committecl to Quality & customer Support~~~~~~ 

3705 S. George Mason Dr., Suite 2411-S, Falls Chu~ch. VA 22041 
PHONE: C703J 578-3940 
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special key combinations in SCRIPSIT ability to use different pitches (print A Unique Application 
(such as Control X) are lost in the sizes) in the same line; I would like to tell you a little bit about 
ASCII file. Also lost is the number of my particular application of SCRIPS IT. 
lines per page, because when con· I am a professional dramatist, having 

ASCII f I b k When I upgraded to SCRIPSIT z.o in ve rti ng i es ac in to written plays for television, the screen, 
SCRIPSIT SCRIPSIT f II h March of 1982, 1 was dism, ayed to find , i s t e maxi- and the stage. I've been doing so for 
mum number of lines per each page. that my printer no longer right justi- almost 30 years . While no one can 

fied by character increment. (I had not 

I just wished to tell you that SCRIPSIT 
text can be "proofread" by PROOF
READER/GRAMMA TIK with pati
ence. Perhaps the nicest aspect of the 
combination of SCRIPS IT and PROOF
READER is that you need to have only 
ONE disk drive - yes, only one - to 
do a job of proofreading. 

A "Messy" Solution To a Problem 
Occasionally I wish to combine three 
separate documents into one document 
with the pagination all correct. This 
can be easily done with the ASSEMBLE 
utility. But suppose you wish to insert 
one document into the middle of 
another document. ASSEMBLE will 
not do this; it simply appends the 
document to the end of the previous 
document. My solution is a mess, but it 
works. 

I type my table and store it in a 
document named NICET AB, and now 
I wish to place this NICET AB on page 
44 of my SCRIPSIT document FUN
STRY. What I do is to append the 
NICETAB at the end of FUNSTRY. 
Then, I use the GET routine to create 
page 44.1. Then I go back to NICET AB 
(now at the end of and part of 
FUNSTRY), place my cursor at the top 
of the page, define the entire page with 
CONTROL/DEFINE/BELOW, and 
MOVE it to page 44 .1.After a success
ful transfer of my table (formerly 
NICET AB) to page 44.1, I conjure up 
the NUMBER utility to re-number 
44 .1 as 45 , etc. If you have multiple 
pages of tables to insert, you have to 
create multiple pages, such as 44 .1, 
44.2, etc. Perhaps someone has a better 
way??? 

*** 
FROM: E.T.Cox, 12.4 Division St. N., 
#102, Kingsville, Ontario, Canada: 

SCRIPSIT And Lirre Printer IV 
In January 1981 when I bought my 
Model II and Line Printer IV (hereafter 
LPIV), they were advertised as the 
most economical combination to realize 
the word processing capabilities of 
SCRIPS IT 1.0 . SCRIPSIT seemed to be 
just right for my printer. The only 
thing I wished for at that time was the 

gotten around . to reading the back really speak with authority about a 
pages of the new SCRIPSIT Reference word-processing program without 

working with it for a long period, I am 
Manual). · taking the liberty to make comparisons 

After some calls to local Radio .Shack 
stores, I was informed that SCRIPSIT 
2.0 worked fine on LPIV without any 
patches, so I should have my printer 
repaired . I tried to reason with them 
that a printer that worked fine with 
SCRIPSIT version 1.0 was not likely in 
need of repair when it lost a function 
with version 2.0 . 

Later I found the four SCRIPSIT 
patches and one Start-up patch on 
pages 73 and 74 of the Manual. The 
Start-up patch for LPIV did not work, 
but I found out that the Line printer 
VIII patch seemed to work for my 
printer. A letter to Ft. Worth about the 
problem brought the enlightening in
formation that some printers cannot 
r ight justify by character increment. 

Some months later I stumbled upon 
the default print codes on page 68 of 
the manual. After searching printer 
and operating system manuals on page 
79 of the Pickle5 and Trout CP/M 2 
Manual I found the hex equivalents to 
the SO, 51, DC1, DC3, and DC4 used 
in the printer manual. The correct 
Start-up patch uses 1B14 not 141B. 
The double width characters and 
Spanish nya were soon operating. I 
also discovered that my printer under
lines beautifully with Ctrl XU and Ctrl 
X 0 . However, the pitch switches were 
ignored. More phone calls sent me to 
making all the SCRIPSIT 2 .0 patches. 

After spending a day feeding single 
sheets for a 75 page document, I 
decided to try the back-ground printing 
feature. I have this feature working at 
16.7 cpi and only with right justifica
tion. Unfortunately, all my long docu
ments are printed at 10 cpi. After 
numerous phone calls dating back to 
la te November 1982 about pitch 
switching and background printing, I 
am still waiting for some real help. 

*** 
FROM: Loring Mandel, P. 0. Box 104, 
Halesite, NY 117 43: 

on the basis of what other scriptwriters 
have told me of their programs. 

Major statement: none of the other 
well-known WP programs can do what 
SCRIPSIT can for the particular prob
lems of scriptwriting. From what I've 
been told of Easy Writer and WordStar, 
script formatting and revising can be a 
tedious and clumsy process. Not so 
with SCRIPSIT. 

A script pilge has three different for
mats. Think of them as three columns 
of different widths, stacked with the 
narrower columns within the broader. 
The broadest column of text is for 
stage directions, the next narrower is 
for dialogue, the narrowest is for ~ 
specific directions for actors. The char
acter's name is at a tab location com
mon to all three formats. In order to 
compose a page of script, the writer 
must constantly shift from one format 
to another in order to get word wrap
around. And with SCRIPSIT's format 
recall feature, accessed by the Model 
Il's user keys, the entire process is 
actually easier than it would be on a 
regular typewriter. I am told that 
changing the format is a much more 
cumbersome matter with other WP 
programs. 

But the initial writing of the script is 
not where SCRIPSIT is most impor
tant: revision is. With the other WP 
programs, adding text to dialogue or 
directions is slowed by the need to 
reformat the added material to con
form to the particular margins of the 
block of text you're adding to. With 
SCRIPSIT, the added material auto
matically conforms to the margins of 
the text block being revised. For the 
usually complex format variety of a 
script page, this asset is enormous, and 
saves extraordinary lengths of time. ~ 

I was fir5t encouraged to buy the 
Model II and SCRIPSIT by a Los 
Angeles screenwriter, and at least 
three others have purchased it after 
trying it on my machine. • 
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ELIMINATE TRSDOS 

ERROR MESSAGES 

BY LANCE MULLER 
After lots of days debugging various purchased programs, I became tired of the 
same old"** Error xx **"Model II TRSDOS message. So, I took some time to 
make this little DO file which reflects a more "proper" relationship for when 
your computer is pointing out your programming errors . 

From TRSDOS READY, type: 

BUILD ERRORMSG 

When the prompt starts, begin <ENTER>ing the following lines (,16 indicates a 
space, per RS conventions): 

CLS 
PAUSE - CHANGE ERROR MESSAGE TO ' ERROR #xx, MASTER ' 
PATCH SYSRES/SYS A=13FC F=2El4223014 C=2Bl4000000 
PATCH SYSRES/SYS A= 140F F=2E C=2B 
PATCH SYSRES A= 1423 F="J'*~*)SERRORJ'~~J')S*)S*JS'' 

C = ",i5ERR 0 R,l5#~){,15MASTER.l5'" 
PAUSE- COMPUTER WILL NOW RE-BOOT TO GET THESE CHANGES 

INTO CURRENT RAM 
RESET 

After you've checked to be sure everything <ENTER>ed correctly, at 
TRSDOS READY, type: 

DO ERRORMSG 

Follow the prompts to get the error message changed. 

----
.-~ --- -~-

IPROFESSIONALSOFTWARE TRS-8()® MODEL I I & 16 

--I I 
NOW AVAILABLE! I I 

I DISK SORT 2.0 FOR HARD DISK OR FLOPPIES. NEW! UPTO 15+% FASTER $119.95* • 
r TRSDOS·• 2.0a & 4.1 COMPATIBLE. FILL IN THE BLANKS & GO TO IT. , 

WILL SORT ANY RANDOM FILE. OUTPUT OPTIONS: TAGS, TAGS & KEYS, OR COMPLETE FILE. 
I 1.000 REG's. SORTING 15 BYTES, INCLUDING ALL DISK 1/0;2 MIN. 33 SEC's. (FLOPPY) 
r HARD DISK IS MUCH FASTER! NON·STOP JOB STREAM EXECUTION. 

BASIC CROSS REFERENCE. SAVE HOURS! $59.99* 
• SEE USED LINE *'s/NAMES AT A GLANCE • PRODUCES NICE PROGRAM LISTING 
• OTHER OPTIONS INCLUDE MAKING NEW PROGRAMS, DROPPING REMARKS. 

CUSTOM PROGRAMMING/SYSTEMS DESIGN 

'PLUS POSTAGE AND HANDLING PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 

TRS-60 & TRSDOS I ARE REGISTERED 
TRADEMARKS OF 

I TANDY COR: 

GOOD·l YDDON DATA SYSTEMS 
5486 RIVERSIDE DR. o CHINO, CA 91710 o (714) 980·4563 

---

DOC. ONLY $10.00 
DEDUCTIBLE ON 
PURCHASE I 

I 
MIC VISA • 

ACC&;PT&;D. 

I 

OLASSIPIBD 
INDEX PREPARATION SYSTEM 
for Modelsll, 12, and 16 using TRSDOS 
• fully integrated system for books, 

periodicals and journals 
* flexible alphabetizing (handles 

upper/lower case, punctuation) 
* produces final manuscript (elimi-

nates repeated headings) 
* reviewed by Radio Shack **** 
* complete system $300 
• manual $20 (with demo diskette $30) 

FOXON-MADDOCKS ASSOCIATES 
10807 Oldfield Drive 

Reston, VA 22091 
(703) 476-4860 

ATTENTION SOfTWARE AUTHORS: 

join the National Association of Freelance Pro
grammers (NAFLP) and receive NAFLP's monthly 
SOFTWARE MARKET LETTER. Learn how and 
w h ere to sell your softwa re and get programming 
contracts. 

For info, write NAFLP, Box 813TS, Vienna, VA 
22160 or coli 703/938-9191. 

FPS8016 
Floating Point Software for the 

TRS-80 Model 16. 

Arithmetic package includes add, subtract, multiply, 
divide, exponentiation, float and int. Transcendental 
package includes sqrt, sin, cos, In, ex p, arctan. 
Conversion package, ASCII to binary and binary to 
ASCII. Basic 1/0 package. 
SPECIFICATIONS. Single precision (21·24 bits, i.e. 
6.32 to 7.22 decimal digits), dynamic range 5.39761E-
79 to 7.23700E+ 75. The accurracy of the trans· 
ce ndental functions is 1 unit in the si xth significant 
dig it. 
Seven relocatable ob ject modules ready to link into 
your assembly language program plus a demonstra
tion program with source code included . Complete 
on one 8 inch diskette, $125. Available from the 
author. Richard W. Sassman. 2564 Morningside 
Street, Pasadena, California 91107. (213) 796-3464. 

Typesetting Direct from 
Your TRS-80 

We convert your Scripsit, Pencil, 
Spellbinder, or any other WP text 
into professional typesetting of any 
sizes and styles for as little as $5.50 
per thousand characters. You save 
60% or more over normal typesetting 
because we capture your own key
strokes. Most ASCII text and even 
Profiles can be typeset. 

Send Mod II or III disks or send via 
phone modem. Easy Instruction 
Booklet $5.00 refundable. 

PRINT SHOPPE 
.5019 W. Lover5 Lane 

Dallas, TX 75209 
214/350-1902 
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SOFTWARE REVIEW 

LA WYERS ACCOUNTING 
SYSTE 
Total la\Al office 
managetnent 

BY BARBARA S. ALBERT 

I f I were to list in descending order 
of importance the three things 
attorneys practicing in the United 

States today hate the most they would 
be: (1) losing cases, (2) losing money, 
and (3) losing time needlessly in the 
pursuit of managing their practices. 

The Technical Services Group (TTSG), 
Inc. has developed a powerful adminis
trative system tbat assuredly will 
eliminate problem #3, drastically re
duce problem #2, and quite possibly 
a55i5t in reducing problem #1. The 
unimpressive name of this most im
pressive turn-key package is The Legal 
Accounting System (LAS). 

Lest you think The Technical Services 
Group is a newcomer to the computer 
field, their credentials prove otherwise . 
They have been in the business of 
inventing and developing proprietary 
software for over 15 years. They have 
designed, developed, and installed 
software that is in use in over 1,000 
computer operations world-wide. 

Tbeir latest contribution to the soft
ware industry, The LAS package, in
cludes the following capabilities: 

*Time accounting and billing 
*Escrow and disbursement accounting 
*Immediate Client/matter inquiry (See 
Figure One.) 

•complete accounts receivable 
*Practice management reports 
*Calendar and docket control 
*Multiple format invoicing 

*Word processing (Fully interfaced 
with Scripsit, Westlaw, and VisiCalc) 

*Spelling and hyphenation dictionary 

The LAS is a "vertical" software sys
tem, as opposed to VisiCalc or Scripsit 
which are "horizontal" software pro
grams. The horizontal program is 
designed to perform one function. The 
vertical program is a total office man
agement system, a completely inte
grated set of programs (300 of them) 
fitted together to provide for any 
eventuality that may arise in the office . 

Probably the biggest headache in a 
lawyer's office is time keeping and its 
associated function, billing . And one of 
the biggest fears an attorney has when 
it comes to investing in a computer 
system for his office is "will it be able to 
handle my billings?" We've all heard 
the stories of lawyers who were talked 
into buying computer systems and 
discovered much too late that the 
system was woefully inadequate for 
the needs of their offices. The LAS 
provides for both attorney and clerical 
staff time accounting. The system 
provides reports detailing how much 
time was spent on each case, by which 
staff member, at what billing rate and 
personnel cost and whether the client 
had been billed. The five different 
statements generated by The LAS will 
never leave you feeling "caught short." 

The most common statement form, 
the Summary Form, lists total fees 
charged, total expenses, and total dis
bursements . If necessary, a previous 
balance is shown. Payments received 
and credits granted are always shown. 
(See Figure Two.) 
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Statement Type 2 provides an itemized 
listing of each service rendered, but 
instead of listing a price for each 
individual item, only category totals 
are shown. 

Statement Type 3 adds the date for 
each of the itemized items as shown in 
Statement type 2, and Statement 4 ---.., 
adds to this information the number of 
hours and/or disbursements (costs 
advanced). 

Statement Type 5 is a complete, de
tailed invoice that indicates each ser
vice performed, the time spent in the 
performance thereof_ and the charge 
for each service. It also sets forth 
expenses and disbursements. 

Even with such comprehensive billing 
abilities, there has to be someone out 
there who is saying, "Yes, but I need 
such-and-such. Can The LAS do that?" 
The answer is yes. No matter what the 
unique requirement may be. At any 
time, during any part of any procedure, 
you can enter the system and override 
the defaults and change any items. You 
are in control of the system and not 
vice versa. 

So maybe you're impressed by The 
LAS's billing capabilities. But what else 
can it do? The LAS is able to produce 
over forty different reports! These 
reports range from listings of clients, ..---..... 
cases, and employees to month-to-date 
and year-to-date statistics sorted by 
employee showing the percentage of 
the firm's total business performed by 
each and the percentage of each matter
type worked on by each employee. And 



at any point in the proceedings you can 
get a hard copy print-out of the report 
you wish to see by typing an "H". 

includes an "Automatic Recovery" 
feature which, when invoked, goes 
through a check-list of possible occur
rences which could have caused a loss 
of data. According to sources at TTSG, 
no data has ever been permanently lost 
by any user of The LAS. 

A BETTER PRICE 
on a great product ... 

r' Management reports include produc
tivity statistics, billed and unbilled fees 
and expenses, complete accounts re
ceivable (two different types of receiv
ables: case level and client level), activ
ity by case and/or client, aged trial 
balances, and cash/checks received. 

mru~~O'M~~ 

The system stores detailed time en tries 
by matter-type (i.e., family law, Work
man's Compensation, bankruptcy, 
etc.), as well as all the information 
related to the client's financial records 
with the firm. 

Another important concern for attor
neys shopping for a law office manage
ment system is how difficult will it be 
for the staff to learn and how difficult 
is it to recover from the errors th~y 
will inevitably make? This concern was 
taken into consideration when The 
LAS was designed. The system is 
entirely menu-driven, meaning that 
the secretary or bookkeeper need only 
type "M" at TRSDOS READY, and 
the various and helpful menus will 
guide them from there . And The LAS 

To accommodate all the features of a 
system this comprehensive, you need 
to have a 12-meg. hard disk. And in 
case you fear you might over-load The 
LAS, you won't unless you exceed 
1000 clients who have a combined total 
of 4000 cases, and 40 timekeepers who 
generate 22 time transactions per day 
with six weeks between billings . Of 
course, these are only representative 
figures to illustrate what The LAS can 
do. The system can be expanded by 
adding an0ther hard disk. • 

The LAS is available from: 

The Technical Services Group, Inc. 
174 Fifth Avenue 

New York, NY 10010 
212/675-5333 
Cost: $3,000 

Plus on-site installation and training 
(Includes six months of 

telephone support) 

The Electronic Tax Formn~ 

General Leager . .. ...... s 499 
Accounts Receivable .. . .. s 499 
Accounts Payable . . . . . . . s 499 
Payroll ............... s 599 
Order Entry I Inventory .. . $ 499 
Sales AnalYSIS ....... . .. s 349 

All six- deduct 10%. ShiPPing extra. 
ReQuirements: 584Kb ram. 8Mb Hard Disk. 

TRS-XENIX ' u Runtime 

II harper aos Third st. NE, 
mcmaSterS Charlottesville. 

VA 22901 
waterhouse 18041971-8855 

For the Business Information Edge ill! 

945 Hav.,rford Road Bryn Mawr. PA 19010 
(600) 345·1301 
12151 527·8030 

Do you want to computerize your income tax preparation business but are concerned that you will have to completely 
change your current office procedures? Many software packages have but one way of doing things --the programmer's, 
Until now, all the tried-and-true techniques that you have perfected over the years had to tle discarded when switching to a 
computer. 

Well, with Tax Master you can dramatically increase your productivity and still run your office the way you want to. Tax 
Master is an extremely user-friendly, menu-driven, full-screen tax planning and preparation system. It is designed 
exclusively for the tax professional. It displays line-for-line Images of IRS forms right on the CRT screen. These images 
match the real forms in line numbering, item discrlptions, and even graphics! 

IF YOU CAN PREPARE TAXES TODAY BY HAND, YOU ALREADY KNOW HOW TO USE TAX MASTER. 

All you have to do is enter the "raw" data on each form; Tax Master performs all the arithmetic and the cross-referencing of 
items between forms. You apply your tax knowledge and let the computer manipulate the numbers. All forms may be 
reviewed and re-calculated as often as desired, and all data is saved on floppy disks for recall at a later date (a single floppy 
disk will record the information for seventy-five clients!). Heavy use of CRT video attributes is made to visually convey 
important information to the user and minimize the need to rely on manuals. The system also includes an integral text-editor 
and numeric calculator to aid in entering data on the CRT. 

A demonstration package consisting of a User's Manual and last year's full system disk is available for $50. Since the disk 
contains last year's complete system, you can see how Tax Master handles even your most complicated returns. And, the 

.r-- demo system price is fully creditable towards the purchase of next year's system. For more information, contact: 

I M PACC Associates 
P.O. Box 93 

Gwynedd Valley, PA 19437 
21 5·699· 723!; 
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LEGAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM 

CLIENT RECORD INQUIRY 2 

Client No 6004 Client Name Franklin Motor Works,Inc. 

To the Attention of H~rold Franklin, J r . Phone No 516- 421 - 8100 E>:t 010 

Responsible Attorney Number 5007 Responsible Attorney Initials SQM 

Date Last Active 81 / 12 / 16 
~~~f~-f~-5~f;;f~f;r-ir;;;--- 2B. 5o Year to oa~;;~;~;r-ir;;;-- ----~~~~6-

Time Value: $ 3420.(1(1 Time Value; $ 3948.00 
Disbursed; 
Billed: 
Unbilled: 
Credits: 
Received: 
Balance: 
Cost: 

Record # 00(101 Screen # 2 

2300.00 
2450.00 
3270.00 

0.00 
1903.21 
546.79 

1932.64 

) Enter Selection • 

FIGURE ONE. 

Di sbLlrsed: 
Billed: 
Unbilled: 
Credits: 
Received: 
Balance: 
Cost: 

The LAS has two Client Record Inquiry Forms. These forms contain the 
totals of all case activity for all cases open for the client. 

stmt No: 6 
Resp Atty: 

Swift & Monroe 
--------- Attorneys at Law ---------

124 Madison Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10010 

(212) 675-5333 

Stmt 
5003 Page 

Palmer Manufacturing Inc • 
1800 Concorde Avenue 
Bronx, NY 10046 
ATT: Ed Palmer 

Date: 03/01/83 
1: 1 

2750.00 
3145.00 
3553.00 

127 .40 
2363.90 

653.70 
2197.81 

Re: Chicago Steel Company Client No.; 6001 Case No.: 7003 

THIS STATEMENT REFLECTS CASE ACTIVITY AS OF 03/01/83 

Previous Balance $ o.oo 
Total Payments Received $ 0.00 

Total Credits $ 0.00 

Total Fees $ 738.00 

Total Disbursements $ 41.00 

Previous Balance - Payments - Credits + Charges New Balance 

0.00 0.00 0.00 779.19 779.10 

FIGURE TWO. 
an example of the form, the summary 
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Correction To 
c Microstat Review 

BY RICHARD JENSEN 

Following publication of my review of Microstat from 
Ecosoft, Inc. ("Microstat: An Interactive General Purpose 
Statistics Package," Vol. 2, #1, p. 46), the publisher came 
out with a revision that settles one of my complaints. 

In the review, I wrote:" ... there is no provision for reading 
data in ASCII format that may have been generated from 
another project or downloaded from a mainframe 
computer." 

Ecosoft's revision enables me to say that Micros tat can now 
handle data files (in ASCII format) prepared by a text 
editor, dBase II, or a BASIC data entry program _ 

Microstat (ver. 3.01) is available from: 

Richard Jensen 

Ecosoft, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 68602 

Indianapolis, IN 46268 

University of Illinois at Chicago 
P.O. Box 4348 

( Chicago, IL 60680 
\ 

Ml .... Satisfy your longing to p1ay arcaqe-type games 
on your TRS-80 Modell I, 12, or 16 with - · ' 
MARYLAND MODEL II GAMES 
You can play: 

SKYDIVER 
a death-defying parachutist must strugglo 
against time and the elements. 

STAR BATTLE 
a game of will and wits between a space fighter 
entrusted to protect an em!rgy base and five. 
feisty enemies who seGI< to olast the base into 

T~~·WALL 
a spaceship captain m1,1st protl;!ct his vehicle 
from a number of hazards generated by 
enemies at an outlying base. An enormous, 
Qncroaching horizontal wall is the terror of. all 
terrors_ · ·- ·· 

SPACE SWARM 
a no-holds-barred dogfight between steer
nerved starship pilots. 
MAYHEM 
a contest to the death between four vu.lnerable 
citiesMd deadly invaders. A lorne _missile 
guards the terrain . 

Tip for Model II 
Users 

BY DEAN R. LAMBE Ph.D 

Your Drive 0 (Drive A) may become unreliable after long 
use and show the following symptoms: rapid on-off cycles 
of the read/write arm with a "ping-pong" or a clicking 
sound. Slow response during familiar operations with the 
drive light on for an unusual amount of time. Strange 
pauses during back-ups or long printing operations. Errors 
4 and 5 on occasion, even though the operation is finally 
completed. Complete lockup with Drive 0 still on. 

This is a hardware problem! Vibrations from disk drive 
on-off cycles has created a poor contact in one of the circuit 
card plugs or one of the plugs to the disk drive circuit board. 
Before you ship it off to the repair center (and especially if 
you are out of warranty), open the top half of the case, 
carefully un-plug, then re-plug the ribbon connectors and 
other plugs to the disk drive . Put the case back together, 
power-up, and run a back-up and other common opera
tions. If the problem has not been eliminated completely, 
you may have to replace the whole ribbon cable to the drive, 
but chances are good that this simple "kick here" fix will 
work. While this problem definitely occurs in the Model II, I 
have heard that it happens to other TRS-80 models as well. 

Dean R. Lambe, Ph.D. 
Route 1, Northlake Drive 
Vincent, OH 45784 

BASI Structural Designs 
Structural Design Programs: 

Concrete -Beam, column. 
Slab (I way & 2 way) 

Steel- Beam, Column 
sggoo each Of S40000 Complete Set 

AlsO 
Structural Analysis Programs: 
Finite Elemem Method

Frames. (20 - 3D) 
Trusses, Plate£. Grid£. Membron~-"'
Out of Core Soluer, Thermal, etc. 

S20000 - S5()()00 

Critical Path Project 
Management Programs; 

Standard Version 520000 

Corp. of Engineers Compatible 520000 

C:omplete Set 530000 

EASI Software, Inc. 
c/o Henry Camin, Jr. 

2 Windsor Court 
Jackson. NJ. 08527 

or 
Telephone (20 1) 367·5735 
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.. 1 BOUGHT IT" 
"My biggest loss 
of programming 
time using 
Snappware's 
COLLEGE EDUCATED 
GARBAGE COLLECTOR 
is spent inserting 
my diskette." 
SCOTT ADAMS - PRES. OF ADVENTURE INTL. 
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8ANK5WITCHING 

If you have ever exhausted the available memory space for a program in your Model16, you've probably 
wondered how to access the extra memory in the 16-bit half of your computer. 

BY CHARLES A. WILDE 

I f you have ever exhausted the 
available memory space for a 
program in your Model 16, 

you've probably wondered how to 
access the extra memory in the 16-
bit half of your computer. 

There is a way to get at that extra 
memory, and there are ways for Model 
II and Modell2 owners to get extra 
memory for their 8-bit programs as 
well. 

The Z-80 accesses memory a single 
eight bit byte at a time (hence the 
term 8-bit processor). It uses 16 bits 
to address memory, so it can select 
one of 65,5.36 bytes for a memory 
access operation or memory cycle. 
(These 65,536 bytes are commonly 
referred to as 64K. "K" is a common 
way for computer programmers to 
refer to the number 1024, and 64 
times 1024 is 65,536.) 

The way for the Z-80 to access more 
than 64K bytes of memory is for it 
to play a kind of shell game. The idea 
here is that an address in the range 
of, say, 0 to 2K will normally select a 
particular byte out of one group of 
memory bytes. The Z-80 program 
can execute a special instruction so 
that later on, if the same address is 
used, it will select a byte out of a 
different group of memory bytes. 

There is no restriction on how many 

groups of memory bytes the Z-80 
program can choose from, as long as 
only one group is associated with a 
given memory address at a time . 

The groups of memory are commonly 
called memory ba·nks, and the Z-80 
program is said to do a "bank select" 
when it executes the special instruc
tion to associate a memory address 
with a memory bank. 

Radio Shack computer designers made 
heavy use of the bank selection 
scheme to expand the power of the 
Z-80 . First, we'll review the hardware 

Z-80 
Memory 
Addresses 

64K ....-
62K c::B!lLJ"" 

z·oo 
~emory 

design, then look at the way currently 
available software makes use of that 
hardware. 

The basic Model II hardware design 
is the simplest . With 64K memory 
installed, two areas of that 64K are 
bank switched (see Figure 1). When 
the power is turned on or the RESET 
switch is lifted, the first 4K of ad
dresses will select bytes out of the 
boot ROM. The boot ROM program 
will read the first track of the diskette 
in drive 0 into low page RAM memory 
starting at address 4K and following. 
This first track contains a secondary 

MGSOOO MG9000 
Memorv Memory 
Addrc;,oeo 

7168K 

• • • • • 

64K 

32K 

16K 

..-
#477 

~ 

• • • • • 

#~ 

#4 

#3 

+t2 

#1 

_,K 

01( ~IGURr:;1 
tto 

OK 
Radio Shack Modal 11/12/ 16 MAmory Architecture 

._______ 
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bootstrap program which will select 
banks so that the first 4K of addresses 
will select bytes out of the low page 
RAM memory. 

In a similar fashion, the last 2K of 
addresses for 62K to 64K can be bank 
switched under Z-80 program control 
between video RAM and the currently 
selected RAM bank. The CRT hard
ware constantly scans the video RAM 
to determine what characters to dis
play on the CRT screen. Whenever the 
operating system program wants to 
modify the CRT display, it will switch 
the video RAM bank on (which also 
disables the 62K to 64K part of the 
currently selected RAM bank). After it 
has updated video RAM, it will switch 
banks again so the 62K to 64K part of 
the currently selected RAM bank is 
again accessible. 

Additional memory can be added to the 
Model II in the form of 64K memory 
cards. These cards are identical to the 
main 64K memory card (which is low 
page RAM and RAM bank I), except 
that jumpers on the memory card are 
set differently so the added card be
comes RAM bank 2 and RAM bank 3. 
Up to four 64K cards can be added to 
the basic Model II, depending on the 
number of free board slots and power 
supply capacity. These memory boards 
(Radio Shack catalog number 26-4105) 
are the same ones used for the en
hanced VisiCalc program. 

With the Model Il/16 design, the first 
4K of addresses can be switched either 
to the BOOT ROM or the low page 
RAM. The addresses between 4K and 
32K will select only low page RAM . The 
addresses between 32K and 64K will 
select alternate RAM banks or the 
M68000 RAM window, depending on 
which RAM bank number is specified 
by the Z-80 program. With the Model 
12/168 design, a mode is available that 
allows addresses from 0 to 32K to 
select RAM banks for possible future 
compatibility with CP/M Plus and 
MP/M. 

RAM bank 14/15 is a special16K bank 
that is present on a Modelli/16 when a 
Radio Shack hard disk is installed and is 
contained on the hard disk interface 
board . It is also standard equipment on 
a Model 12, even if no hard disk is 
installed. It differs from the other 
RAM banks only in that it is 16K 
rather than 32K and that either bank 
address 14 or 1.5 will select it. 

If a hard disk is installed on a Model12, 
then the 16K memory b,1nk on the 

hard disk interface board is set with an 
address of 6/7, instead of the usual 
14/15. 

The Model 16 contains at least two 
memory boards, a 64k 8-bit memory 
board and a 16-bit memory board 
containing 128K which can be ex
panded to 256K. The Model 16/16B 
also contains the M68000 16-bit pro
cessor. This processor has no input/ 
output (I/0) capability of its own and is 
totally dependent on the Z-80 program 
for I/0. The Z-80 program uses a RAM 
window to load the operating program 
into the M68000 memory and to 
subsequently fetch 1/0 requests and 
data from the M68000 program. 

The last Z-80 RAM bank to be dis
cussed is this M68000 RAM window. It 
is quite different from the rest of the 
RAM banks because a second level of 
bank switching occurs with its use; it is 
selected as if it were RAM bank zero. 
Then the Z-80 program selects which 
16K segment of the M68000 16-bit 
CPU memory it wishes to operate on . 
Once this is done, the Z-80 program 
can select bytes in the 16-bit memory 
segment just as easily as it selects bytes 
in its own 8-bit memory. Thus the Z-
80 program can, with appropriate bank 
selection, freely operate on up to 7 
megabytes of 16-bit memory as well as 
all of the 8-bit memory installed in the 
machine. 

The TRSDOS 2.0 operating system 
makes no use of any RAM banks other 
than RAM bank 1. It does allow the 
enhanced VisiCalc program to switch 
in RAM banks 2 and 3 for expanding 
the VisiCalc spreadsheet size. 

The TRSDOS 4.X operating system 
stores operating system program over
lays and buffers in RAM bank 14/15, if 
present, or in the M68000 RAM 
window if RAM bank 14/15 is not 
present. It also allows operation of 
enhanced VisiCalc in banks 2 and 3 and 
in the M68000 RAM via the RAM 
window. Neither of the TRSDOS 8-bit 
operating systems allow user programs 
access to the alternate RAM banks. 

The ATON CP/M bank switched 
operating systems make full use of all 
bank switched RAM and M68000 
memory for user programs and opera
ting system functions . 

A TON CP/M is supplied in three 
versiom. The first version (Level I) 
operates in RAM bank 1 and allows 
user programs with specially written 

II~ 
~ SCREENPIX ~ 

Take advantage of your 
Model II/l6's limited 
graphics capability 
without special hardware, 
Screenpix is a general 
purpose TRSDOS ~~80 
machine language ut1l1ty 
that enables you to 
create, edit, and store 
screen images using the 
256 displayable charac
ters of your system. 

• No programming experience 
necessat·y. 

• Use for diagrams, Gcxeen 
entry, games, animations. 

• simultaneous RAM storage 
of up to 10 images. 

*Programmable edit 
rectangle for operations 
on selected screen areas, 

• Automatic video invert, 
horizontal & vertical 
mirror imaging, global 
charactQr r9placement. 

* Rapid storage/recall of 
10 programmable cursor 
positions, four-way tabs 
with patchable jump ei ze, 
precise oursor control_ 

*Help screen shows all 
characters, codes, and 
commands, 

*Superimpose multiple 
images, or allow selected 
areas to 'travel' until 
positioned. 

* Automatic rapid sequen
tial display of up to ten 
different images, with 
independent shifting of 
each, for positioning of 
multiple overlays. 

* Typewriter mode for text 
and labeling, 

• Grid for scale drawings. 
* Movabler erasabl@, nonde

structive status line to 
track cursor coordinates 
and stored drawing charac
ters . Use to transfer 
pictures from optional 
grid worksheet. 

* Store pictures in individ
ual files or combined: up 
to 250 per file. 

• Utilities to load, print, 
append, replace, and 
delete pictures, 

• Execute general TRSOOS 
commands without leaving 
program. 

• Easy access to picturQs 
from BAS I C a lone (sample 
program included). 

• Faster access from BASIC 
2nd compilQd languages 
with position-independent 
machine language routine 
(included) . 

• 1 o 9 pg , manual: tutorial, 
reference, customizing, 
file structure, linking 
with other programs, etc . 

• Fully supported by update 
service (1 year free), 

$150 

lt<?1!I~RI4i3lrll 
P.O. Box 1402 

Hillsdale, NJ 07642 

tel. (201) 560-8440 
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routines to access any of the RAM ~ 
banks (see Figure 2). 

The second version is for systems with 
a Radio Shack hard disk (see Figure 3) 
which can share CP/M and TRSDOS 
or CP/M and XENIX. Because the 16K 
RAM bank 14/15 is automatically in
cluded with a Radio Shack hard drive, 
most of the hard disk CP/M operating 
system is placed in this bank. Only 2K 
of the main 64K is required by CP/M . 
Therefore, 62K is left for user pro
grams such as SuperCalc, Multiplan, 
etc. This means that spread sheet sizes 
will be BK larger on the hard drive 
system than in the first version of 
CP/M . Other programs, such as 
WordStar, use this extra space to 
advantage by reducing the number of 
disk accesses . 

The CCP portion of CP/M is also 
stored in bank 14/15 so that the CP/M 
warm bout procedure doesn't need to 
go to disk to retrieve it. This speeds up 
job processing, especially SUBMIT 
files. The hard disk system also allows 
user programs with specially written ---...., 
routines to access any of the RAM 
banks . 

The third version of A TON CP/M 
(Level II) fully exploits both the Z -80 
RAM banks, as well as all the M68000 
memory in a variety of ways . Like the 
hard disk version, it stores most of the 
CP/M opera tin g system in alternate 
memory banks and only 2K of the main 
64K is required for CP/M. User pro
grams with specially written routines 
can access not only any of the RAM 
banks, but they can also access all of 
the M68000 memory. 

Most of the Level II ATON CP/M 
operating system code is placed in two 
alternate 16K banks. These can be in 
an extra 64K memory board (see 
Figure 4) or be part of the M68000 
memory (see Figure 5). If both an extra 
64K board and M68000 memory is 
present, ATON CP/M will be loaded 
into the 64K board, since the Z-80 can 
more efficiently execute program code 
out of the Z-80 board . Some Model16s 
and Model Ils with only the 16 bit ---...., 
upgrade require the extra Z-80 boarc. 
for Level II operation because of a 
hardware memory timing problem. 
This problem appears to be resolved in 
the Model12 with the 16 bit upgrade 
and the Model 168. 
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The most exciting featu re of Level II 
A TON CP/M is the way it makes 
automatic use of all the extra memory 
in the machine to speed up user 
programs with a disk cache buffering 
scheme. Whenever a 128K byte disk 
record is needed, CP/M reads in all the 
data bytes from an entire BK disk track 
into a RAM memory track buffer in 
one revolution of the diskette . When 
other 128 byte records are needed 
from that track, the data transfer goes 
to and from the RAM bank rather than 
the much slower diskette drive . 

The Level II A TON CP/M can manage 
up to 1 2 8 t rack buffers (a total of 1 
megabyte of RAM!) located in Z-80 
RAM banks and M68000 memory. 
When all of the track buffers are in use 
and a new track is needed, A TON 
CP/M decides which of the currently 
used buffers will be used for the new 
data. If the currently used buffer has 
been modified because the user pro
gram has issued a write command, 
then A TON CP/M will write out the 
modified track data to the diskette 
before reading in the new track data. 
Because ATON CP/M can read or 
write an entire 8K track in one diskette 
revolution (one-sixth of a second), a 
read after write check is done on 
directory track writes and optionally 
on all disk write operations. This read 
after write check guarantees a high 
level of disk reliability without greatly 
slowing down disk performance as 
would be the case on other CP/M 
systems. 

A special"learning" technique is used 
by the A TON CP/M track buffer 

M68000 
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End of} 
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manager so that it will tend to keep the 
mos t frequently used disk tracks in 
RAM memory. This can be seen when 
the same user program, with the same 
disk, will execute faster each time it is 
run because CP/M is learning how to 
process disk requests more efficiently . 

This learning technique does, for ex
ample, give a high priority to keeping 
the disk directory in memory because 
it is frequently accessed by both user 
programs as well as the operating 
system. 

This disk cache buffering scheme is 
extremely powerful because, unlike 
" semidisks" or "RAM drives", it is 
completely automatic and requires no 
modifications to user programs or 
operating procedures . Standard pro
gramming tools, such as program over
lays and chaining, can be used to 
extend the size of a user program. 
With any other CP/M system, these 
tools would slow down the user pro
gram by a large amount because the 
disk would be accessed each time a 
program overlay was required. With 
A TON CP/M, however, the program 
overlays are read into a RAM bank by 
the operating system only once . 
Thereafter the overlays are moved 
from the RAM bank to the main 64K 
memory whenever they are needed. 
Because the RAM to RAM transfer is 
many times fa ster than a di sk to RAM 
transfer, the program overlays h1'1 ve 1'1 
minimum effect on program run 
times. 

The actual speed improvement that 
Level II A TON CP/M will give is 

dependent on the application program 
being run and how much memory is 
available for track buffering. On a 
Model16 with 256K RAM, a one hour 
dBASE II file indexing run can be 
reduced to 10 minutes! Other run time 
improvements may be less dramatic . 
The Level II system with floppies can 
often out-per form a hard disk system, 
and its average performance seems to 
be equivalent to the hard drive system. 

The Radio Shack hardware is power
fully designed and is very reasonably 
priced. However, all that hardware 
power is wasted unless a lot of atten
tion is paid to the design of the 
software opera ting system! • 

Charles A. Wilde, President 
Aton International, Inc. 
1765 Scott Blvd., Suite 119 
Santa Clara, CA 95050 

ALTERNATE KEY SUPPORT 
plus 

ADDITIONAL AJNCTIONS 
for dBASE II 

dBASE II is on excellent DBM System that we 
a t MICRO BUSINESS SYSTEMS use often . 
In using dBASE II \Jit'f3 found that there \JIIf'J re 
certa in functions that would make dBASE II 
more pov.terful. 1-ji:::NCI~ i:::XTI:::NDI:::D DBASI::: II. 
dBASC 11 does not ut111ze the comRiete set of 
keys that exist on your keyboard (FUNCTION. 
AAROW. CTRL. e tc). EXTENDED DBASE II 
does. Any single key con b e used to input 
da ta into a dBASE II variable. inp ut a com
mand. even a dBASE II CMD file in MODIFY 
COMM dBASE II combines the CTRL key 
with a letter to Qerform a function such 
as move left (CTRL-S). right(CTRL-D). etc . With 
EDBASE any single key sLCh as a function 
key. a rrow key or for that matter any key 
can be substituted These keys can b e 
defined once and automatically envoked 
each time EDBASE is exec uted and in 
addition can be redefined within EDBASE. 
lrputting of a persons name as "SIR name. 
FIRST name" is no longer a restriction . 
With EDBASE's LEFT word. RIGHT word and MID 
functions. names can be entered in any 
order. For the TRS80 Mcdels II, 12 or 16 the 
SETCSR function con customize the size 
and b linking of the cursor. In addi tion 
BIT functions exist to save valuable memory 
and disk space. EDBASE was wri tten spe
c ifically for dBASE II a nd is combined with 
your ccpy of dBASE II. EDBASE comes with a 
36 p::~ge manual describing in detail the 
usage of each EDBASE function. 
To order send a check or money order for 
our 1ntrcduc toly price of $9995 to 

MICRO BUSINESS SYSTEMS 
238 EAST 82ND STREET/SUITE 28 
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10028 

(609)443-6125 
Include Microcomputer and DBASE II version . 
EDBASE runs on dBASE II 2.3b ord la te r 
and requires CP/MBO Dealer lrquiries 
welcome dBASE II-ASHTON TATE:CP/M
DIGITAL RESEAACH; TRS80-RADIO SHACK 
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SOFTWARE REVIEW 

VIS·A·CON: 

BY RALPH GANDY 

H ave you ever found yourself 
replicating VisiCalc models in 
order to calculate summary 

totals? Are you constantly worried 
about running out of memory beca use 
you have expanded a model to create 
"balance forward" totals? Or perhaps 
your models are so large you find 
yourself doing consolidation totals with 
a calculator while you silently curse 
the limitations of your computer. If so, 
take heart. Viz.A.Con can help you. 

Viz.A.Con is a system of programs 
written in RS-BASIC which can com
bine se ts of data from a VisiCalc model 
into a single summary data set. The 
system consists of seven program files, 
the first of which is a "DO" file that 
loads the main menu program and 
begins execution. The main menu 
program controls the chaining of three 
additional program files . And the re
maining two files are work files used to 
hold data durins the consolid ation 
process. These seven files must be on 
th e system disk in drive zero for 
Viz.A.Con to function. The Viz.A.Con 
program disk also contains several dem
onstration files which can be used to 
familiarize yourself with the program. 

Ralph Gandy 
1876 SE Park Avenue 
Des Moines, lA 50320 

Viz.A.Con does its consolidations by 
operating on VisiCalc data stored in 
the data interchange format (DIF)_ If 
you are familiar with VisiCalc, the set
up of your data for use by Viz.A.Con is 
fairly straight forward. 

First, set up a VisiCalc model with all 
headings and formats defined, but 
without data or formulas. This 
"empty" model is saved in DIF format 
and is used by Viz.A.Con to format its 
consolidated output. Next, add the 
formulas to your model. This copy is 
saved in standard VisiCalc (VC) format 
and it becomes your base model. The 
last step, while sti ll in VisiCalc, is to 
add the base level data to your model 
(one set at a time) and save each set in 
DIF format. 

Once your DIF files have been set up, 
you are ready to run a Viz.A.Con 
"consolidation process" From 
TRSDOS READY, load the "DO" file 
that brings up the main Viz.A.Con 
menu by typing "VCON". The first 
screen is a menu offering four choices. 
Selecting Option One allows you to 
build a "consolidation process" in 
which you are lead through the build 
ing process by a series of screen 
prompts. T his prompter session asks 
for the names of the DIF files you 
previously created, and Viz.A.Con 
does require that you specify the print 
format DIF file first when building a 
consolidation process. Your responses 
to the prompter session are used to 
build a DIF file which conta ins the 
sums of the position equivalent cells 
from each of your specified DIF files. 
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During the summation process, 
Viz.A.Con shows you on the screen 
which files it is using and what pro
gress it is making. This is a nice feature 
as the program is not fast, and the 
changing display reassures you that 
things are still progressing. ~ 

Upon completion of the consolidation 
process, Viz.A.Con can print the newly 
created consolidated DIF file. The out
put will be in the format specified by 
the VisiCalc DIF format print file. 

You may also use this newly created 
DIF file as input to other consolida
tions. This gives Viz.A.Con the ability 
to do multi-level consolidations. 

The other menu options allow you to 
print previously created consolidation 
reports, or to print previously saved 
responses to a prompter session, or to 
exit to the system. 

After this brief overview, you may be 
wondering of what real use use is this 
program? The main use I have found 
for Viz.A.Con is doing budget con
solidations. I have set up my depart
ment budge t on VisiCalc using the 
standard format required by our cor
porate accounting department. Other 
departments are also required to use 
this same format. My boss has several 
departments reporting to him, and h ' 
needs to supply a consolidated budge 
for his division. With Viz.A.Con, the 
consolidated budget was easy. I entered 
my department data in VisiCalc and 
saved it in DIF format . I repeated this 
process for each department in the 



FIGURE 

Item 1 
Salesman New Sales 

1 100 
2 500 

Item total 600 

Item 2 
Salesman New Sales 

1 20 0 
2 500 

Item total 700 

1. 

Total Sales % 
1000 
1000 
2000 

Total Sales % 
1000 
2000 
3000 

New 
10% 
50% 
30% 

New 
20% 
25% 
23% 

It is my opm10n that documentation 
should be organized for the user. 
Information should be presented as 
the user needs it. Examples should be 
provided and the documentation 
should be in a tutor ial style. It should 
also contain either a quick reference 
card or an index to aid the use r in 
locating information quickly . 

Company Total (Items 1+2 as output by Viz.A.Con) (correct) 

The Viz .A.Con documentation fails to 
meet my expectations, and I find its 
major weakness to be its organization _ 
All the information is there, but 
where? Salesman New Sales 

1 300 
2 1000 

Co. total 1300 

division. Viz.A.Con was then called on 
to calculate the division budget. It was 
able to output the consolidated divi sion 
numbers in the required format, and it 
saved time . 

Another benefit of this system is th at 
only one copy of th e complete model 
need s to be available . All other work 
can be done by overlaying the DIF files 
and the standard model, thus saving 
memory and disk space. 

Whi le exploring other use s for this 
program, I found one problem that 
could be either an annoyance or a 
major inconvenience. Viz.A.Con sums 
things you may not want summed. 
Since it uses position equivalent cells in 
a DIF file, it blindly sums all cells 
containing numbers. If the number 
happens to be the result of a formula 
whose consolidated value is not the 
sum of the individual data sets, 
Viz .A.Con does not know the differ
ence and sums the cells anyway . The 
consolidated values for those cells are 
worthless (See Figure 1) . 

The only way to get correct values in 
the consolidated file is to take it back 
into the VisiCalc model and do a 
recalculation. This becomes time con
suming if many of your models contain 
calculations like this . It can also lead to 
error if the percentages or whatever 
are not off by enough to be obvious to 
the user of the output. To elimina te 
this problem, I have developed the 
habit of on ly sa ving "summable" data 
in my DIF file and always returning to 
VisiCalc for recalculation and printing. 

.' Viz.A.Con is useful, but it does have 
its limitations . As just discussed, 
Viz .A.Con sums values blindly by 
position . If your mod els run toward 
the complex, you may find this a 
limitation. 

Total Sales % New (percent) 
2000 30% 15% 
3000 75% 33% 
5000 53% 26% 

have not found the fifty fil e per 
consolida tion limit to be a pr~blem . 

The programs themselves present 
several inconsistencies which I found 
annoying. The most annoying of these 
was the necessity of supplying file 
extensions in response to the "file not 
found" error message. Du ring the 
prompter sess ion, Viz.A.Con supplies 
the file extensions . If a file name is 
specified incorrectly, an error message 
is produced. To recover from the error, 
Viz.A.Con requires you to supply the 
corrected name, but this time it also 
requires the fil e extension . Since I had 
been advised by the documentation to 
"browse through thi s manual and run 
the program using the Sample Ses
sions", it took me awh ile to fi gure out I 
needed the missing extension . My 
suggestion would be " read the docu
mentation com pletel y and then run 
the sample programs". Viz .A.Con also 
supplies a help function. If you forget 
the correct spelling of the file name, 
you can type a " ?" and Viz.A.Con will 
display the disk direc tory. However, it 
makes no attempt to list only those 
fil es with valid file extensions. Rather, 
you get the whole directory . It seems 
to me that a more professional ap
proach would be to display only files 
usable by Viz .A.Con . 

Another area where this program 
could use a little polish is in its 
documentation . 

The documentation consists of 30 
pages (no t counting sample sessions or 
appendices) divided into four parts. It 
has a table of contents but no index. 
Part 1 delves into the concepts behind 
the program; Part 2 describes the 
operational requirements of the sys
tem; Part 3 leads you through a 
prompter session, and Part 4 is a list of 
error messages . 

My conclusion after reviewing the 
product is tha t Viz .A.Con would be 
useful if you are doin g fi na ncial type 
consolid ation s, such as my budget 
example. For these uses it is straight 
forward and fairly easy to use . It offers 
a convenient me thod for consolidating 
VisiCalc data sets produced by the 
same model. If your uses run to the 
more complex (ra tios, percentages, 
etc.) as mine do, you may still find this 
program useful, but it won't be nearly 
as easy to use . 

Overall, the program is good; however, 
the documentation could be reorgan
ized to help the first time user. • 

Viz.A.Con is available from : 
Abacus Associates 

Suite #240 
6565 W. Loop South 
Bellaire, TX 77401 

713/666-8146 
$139.95 

TRSDOS~CP/M 
With 

Moelel II usersl Conven files between 
TRSDOS and CP/ MI 

• REFORMATTER runs under TRSDOS 

• Operates on single drive system 

• Converts in both directions 
• CP/ M operating system not needed 

• All TRSDOS record lengths supported 
• Initializes blank CP/ M diskette 
• Displays or dumps CP I M files 
• Manipulates CP/ M directory under 

TRSDOS 

S2 49.00 from SWCI< . CP/ M-IBM and 
CP/ M - DEC versions of llEFOilMATTEil 
allo ovoilable at S249 .00 from MicroT<>ch 
Exports. Inc.. 467 Hamilton Ave .. Palo A lto, 
CA Q4:l01 o T<>l : 411:: / :D4-9114 0 TWX: 
910-370-7457 MUH-ALT O S o Dealer & 

OEM discounts available . 3: • 
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MASTER YOUR 
O·W·E· R·T·Y 
~ 

BY WALDO T. BOYD 

Proliferation of personal and small 
business computers has placed 
the QWERTY keyboard on desks 

and tables before thousands of users 
who have never taken a typing course. 
Almost everyone who ha s self-learned 
to type uses some form of "hunt and 
peck," an anachronism in this new era 
of man-machine interfacing. Touch
typing, the standard system of key
boarding by learned positional response 
using eight fingers and one or two 
thumbs, has increased the typist's 
output two- to four -fold over that of 
hunt-and-peck artists who generally 
use no more than two fingers on each 
hand. 

Added advantages accrue to the touch
keyboard user, such as the ability to 
keep one's eyes on the work rather 
than having to glance quickly to the 
keyboard and back to the copy. Finding 
your place on the worksheet after a 
keyboard glance can be tricky and 
time-consuming . 

Now that words and numerals appear 
on the screen instead of directly on 
paper, the user has an added incentive 
to learn to touch the keys without 
having to glance or keep eyes glued to 

the keyboard. At the same time, the 
screen offers an excellent means to 
learn the touch system " the easy way." 
All that is needed is a chart to view, on 
screen, with dynamic invitations to 
touch keys, and feedback to indicate 
correct and/or incorrect responses . 

In touch-keyboarding, the four fingers 
of the left hand are placed over the A, 
S, D, and F keys. The C and H keys are 
left open between the two index 
fingers, and J, K, L, and ; are covered 
with the fingers of the right hand . The 
touch must be light, very light, as you 
will discover. The right thumb (for 
right-handers; left thumb ok for 
Southpaws) rests above and operates 
the spacebar. 

With fingers placed as above, this 
position is called the HOME ROW 
position. It is well to practice coming 
into this position without looking at 
the keyboard. It's easy: lightly run the 
fingers of both hands from the top of 
the keyboard downward, without 
pressing the keys. As you feel the third 
row under your digits, touch your two 
index fingers together over G and H 
keys, then withdraw them simultane
ously into correct position over the F 
and I keys. A few practice sweeps and 
you will find HOME ROW with your 
eyes closed, no problem . 
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The left hand controls the keys indi
cated in the left half of the chart (see 
Figure 1) and the right hand controls 
the keys to the right of the dotted 
dividing line. That's all there is to it, 
except lots of practice. After you start, 
don't go back to the old hunt-and-peck, 
no matter how slow the touch system ------. 
seems at first. You will gain speed ano' 
accuracy quite rapidly, once you pass 
the 5 to 10 word per minute plateau . 

One more instruction: The SHIFT 
key s are operated by the little finger of 
the hand opposite the hand touching the 
desired letter to be capitalized. This 
will take some getting used to, but will 
soon become "second nature." 

To help you undertake the condi
tioned-response learning that is neces
sary to master your keyboard, Program 
1 places a chart of the keyboard on 
screen. The key to be touched is 
highlighted, and appears in upper or 
lower case as appropriate. Touching 
any other key than the one highlighted, 
including the necessity to shift to 
upper case for capitals and other 
characters, will not have visible effect 
on the presentation. 

Three choices are offered in the MENU: 
continuous random presentation of 
letters to be touched, covering the 
entire keyboard of alphanumeric and 
auxiliary characters; groups of three or~ 
groups of four let te r-numeral-charac 
ter mixes . Each group is repeated 10 
times for up to 100 times, but can be 
terminated at any point by touching 
<ENTER>. T he final MENU selection 
ends the exercise. 



Following a touch of <ENTER>, or if 
100 groups of ten are completed, a 
notation appears giving the total num
ber of keys touched, with indication of 
those touched in error. 

Because accuracy is paramount in all 
keyboarding, no indication of speed is 
included in this program. Even the 
fastest keyboard artists will not be able 
to outrun the flashing highlighted 
keys. 

The first 35 lines of the program 
contain instructions and the MENU. 
Lines 360 through 890 lay out the 
keyboard on screen, with keys in 
relative positions found by the fingers 

Line 900 loads an array with alpha
numeric characters to be placed in keys 
as selected at random. Lines llOO and 
1ll0, activated by the GOSUB of Line 
910, secure the keyboard on screen, 
preventing scrolling that would other
wise occur as the program action gets 
underway . 

Lines 1340 through 1560 select the 
groups of letters to be shown on the 
keys graphically . PRINT@ statements 
place these letters on their respective 
keys throughout the program. Lines 
1000 and 1010 count and collect the 
correct and incorrect responses, re
spectively, for presenta tion by Lines 
1030-1050. 

This program is a condensed key
boarding tutorial that will produce 
surprising results if persistent efforts 
are made to avoid the self-defeating 
"cheating" of looking at the keyboard 
instead of the graphic chart. Lellrning 
the touch system of keyboarding will 
not interfere with learned responses 
gained over years of two-finger hunt
ing and pecking, although touch 
progress will be much faster if the old 
ways are abandoned en toto. 

Do not become overtired while practic
ing. It is better to spend 15 minutes of 
sprightly effort than to try to drag 
oneself past hours of laborious, inat
tentive repetition. • 

Waldo T. Boyd 
P. 0. Box 86 
Geyserville CA 95441 
«el 1983 Waldo T. Boyd 

I 
I 
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2,000 new programs for your 
TRS·SO® 12. 

CP/ M is the runaway 
leader in disk operating 
systems, but until now owners 
of Radio Shack computers 
have been locked out of the 
thousands of useful programs 
that operate on CP/ M. 

Now you can put the power 
of CP/ M into your Radio 
Shack TRS-80 II, 12, or 16, 
and be able to use all the 
popular and useful software
and hardware-that has been 
previously out of your reach. 

Use any printer. 
Instead of being chained to 
Radio Shack hardware , you'll 
be able to add a video terminal, 
any printer (serial or parallel) 
and several Winchester 
hard disk drives with storage 
up to 80 megabytes. 

Yes] Send me free information 

Uses only 8.5K of memory. 
Since our first version 

went on the market in 1980, 
we've condensed and refined it 
into a compact, easy-to-use 
system enjoyed by thousands 
of users. 

Besides the standard Digital 
Research CP/ M manual, 
you'll get the 250-page manual 
we've developed through our 
long experience in adapting 
CP/ M to Radio Shack com
puters. Our manual has lots 
of examples and an indt:x 
and glossary. 

You'll have your first working 
disk in ten minutes. 

Only $200. 
The floppy disk version of 

Pickles & Trout CP/ M is $200. 
The hard disk versions (for 
Tandy, Corvus, and Cameo) are 
$250, except for the multi-user 
Cameo, which is $400. 

----------about CP/M for Radio Shack. 

Name ________________________ ___ 

Address -------------------------

City ----------- State _ _ Zip __ _ 
Phone ________________________ _ 
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10 CLS :PRINTTAB(lQ)STRING$(60,"=") 
20 PRIN·r·rABClOJSTRING$(19,"=")" MASTER 

YOUR KEYBOARD " STRING$(19,";"1 
30 PRINT'rAB( 10) STRING$ ( 21, ";"I" . by Waldo 

T. Boyd " STRING$(21,";"1 
40 PRINTTAB(lO)STRING$(22,";"1" 

Copyright 1983 " STRING$(22,"="> 
50 PRIN·T'rAB( 10 I STRING$ ( 60, "=") :PRINT 
60 PRINT :PRINTTAB(33l "=;;MEN U ===" 
70 CLEAR 1000 :DIM A$(1001, B$(100), 

C$(100) ,B(l00l 
80 PRINT :PRINT :PRINTTAB(l0) "SELECT 

ONE: II 

90 PRINTTAB(l5l "EXERCISE l === PRACTICg 
RANDOM ALPHANUMERICS < AN >:" 

100 PRINTTAB{l5l "EXERCISE 2 -== 
PRACTICE 3-STROKE SEQ UENCES < 3S >:" 

110 PRINTTAB{l5l "EXERCISE 3 === 
PRACTICE 4-STROKE SEQUENCES < 4S >:" 

120 PRINTTAB(l5l "RELAX!===TAKE A 
WELL-EARNED BREAK OR QUIT < END >:" 

130 PRINT :PRINTTAB(47);:INPUT 
"SELECTION ";KBl$ 

140 CLS:IF KB1$<>"AN" AND KB1$<>"3S" AND 
KBl$<>"48" AND KB1$<>"END" THEN 80 

150 IF KB1$="END" THEN END 
160 PRINT'rAB( 5 l "An alphanume ric 

keyboard will appear on the screen. 
Le tte rs 

170 PRINT "on the keys will be 
highlighted one by one , some upper 
case, others 

lBO PRINT "lowGr cas G. I f you touch the 
correct highlighted key on your board, 

190 PRINT "the next le t ter will appear. 
A tally will be ke pt of 'hits' and 

200 PRINT "'misses.' Accuracy should be 
emphas ize d r a ther than speed." :PRINT 

210 IF KB1$;"AN" THEN 350 
220 IF KBl$="3S" THEN 240 
230 IF KBl$;"48" THEN 300 
240 PRINT "You have selected the 

three - character repe titive exercise," 
250 PRINT "strongly emphasizing accuracy 

over speed. Trigraphs will be re-" 
260 PRINT "peate d te n times e a c h, for a 

t o tal of 100 sets of thre e 
characters." 

270 PR I NT "You may stop at an y time by 
t ouching < ENTER >, and your accuracy" 

280 PRINT "score will be indicated on 
screen." :PRIN·T 

290 IF KBl$="38" THEN 350 
300 PRINT "You have selected the 

four-char acte r repetitive exercise," 
310 PRINT "strongly emphasizing accuracy 

above speed. Each set of f our" 
320 PRINT "characters will be repeated 

ten time s, for a total of 100 sets." 
330 PRINT "You may stop at any time by 

touching < ENTER >, and your accuracy" 
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340 PRINT "score will be indicated on 
screen_" :PRINT 

350 LINEINPUT "WHEN YOU ARE READY TO 
BEGIN, TOUCH < ENTER >.";DUMMY$ :PRINT 

360 IF KBl$="35" THEN PRINTCHR$(261 "ONE 
MOMENT PLEASE" CHR$(25) ' :GOSUB 1340 

370 IF KBl$="48" THEN PRINTCHR$(261 "ONE 
MOMENT PLEASE" CHR$(25) :GOSUB 1420 

380 CLS : DEFINTC,S 
390 FOR W=l TO 4 ' ==Keyboard graphics 

follow 
400 IF W=l OR W=2 THEN U=72 
410 IF W=2 THEN V=3 
420 IF W=3 THEN V=4 :U=66 
430 IF W=4 THEN V=7 :U=60 
440 FOR X=l TO U 
450 IF Y; l THEN PRINTTAB(V) CHR$(12817 
460 IF Y=2 OR Y=3 OR Y=4 THEN 

PRINTTAB(V) CHR$(150); 
470 IF Y=S THEN PRINTTAB(V) CHR$(129); 11 

II • , 
480 Y=Y+l :IF Y=6 THEN Y=O 
490 NEXT X : X•O :Y•O : PRINT 
500 .FOR X= l TO U 
510 IF Y•l THEN PRINTT~BIVI CHR~Il481; 
520 IF Y=2 OR Y=3 OR Y= 4 THEN 

PRINT'rABIVJ " "; 
530 IF Y=5 THEN PRINTTAB(V) CHR$(1481;" .. ; 
540 Y=Y+l :IF Y=6 THEN Y=O 
550 NEX'i' X :X=O :Y=O :PRINT 
560 FOR X=l TO U 
570 I F Y=l THEN PRINTTAB(V) CHR$(131); 
580 IF Y= 2 OR Y=3 OR Y=4 THEN 

PRINTTAB(V) CHR$(1501; 
590 IF Y=5 THEN PRINTTAB(V) CHR$<1301;" 

". , 
600 Y•Y+l :IF Y=6 THEN Y=O 
610 NEX'r X : X=O : Y=O :PRINT 
620 PRINT :IF W=2 GOTO 720 
630 IF W=3 GOTO 770 
640 I F W=4 GOTO 820 
650 FOR X=2 TO 54 STEP 6 
660 Y=Y+l 
670 PRINT@79+X,Y; 
680 NEXT X 
690 PRINT@l36,"0"; :PRINT@l42,"-"; 

:PRINT@l48,"= "; 
700 Y=O :PRINT 
710 PRINT :NEXT W 
720 FOR X=4 TO 74 STEP 6 
730 READ Y$ :DATA "Q","W","E","R", 

"T","Y","U","I","O","P","{","}" 
740 PRINT@32l+X,Y$; 
750 NEX'T X : Y$='"' 
760 PRINT :PRINT :NEXT W 
770 FOR X= 8 TO 72 STEP 6 
780 READY$ :DATA"A","S","D","F", 

"G","H","J","K","L",";","'" 
790 PRINT@558+X,Y$; 
800 NEXT X 



RIOCH[J<Cl This is a fast action game that really tests 
your reflexes. The object of the game is to get the oa11 
into the qoal by deftectinq it off the walls before your 
time is up. 
TKSIJOS® $25.00 
STI\RTRI:K'"® A Iorge version with lots of graphics of 
the classic computer game. Takes about two hours to 
complete. '" Designates trademark of the PARAMOUNT 
PI CTURES CORPORATION. 
TRSDOS® $25.00 
STARSHI P/ 1 ~1 (By Richard H. Young. t:dltor or two / six
teen magazine.) This is a save-the-galaxy type game 
based on the venerable STARTREK games which have 
been played on large mainframes for more than ten 
years. It is specifically designed fortheRS Modell I/ 12/ 16 
and features a constant console display with no srrolllng. 
It is a ''strategic" game (Opposed to " tactical" games 
which involve reflex action but little thought ). How
ever, STARSHIP requires quick thinking, as all events 
are timed. STARSHIP requires quick thinking, as all 
events are timed . STARSMIP comes with a disk Instruc
ti on file which can be listed on your printer. It Clln al~o 
he listed on the screen~~ the beginning of a session. In 
addition . STARSM IF contains a few undocumented 
"surpri>es" at advanced levels of play (there are ten 
levels of difficulty). 
TRSDOS® $3Q 00 
Gt\1'1[ Pt\CK I © (by ADD, Inc.) Four games that use 
enhanced graphics not available from Radio Shack. 
INTERCEPT and REVERSEM for two playe"; LUNAK 
LANDAR and SINK THE BATTLESHIP for one player. 
920-000 I TRSDOS® $50.00 
GAI'It: rACK JJ © (by ADD, Inc.) Consi sts of the four 
games in GAME PACK I® and two additional games. 
They are EAT'UM where you control a snake moving 
around the screen trying to catch its prey and REVER
SEM II where it's you against the computer. 
TRSDOS® $70.00 

Gt\l'lt:S/TRS-80© (by Lance Mlcklus. Inc. ) Contains the 
following six game." 

THt: l'lt:AI'f CHt:CKt:RS I'IACHIJ'I t:© - The !Jame is 
played just like regulation Checkers. To win, you 
must eliminate all or your opponent's pieco from 
the checkerboard. 
STARFLIGHT®- This is a Star Trek type game. The 
object is to collect data about Omega VI. an unex
plored area of the galaxy; to locate and destroy the 
20 Klingon Invaders. 
CONC[NTKATION - The computer will make up 
the game board. You will try to find the matching 
prizes. After each correct guess, you will have a 
chance to guess at the secret number. Guess right. 
and you win all of your prizes. 
TREASURt: HUNT - The Lumas caves. located in 
Lumusville, Vermont, are said to have 20 hidden 
treasures In them. Few explore the caves because it 
is said that pirates and dragons live there. and there 
are deep pits which many have fallen into and died. 
You . a smart and brave human, and I, an alert com
puter. will explore the caves and try to find the 
treasure. 
81\I'IKO - The Game is similiar to Black Jack. You 
draw numbers stopping before the total point value 
exceeds I t. If you go over I I. then your hand will be 
zeroed. If you draw 5 times without going over II. 
then you'll receive bonus points equal to the value of 
your hand at the time you end your turn. 
DOG STAR ADVf:NTUR[ ® - The evil General 
Doom and his Roche Soldiers are ready to launch an 
attack against the forces of freedom lead by Princess 
Leya. While traveling to her secret command center, 
Doom attacks Princess Leya's ship. She is now being 
held prisoner on one of General Doom 's battle cruls-

ers. We must try tu 5ave the Prince>s and the treas
ury of her freedom fighting force. 
TRSDOSOO $75.00 

1\D'VI:I'ITVRI:S 1· 12® (IJy Scott Adams of Adventure 
International) By definition, an adventure is a danger
ous or risKy undertaKing: a novel. exciting. or otnerwlse 
remarkable event or experience. On your personal 
computer, Adventure b thot ond much more. In 
beginning any Adventure, you will find yourself in a 
specific location: a forest , on board a small spaceship, 
outside a fun house, in the briefing room of a nuclear 
plant. in a desert. etc. The top portion of your video 
display will tell you where you are and what you can see: 
the bottom section of the display is devoted to 
inputting commands to your robot computer and 
receiving messages that may arise as the result of your 
orders. 
Thr nhjtct of a game b to ama55 trca5ure for poinb or 
accomplish some other goal su ch as preventing the 
destruction of th e automated nuclear plant in Mission 
Impossible. Sucrr_, _,fully completing a game. however. 
b fllr aJ:;icr to :-; tote them achieve. In many CD5C:5 you will 
find a treasure but be unable to take it until you are 
carrying the right combination ol objects you fin<1 in 
the various locations. 

Nt ADVf:NTUR[lAI'ID - Wander through an en
cllanted rea lm and try to recover the 13 lost 
treasures. 
#2 PIKATf AD'VI:I'ITURI: - The lost treasures of 
Long J,ohn Silver lie hidden somewhere - will you 
be able to recover them ? 
# .) I'IISSION II'IPOSSIDIL ADVf:NTUJU: - In this 
exciting Adventure, time is of the essence as you 
race the clock to complete your mission in time 
- or else the world 's first automated nuclear reactor 
is doomed ! 
• 11 VOODOO CJISTIL - Tne counr nas ran en vlrrlm 
to a Fiendish curse with you his only possible hope. 
Will you pull off a rescue. or is he down for the Count 
for good? 
·~ THt: COUNT - It begins when you awaKe in a 
large brass bed in a castle somewhere in Transylva
nia. Who are you, what arc you doing here and WilY 
did the postman deliver a bottle of blood? 
"6 STRANG[ ODYSSEY - At the galaxy's rim , 
there are rewards aplenty to be harvested from a 
long-dead alien civilization. Will you be able to rec
over them and return home:? 
#7 I'IYSTt:RY fUI'I HOUSt: - This adventure puts 
you into a mystery fun house and challenges you to 
find your way th rough a11d back out of it. 
#8 PYRAI'IID Of DOOI'I - This is an Adventure 
that will transport you into a maddening dangerous 
land of crumbling ruins and tR~c kle."i."idf'"_"ie:rt wastes
into the very PYRAMID OF DOOM! 
#9 GHOST TOWN - You must explore a once
thriving mining town in search of the 13 hidden 
treasures. 
" 10 51\Vt\GI: ISlAND Pt\RT I- A small island in a 
remote island in a remote ocean holds an awesome 
secret -will you be able to discover it? This is the 
beginning of a two-part Adven ture. the second half 
concluding as SAVAGE ISLAND PART 2. Adventure 
HJ]. 

#ll St\Vt\G[ ISIAI'ID Pt\RT II - Tlte suspense 
begun with Adventure •to now comes to an explo
sive conclusion with SAVAGE ISLAND PART II! 
# 1 2 GOLDEN VOYI\G[ - The king lies near death 
in the royal pa lace. You have only th ree days to bring 
back the elixir needed to rejuvenate him. 
TRSDOS® 
CP/ MOO 

II'IU KACTIV[ fiCTION© (by Robert !.aFore) The ability 
to actually interact with characters and situations- to 
take part in the story-sets INTERACTIVE Fll.TION'" 
apart from lite competition. the The oLliVII> beqino 
when you react to a given situation or event. and then 
key in your response. You aren' t timtrr.d ro a couple or 
words: using full 5entences is encouraged. You can 
enter the _,arne ::silua.tion time and again, and by using a 
different response, experience new twists of the 
adventure. 

WCAL CALL f OR DfATH - Meet Detective Sir 
Colin Drolley. as well as a host of other intri!Juing 
rogues. as you set about the task of solving the 
perfect crime. 
TWO Ht:t\DS Of rnr: COII'I - You are one of the 
world's greate.~t detectives. Mr. Conway's wife, Geor
gina. has vanished . and now it's up to you to gather 
the clues ana solve the mystery behind her disa~
pcarance! 
HIS JIIAJf:STY'S SHIP "II'IPt:TUOUS" - You are at 
the helm of HMS Impetuous. As captain, your deci
~ion> could brin!l either fame or fortune or utter 
di saster to you and your crew. 
SIX !IIICRO STOKi r:S iS an exret tenr Introduction 
to rhe world of Interactive rictlon. Tiley aroiA >hart, 
but complete, stories which involve you, the reader, 
In d vMicty of fa~c inating ocenarioo. They include 
THE FATAL ADMISSION, EMPTY WORLO, and four 
other stories. 
TRSDOS® $49.95 

TYCOON ® (By Barry Ansin) This is a monopoly like 
game that you can play against the computer. 
TRSDOS® $35.00 
6IORnYTni'IS"' This will print on 8 1h by l I paper or 
di splay biorhythms charts of an ind ividual starting any 
date and for as many days as desired. Includes date 
subroutines, which are used for testings, convertin!J, and 
calculating time between dates. 
TRSDOS<'l $15.00 
1\JltORTIZI:© Financial amortiza tion calculator. Prints 
high quality amorti zation schedule on av, x I I paper. 
Calculates one of the missing va lues. principal. pay
ment, periods, interest rate. or balloon payment. Prints 
totals for each year. Includes lull screen subroutines. 
TRSD05"' $25.00 
LISTt:R" Lists BASIC source programs on 8 1/, x I I 
paper with provisions for separate multi-statement 
tines. Prints program name. date. time and fi"t com
ment on each page. 
TRSDOS® $25.00 
DI:WXI: PI:RSOML fiMNC[® (by t ;mr~ Micktus. 
Inc.) This is a sophisti cated an~ unique financial anaty 
sis package which is expense oriented. It ca n be readily 
customized to suit your personal financial situation. 
TRSDOS® $79.95 
fOK[ J(iN lANGUAOf: VOCABUlARY BUILDt:RS© (by 
ADD, Inc.) Consists of over 1000 words and phrases that 
are tested in tlash card fashion. You may add over 1000 
addit ional word~ of your own choosing. Languages 
currently available are: FRENCH. SPANISH and GERMAN. 
TRSDOS® (One language per disk) $45.00 
HAI'IDICI\PPING© For classifying and ranking llwr
oughbred flats based on sc ientific methods. Use of this 
program will give you the edge and build skills resulting 
in rewards at the track, 
TRSDOS® $100.00 

Add i tiona l Programs Ava ilable 
Ca ll or Write For Free Brochure 

and More Informat ion . 
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810 PRINT :PRINT :NEXT W 
820 FOR X:lO TO 66 STEP 6 
830 .READ Y$ :DATA "Z", "X", "C", 

"V","B","N","M",",",".","/" 
840 PRINT@799+X,Y$; 
850 NEXT X 
860 PRINT :PRINT :NEXT W 
870 FOR I•1 TO 6 :READ CD(I) :NEXT I 
880 DATA 6,14,62,27,207,201 
890 PRINTTAB(21)"KEEP EYES ON CHART! 

TOUCH <ENTER> TO END" 
900 GOSUB 1140 
910 GOSUB 1100 
920 IF KB1$"""AN" THEN X=RND(90) 
930 IF KB1$="3S" OR KB1$="4S" THEN GOSUB 

1500 
940 L=INSTR(A$(Xl,"X"l-1 

;K=LEN(A~(X)J-INSTRCA$(XJ,"X"l 
950 IF LEN(A$(Xll<~6 THEN K""2 
960 PRINT@VALCLEFT$(A$(XJ,L)), CHR$(26)" 

"(CHR$(VAL(RIGHT$(A$(X),Kllll" "; 
970 PRINT CHR$(2) :FOR 8=1 TO 7 :PRINT 

CHR$ <13): NEXT S 
980 Z$=INKEY$ :IF Z$="" THEN 980 
990 IF ASC(Z$)= 13 THEN 1020 
1000 IF ASC(Z$l=VAL(RIGHT$(A$(X),K)) 

THEN J2=J2+1 ELSE J3=J3+1 
1010 IF ASC(Z$l=VAL(RIGHT$(A$(X),K)) 

THEN 1070ELSE 970 
1020 PRINT CHR$(25> :CLS :PRINT :PRINT 

:PRINT 
1030 CLS :PRINT "CORRECT KEYING = "J2 
1040 PRINT " ..... ERRORS: "JJ 
1050 PRINT :PRINT :PRINT 
1060 INPUT "TOUCH <ENTER >FOR MENU."; 

:RUN 
1070 PRINT@VAL(LEFT$(A$(X),L)), 

CHR$(25)" II 

(CHR$(VAL(RIGHT$(A$(Xl,Kllll" "; 
1080 GOTO 920 
1090 IF KB1$="AN" THEN GOSUB 1100 
1100 J=O :FOR I=1T06 STEP2 

:CV(J);;;;;CVI(CHR$(CD(Ill+CHR$(CD(I+1))) 
:J=J+1 :NEXTI 

1110 Y=O :DEFUSR3:VARPTR(CV(0)) 
:Y=USR3(0) 

1120 RETURN 
1130 PRINT@Q,CHR$(26)" 1 ": 

CHR$(25) :GOTO 980 
1140 FOR X=1 TO 90 
1150 READ A$(X) 
1160 NEXT X : X-0 
1170 RETURN 
1180 DATA 81X49,87X50,93X51, 

99X52,105X53,111X54 
1190 DATA 117X55,123X56,129X57, 

135X48,141X45,147X61 
1200 DATA 81X33,87X64,93X35, 

99X36,105X37,111X94 
1210 DATA 117X38,123X42,129X40, 

135X41,141X95,147X43 
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1220 DATA 324X81,330X87,336X69, 
342X82,348X84,354X89 

1230 DATA 360X85,366X73,372X79, 
378X80,384X91,390X93 

1240 DATA 324X113,330X119,336X101, 
342X114,348Xl16,354X121 

1250 DATA 360X117,366X105,372Xl11, 
378Xll2,384X123,390X125 

1260 DATA 565X65,571X83,577X68, 
583X70,589X71,595X72 

1270 DATA 601X74,607X75,613X76, 
619X58, 625X34 

1280 DATA 565X97,571X115,577X100, 
583Xl02,589X103,595Xl04 

1290 DATA 601Xl06,607Xl07,613X108, 
619X59, 625X39 

1300 DATA 808X90, 814X88, 820X67, 
826X86,832X66,838X78 

1310 DATA 844X77,850X60,856X62,862X63 
1320 DATA 808Xl22,814Xl20,820X99, 

826X118,832X98,838X110 
1330 DATA 844X109,850X44,856X46,862X47 
1340 FOR Y-1 TO 100 
1350 FOR x-1 TO 3 
1360 R=RND{90) 
1370 8(YJ=R 
1380 NEXT X 
1390 K=O :X:O 
1400 NEXT Y 
1410 X=O:Y=O :RETURN 
1420 FOR Y:1 TO 100 
1430 FOR X=1 TO 4 
1440 R$=CHR$CRND(26l+64) 
1450 KS~KS+R$ 
1460 NEXT X 
1470 B$(Y)=K$ :K$="" 
1480 NEXT Y 
1490 X=O:Y=O :RETURN 
1500 IF 81:0 THEN GOSUB 1560 
1510 B=B+1 :IF B>3 AND KB1$="3S" THEN 

B•1 :Bl=Bl+l :IF B1>10 THEN B2=B2+1 
1520 IF B>4 AND KB1$;;;;;"4S" THEN B-1 

:Bl~B1+1 :IF B1>10 THEN 82;;;;;82+1 
1530 IF B2>100 THEN 1020 
1540 X:B(B) :IF Bl>lO THEN 81=0 
1550 RETURN 
1560 FOR B=l TO 4 :B(B)=RND(90) :NEXT B 

:RETURN 

!~ 



WARRANTY: 
the RADIO SHACK warranty 
accompanies all R. S. 
merchandise sold by us. 

( 

TM: TRADE MARK OF RADIO SHACK 

377 Plaza • GRANBURY • NR FORT WORTH . TEXAS 76048 

TOLL FREE NUMBER: 1 -800-433-S-A-V-E 
IN TEXAS CALL: 817-573-4111 
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SOFTWARE REVIEW 

ZIP: 
The programmer's 
programme1~ 

BY DR. DAVID A. GASH 

I I REPLACE YOUR PROGRAM
MER FOR $395.00!" read a 
sign in one of the booths at 

this year's Spring COMDEX show in 
Atlanta. Needless to say, I didn't buy it 
- the software or the hype . 

The software being advertised, which 
shall remain nameless, belongs to a 
genre of systems usually (and erro
neously) called "program writers ." The 
majority of these systems promises 
computer novices that by using the 
software, they will be able to write 
their own applications programs with
out help from a professional program
mer. These systems usually turn out to 
be data base managers of some type, 
and, in all fairness, data base systems 
can allow the inexperienced computer 
user to "write his own programs," in a 
manner of speaking. They can allow 
him to design his own records and files 
and let him process those files in a 
usually somewhat limited number of 
ways. 

The beauty of these systems is that 
they take care of the tedious input/ 
output routines required with micro
computers; that is, the keyboard input 
is handled automatically and usually 

David A. Gash, Ph.D., President 
Creative Micro Systems, Inc. 
1010 Guaranty Bank Plaza 
Corpus Christi, TX 78413 

verified to some extent, and screen and 
printer output is generally simple to 
set up. 

Still, for any kind of complex processing 
at all, a " real" programmer is needed. 
The hang-up, though, even for the 
professional, is that pesky I/0 - the 
boring but necessary screen displays, 
input verification, and inevitable echo
to-printer function. These things must 
be done before he can get down to the 
real meat of the program, the 
processing. 

Enter ZIP, a program designed not for 
the novice user, but for the profes
sional programmer writing custom 
applications in MBASIC, CBASIC, or 
dBASE II under CP/M who could use 
some help with I/0 . ZIP is not a 
"program writer," but a true "code 
generator" which creates independent, 
executable blocks of code to handle 
keyboard input and verification, screen 
printing, and hard-copy output which 
the programmer can insert into his 
own programs as simple subroutines. 

ZIP was written by Hal Pawluk, a 
marketing/advertising specialist. After 
having taken a programming course in 
PL/1, he wrote a few programs for 
personal and business use. In the 
process, he began to understand the 
1/0 hassles mentioned above, and under
took to effect a solution. The result 
was ZIP. 

let's see what ZIP does and how. ZIP is 
installed with a simple program called 
ZIPIN, which allows the user immediate 
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installation from a menu of 22 popular 
terminals, or the system may be cus
tom-installed without undue difficulty. 
Although it's best to use the default 
values for certain items the first time 
through, ZIP may be completely or 
partially re-installed at any time, or 
even temporarily modified during, ~ 
screen editing. For custom installation,· 
only the bare minimum of screen codes 
- the clear screen and cursor position-
ing sequences - is needed . 

ZIP presents you with a blank screen 
to work on which may be set to any 
size from 24 to 88lines long. To use it, 
you simply type what you want to 
appear on the screen (headings, com
ments, prompts), along with the names 
of the data variables you want to 
display, print, or input; ZIP takes care 
of the res t. You use the ZIP screen like 
a text editor - the standard keys 
(backspace, return, tab, etc.) all act just 
like they should, and the arrow keys 
present on most terminals allow direct 
cursor movement . The regular "type
over" mode may be toggled to "insert" 
mode, and special features, such as text 
centering and drawing and erasing 
horizontal and vertical lines, are 
supported. 

Standard keyboard characters (";"and 
"@") are used as special symbols to tell 
ZIP "write code to input a value to this; ....-..._ 
variable" or "print a variable's (or an 
expression's) value here ." These 
characters, like all other ZIP com
mands, are user-definable, even in 
mid-session . The maximum length of 
the input variables may be specified by 



the user or allowed to default to 
whatever space is available on the line. 
Source code may even be embedded in 
the screen itself; ZIP will add it to the 
generated code at the appropriate point 
(and, of course, will not print it on the 
screen during execution). 

A nifty item called the "ZIP Talker" 
lets you know at what row and column 
you are positioned at all times, and 
displays various informative messages 
from time to time. (We'll see the "ZIP 
Talker" again later on .) 

When you have "painted" the screen 
into the exact form you want, you save 
the form with "/S." ZIP asks you for a 
file name and creates (l)<name>.ZIP, 
which, although an ASCII file , should 
not be changed in any way; (2) 
<name>.ZPR, a printable file which 
can be edited with a tex t editor; and (3) 
the heart of the system, a <name>.BAS 
file containing the BASIC code to 
display/print/input the screen text and 
variables (a .CMD or .FMT file is 
created for dBASE II users). 

At this point you may even use the 
same form to create another subroutine 
- for example, one to print a form to 
the screen and another to print the 
same form to the printer (a regular 
nightmare, as most programmers 
know) . To avoid conflict with the first 
one, you can specify the line numbers 
for the blocks of code, although ZIP 
will automatically increment the line 
numbers of subsequent code blocks 
created within the same session . 

ZIP can also load in an old file for 
modification a nd re-generation of the 
input/output code, making th e rear
rangement of fields on the screen 
(another nightmare) a snap. 

"GOSUB 10000" - that's it. Honest! 
ZIP's generated code is an independent 
subroutine that does all the necessary 
screen/keyboard/printe r I/0 . You just 
merge it into your existing program 
and use it. For screen and printer 
displays, you do the GOSUB and go on 
with your program; for inputting 
screens of information, ZIP prints the 
screen, then positions the cursor at the 
first character of the first input field. 
Fields may then be input as desired . All 
the keys and function s work as they 
did during the screen building process: 
arrow keys, insert, delete, everything. 
The ZIP Talker even appears in your 
program, asking if you're finished and 
displaying messages at appropriate 
points . 

Data validation is easy, and is best done 
after the entire screen has been input. 
All you need to do to re-in put incorrect 
data is set a variable equal to the 
number of the invalid field and do the 
GOSUB again. You don't even have to 
number or count the fields yourself; 
ZIP inserts the field numbers as com
ments in the code so you know which 
one is which. The second time around, 
ZIP allows input only on the specified 
field; more validation may be done if 
desired, and as many calls may be made 
to the subroutine as needed, until the 
data is satisfactory. After input, th e 
variables are available to the mainlin e 
program for normal processing . 

The net result? Clean, simple, and 
effective input. 

ZIP is a programmer's utility, so I feel 
some specific comments are in order 
concerning the code it generates. I 
have only the MBASIC version (which 
is , in Mr. Pawluk's words, "the biggie" 
in terms of features), so these com
ments will pertain to that generated 
code. 

ZIP takes advantage of MBASIC's long 
variable name feature: since the period 
("-") is an acceptable variable name 
character (making names such as 
"TOTAL.AMOUNT.DUE" valid), ZIP 
generates curious, but valid variable 
names such as "R .. " and "C .. " . These 
variables look rather strange when the 
code is listed, but they effectively avoid 
conflict with any of the programmer's 
other variables. 

Further, ZIP always uses type identi
fiers for each variable ("R .. %," "Z .. #") 
so that the programmer may use 
DEFINT/SGL/DBL/STR sta tements 
without fear of conflict. These two 
ideas ensure that ZIP's variables will be 
unique to its portions of the program. 

ZIP's input routine is coded at lines 
65000 and above, again so as not to 
conflict with the mainline program; 
the print routines will be placed at line 
10000 and above automatically, or the 
user may specify any beginning line 
number as each block is generated. 

ZIP's code is directly executable by the 
MBASIC interpreter and compilable 
by the BASCOM compiler. The only 
error generated is a ''"NO" ("not di
mensioned") message on the array 
"CTLS .. $ ."·(This is a warning message 
only and may be ignored - the program 
will link and execute properly anyway.) 

ACCOUNTANTS, ATTORNEYS 

TAX PRACTITIONERS 

TAXbyte, Inc. 
OFFERS 

1040 US Individual Tax '83 

TAX SOFTWARE 

for only $695 
·rRSDOS™, Radio Shack, 

IBM PC and CPM™ Systems 

ENTER, COMPUTE, AND PRINT A 
PROFESSIONAL RETURN IN 15 MINUTES. 
COMPLETE. 
Professional tax practitioners! The Taxbyte 
Tax Program is the fastest , easiest way to 
implement tax software! Speed and 
flexiDillty In our system lets you enter, 
compute and print in half the time it 
requires manually. 

Taltbyte features: 
• full screen Input for easy " big picture" 

entry and editing of all major 
forms/schedules 

• automatic processing of changes and 
corrections 

• ample number o f entry lines eliminate 
" see lists" 

• Inc ludes automatic tax tab les and math 
totalling for accuracy 

• printed client sheet and qu ick 
turnaround 

We've made tu software affordable. 
At $695 the Taxbyte Tax Program 
compares and beats our competition . 
We're so confident of our product we 
make this offer: t ry our '62 program now 
for only $95. When you order your '83 
program we'll c redit your account. Own 
last year's Taxbyte Tax Program? We'll sell 
you this year's program for hal f price! 
PROGRAMS ALSO AVAILABLE FOR 
IOWA/ILLINOIS STATE RETURNS. FOR 
OTH ER STATES OR INFORMATION 
PLEASE RETURN THE COUPON BELOW. 

•
- TAXbyte, Inc. 
- 3803 · 28th Street 

,.-. Moline , IL 61265 
309/764·7245 

I Please send me more information on the I affordable Taxbyte Tax Program' 

I N A ME ___ _ 

I ADDRESS - --

1 CITY ____ ____ __ _ 

I STATE - - ZIP _ _ 

I PHONE 1983 Taxby1e. Inc . 

I ~=;~a~~~ ~~~~ ste red tradem ark o f Digital 

I TASDOS IS a reglstereo traoemar.-; 01 me Tandy 
Company. '-.. ___________ ,, 
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ZIP: Continued 
The code is transportable in two dif
ferent ways: ZIP may be re-installed 
on a different machine and the code 
re-generated, or the generated code 
may be modified slightly to use the 
programmer's own cursor positioning 
routines. The code generated by ZIP is 
different for each application, and as 
many blocks of code may be generated 
as needed to do the program's 1/0. 

Another point very worthy of note: 
there is no royalty whatsoever on the 
generated code. 

The "ZIP Talker" mentioned earlier 
may also be used in the applications 
program to send messages to the 
screen. While not a major feature, it is 
.a handy one that can save the program
mer the time and trouble of doing it 
himself - which is, after all, the basic 
idea behind ZIP. 

I've used ZIP for about three months 
now, and I have no complaints about 
its operation or its performance. I have 
even made a couple of minor changes 
in the generated code without prob
lems. Its market is vertical, but not 
severely limited; people who write 
custom applications for a living should 
love it, but it's also extremely useful 
for those who just write an occasional 
program fo~ themselves. And, although 
it wasn't expensive to begin with, it's 
priced even better now: just $79 for 
the MBASIC or CBASIC version (that's 
one-half of the original price!) or $39 
for the dBASE II version. (Incidentally, 
Ashton-Tate, Inc. thought so much of 
the product that they now include a 
free copy of ZIP with every sale of 
dBASE II for CP/M machines). 

So, while the day of the "$395 pro
grammer replacement" is still quite a 
way off (I hope!), ZIP is a great first 
step. If you do any amount of pro-

. gramming at alL you won't believe the 
time and trouble ZIP can save you. In 
my opinion, it's the most useful utility 
for professional programmers on the 
market today, period. · • 

ZIP is available from: 

NEXUS Software 
5455 Wilshire Boulevard 
los Angeles, CA 90036 

SR E v I E w 0 FR 
TRUCTURALCOMPUTE 

PROGRAMS 
BY H.B. WARNER III P.E. 

5 tructural engineering is one of 
those crucial building design 
disciplines that makes itself 

visible to the public only when some
thing goes wrong. As when a building 
collapses . 

Preventing building collapse is (natu
rally!) the bottom line objective in 
structural engineering, but there's a 
lot more to it than that. A considerable 
amount of technical expertise and 
number-crunching is required to 
choose and design the right structural 
solution. The software programs from 
EASI Software, Inc. in Jackson, New 
Jersey, provide some invaluable help to 
the engineer by substantially reducing 
the hours of calculation he must expend 
when determining the correct struc
tural solution. 

EASI Software, Inc. has developed a 
number of software programs which 
design firms, such as ours, will find 
useful. Structural engineering is a part 
of most of the $50 million worth of 
construction projects we design each 

H. B. Warner III P.E. 
Vice President 
Durrant Engineers, Inc. 
Dubuque, lA and Madison, WI 

year at T he Durrant Group, a 90-
person, full service architectural, 
engineering, and construction manage
ment firm with offices in Madison, 
Wisconsin and Dubuque, Iowa. 

Here are a few thoughts on several 
programs I found to be most helpful. 

The EASI-SCLM (Structural Steel 
Column Design) program is very 
simple and rapid; it saves a substantial 
amount of time over manual calcula
tion . The program inte ractively 
prompts the user for input data. All the 
user has to do is provide short answers 
to the program's questions . Input in
cludes axial forces and moments, 
laterally unsupported lengths, and ef
fective length fact.ors . The program 
will select the lowest weight column 
that satisfies the design criteria and 
print out the column depth and flange 
width to enable the user to compare 
the column size with geometric design 
requirements. The user may easily 
review other column selections which 
also meet the design criteria by press
ing<Carriage Return>. The program 
will list the next largest cross-sectional 
area column which satisfies the speci
fied design requi rements. 

In a manner of minutes, the user has at 
his fingertips a choice of columns 
meeting his design requirements. By 
contrast, it might take 1-1/2 to 2 hours 
to manually arrive at a single column 
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selection for a typical column design 
involving combined axial load and 
bending design . 

' The only serious drawback to this 
program is that it still uses the old steel 
shapes. The tables should be up-dated 
to the current steel shapes to make this 
program applicable for today's usage. 
In fact, the program authors do indicate 
they are refining the program to 
include the current steel shapes and 
also, to provide the option of inputting 
one's own tables. Otherwise, this is a 
good, quick steel column design 
program. 

EASI-SCLM Structural Steel Column 
Design Program: $100.00. 

EASI-SLAB (One-Way Slab Design) is 
very beneficial if the design conditions 
meet the key criteria for using the ACI 
moment and shear coefficients. 

The following design criteria for using 
this program must be met: there must 
be two or more spans; the spans must 
be approximately equal, with the larger 
of the adjacent spans not greater than 
the shorter by more than 20%; the load 
must be uniformly distributed; and the 
unit-live load must not exceed the unit 
dead-load by three times. 

The engineer works interactively with 
this program, using a very easy-to-use 
format. EASI-SLAB will quickly de
termine both the slab thickness and 
steel reinforcement requirements for 
each support negative moment and 
mid-span positive moment of each slab 
span. 

EASI-SLAB Structural 1-Way, 2-Way 
Concrete Slab Design Program: 
$100.00. 

EASI Two-Way Slab Design is another 
useful program that uses the ACI 
Direct Design Method to compute slab 
thickness and reinforcement steel re
quired for two-way concrete slabs . 

The engineer works interactively with 
the program using easy, straight for
ward data entry. He can move rapidly 
from a corner slab to an interior slab or 
from an interior slab to an exterior slab 
using the program's "new problem" 
option which allows a completely new 
problem to be entered without having 
to re-boot. 

The program output includes the slab 
design moments and the area of steel 

required for the column strip and 
middle strips of a two-way slab. The 
program also outputs the beam design 
moments. However, it does not com
pute the reinforcing steel and shear 
design for the beams. The resulting 
beam design moments can be input, 
along with the shear loading, into a 
separate program, the Structural Con
crete Beam Design (EASI-CCBM) 
program. 

EASI-SLAB Structurai1-Way, 2-Way 
Concrete Slab Design Program: 
$100.00. 

EASI"2" is well-named. This program 
is an excellent, easy to use, finite 
element analysis program that will 
analyze space trusses, plane frames, 
grids, space frames, and membranes 
and rods. The user operates inter
actively with straight forward data 
entry. The output will display displace
ments, forces, and moments in ele
ments, and forces and moments in 
boundaries. 

The program is very valuable as a 
general structural analysis tool in 
which the user need be concerned only 

with modeling the structure. The com
puter will quickly perform the other
wise time-consuming mathematical 
manipulation needed to obtain the 
structural solution. The upshot is a 
considerable savings of time for the 
engineer doing the number-crunching. 
Time saved can be spent on engineering 
design- and, of course, on preventing 
building collapse. 

EASI"Z" is available to run under 
TRSDOS or CP/M with MBASIC. 
Cost: $125 .00 

In conclusion, the new programs of
fered by EASI Software, Inc. don't take 
all the effort out of structural engineer
ing, but they streamline it considerably. 
Design firms around the country 
should find some real value in several 
of these programs. • 

For more information, con tact: 

EASI Software, Inc. 
2 Windsor Court 

Jackson, NJ 08527 
2011367-5735 

Demonstration Diskettes with Docu
mentation available for $30.00. 
Catalog also available. 

MULTI-USER 
ACCOUNTING 
PROGRAMS 

Full Multi-User Accounting Software for the 
Model 16 is available for immediate shipment. 
Enhanced versions of the 3 disk accounting 
programs offered by Radio Shack™ are 
now available for Model16 users. Operating 
under RMCOS™, these programs are several 
times faster than XenixrM, and much easier 
to use. Updating from TRSOOS™ to RMCOS 
is available. All programs are guaranteed. 

For information call: 

BALL TECHNICAL SERVICES -
1-800-426-2070 

211 N. 1t:t, Suite C 
Mf_ Vernon, WA ga~73 
ask for domestic sales 
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BY ROBERT D. LANGER 

Preventive Medicine is one of 
those things like Mom and Apple 
Pie; you would be hard-pressed 

to find anyone who'd speak against it. 
One problem with buzz-words like 
this one, though, is that ten people 
using the same term may have ten 
entirely different definitions. For our 
purposes, let's broadly define preven
tive medicine to include the range of 
therapeutic and educational interven
tions which may minimize or eliminate 
the development of disease. Unfor
tunately for most physicians, imple
mentation of significant preventive 
measures in their practices has been 
quite impractical. If done on a person
to-person basis it takes substantial 
amounts of time and is usually not 
covered under standard medical in
surance programs. 

Here is one area in which the power 
and efficiencies of the microcomputer 
can really shine. Since the knowledge 
base involved in specific aspects of 
prevention is readily definable, and, in 
most circumstances, can be applied to 
individual cases by following a logical 
sequence of "and/or" and "if/then" 

decisions within this body of knowl
edge, relatively 5imple programs can 
(and have been) designed to implement 
a number of preventive medical modali
ties. This deductive process is quite 
different from the monstrous problem 
involved in developing "expert" diag
nostic software in which clinical in
ductive reasoning with an almost limit
less universe of knowledge requires 
extremely complex software which 
utilizes advanced artificial intelligence 
techniques and vast on-line data base 
libraries. 

In the medical office or clinic a micro
computer can provide reliable interac
tive preventive services on a volume 
basis with minimal overhead. The 
nominal expense involved can be billed 
as a specific educational service or may 
be included in the fee for a more 
complete evaluation. 

In our office we use the computer to 
generate personalized diets for patients 
who are either over or underweight. 
The routine first calculates ideal weight 
based on height, body build, and sex; it 
then calculates ideal caloric intake for 
appropriate weight loss (or gain) based 
on activity level and age . It provides a 
break-down of the daily calories in 
terms of proteins, carbohydrates, and 
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fats, and makes general recommenda
tions as to the kinds of foods which 
should be eaten . It also provides general 
guidelines for exercise to promote 
appropriate weight loss and condition
ing. A second "maintenance" diet to be 
used once ideal weight has been at
tained is generated at the same time. A 
patient or member of my staff can run 
this routine in less than three minutes, 
and I or my nurse can reinforce it easily 
in a few additional minutes. The patient 
goes home with personalized printed 
instructions which have proven to be 
highly effective in motivating our 
patients to follow the prescribed 
program. 

Another extremely time consuming 
task which is often incompletely per
formed due to hectic schedules is that 
of compiling a full and complete history 
to be used to target preventive health 
interventions for an individual patient. 
In fact, even if this information has 
been gathered, it frequently is not 
applied due to inadequate time to ........__,_ 
properly evaluate it. 

Here again, the computer can be a 
marvelous assistant. A patient or a 
member of the office staff simply 
responds to a series of branching logic 



questions which "tailor" the history to 
the patient's age, sex, and accumulated 
previous responses . After gathering all 
pertinent information, the computer 
compares it with established guidelines 
for preventive services based on the 
recommendations of major authorities, 
such as the American Academy of 
Pediatrics, the American Cancer So
ciety, and the Centers for Disease 
Control. All necessary preventive 
measures which should be done im
mediately are flagged and the patient is 
given a print-out which identifies pro
cedures to be done at specific intervals 
in the future to safeguard his or her 
health. The rationale for each inter
vention is also explained so that com
pliance may be enhanced by under
standing. This information can then be 
added to the patient's clinical medical 
record to optimize care in the future. 

Using such a routine in our office has 
allowed us to streamline the history 
taking phase of a complete history and 
physical, and has both increased the 
thoroughness of our histories and 
increased practice revenue through 
the identification of additional cost
effective yet important exams and 
procedures. 

Still another excellent preventive medi
cal application for the computer which 
is available from several sources is the 
Health Hazard Appraisal. These pro
grams utilize branching logic ques
tionnaires to collect information on 
lifestyle and health history. Compari
son is then made to actuarial data from 
widely accepted studies, such as the 
long term evaluation project for cardio
vascular risk in Framingham, Massa
chusetts, and standard mortality tables 
to generate a current "risk age" and an 
achievable "risk age" for the patient. 
These "risk ages" may be compared to 
the patient's true age to determine the 
degree to which unhealthy habits may 
reduce life-span. For example, a forty
five year old man who smokes and has 
uncontrolled hypertension may have 
the same statistical risk of dying as a 
healthy fifty-three year old. Specific 
suggestions are generated which would 
enable the patient to lower his or her 
risk and (statistically speaking) reach 
the achievable risk age. People with 
excellent health habits and lower than 
the usual risk factors may actually 
have a risk age of several years less 
than their actual age. Personalized 
print-outs from these routines are 

given to the patient as a means of 
motivating positive .changes in life
style. 

MODEL 16 
and enhanced 

In our office all of the above routines 
have met with very favorable reaction 
from our patients . The personalized 
print-outs in particular seem to be very 
powerful in motivating patients to 
adopt better health habits. Time saved 
by the automation of these routines 
also allows more time to be devoted to 
other aspects of the patient encounter 
including education, in-depth responses 
to patient questions and concerns, and 
reinforcement of important recom
mendations. We are also able to provide 
services which would otherwise not be 
practical. The computer is, after aiL 
another tool which has numerous 
applications in clinical medicine; ten 
years from now your physician will 
probably find it as indispensable as his 
stethoscope. • 

MODELS 2 & 12 
MEMORY TEST PROGRAM 

Detect those bad 64k chlos before 
your WBffantee expires or programs 
crash due to bad memory. 

PAYS FOR ITSELF· Written in 68000 
assembly • Super Fast. Wilt detect 
memory size and test all memory 
Ins t alled. 

$39&S_ 52 . 50 P/H tnctunos 
usors Manual 

N.J . R o .:id o nt<: Add 6'Y. T a x 

8 0 COMPUTER SERVICES 
834 Lois Drive 

Williamstown , N . J . 08094 

Robert Dale Langer, M.D. 
The Center for Health 

:!!: (80 81 728-3 5 27 • 

16766 Bernardo Center Drive 
Suite 111-A 
San Diego, CA 92128 

What if 
your VisiColc® 
could read your 
General Ledger? 

It can with VIS\Bridge/GL,.. from Solutions, Inc. 
You can make even better corporate decisions by using the power of VisiCalc on 
data from your own General Ledger. 0 Solutions' new Bridge product loads 
information from the Tandy General Ledger package directly into VisiCalc
Automatically! 0 Make projections with VisiCalc without re-entering data already in 
your General Ledger. 0 Project current financial data into the future. 0 Compille 
your projections to actual results. 0 Store monthly results to spot trends quickly. 

Requirea any veraion of ViGiCalc, 2 d.isk d.rives and. the Radio Shack General 
Ledger (26-4501). Available for TRS-8()® Model ll/12116. VIS \Bridge/GL, $195 + 
$4 shipping & handling within U.S. To order phone (802) 229-0368 or write 
Solutions, Inc. , 13 Stale St., Box 989, Montpelier, VT 05602. Mastercard and ViSa. 
Dealer inquirie~ weh;;omed. Al~o available for Model I, W and D aro: 
VIS\Bridge/REPORT PLUSJM $95; VIS\Bridge/SORTpi $89; VIS\Bridge/DJ!I' $295. 

All VIS\ Bridge products are trademarks of Solutions. Inc. VisiCalc"' is a trademark of VisiCorp. TRS·BO" and Ra<IO ShaCk are 
trademarks of Tandy Corp . 
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JuDGING CoMPUTER PowER, 
CHIP DESIGNATIONS 

~~'1'1 

ANo 
CLOCK SPEEDS 

BY JIM KLOOSTERMAN 

ffWhen two different 
computers use the identical 
CPU-Chip, they may still 
differ in clock speeds.'' 

Have you ever walked into a computer store or opened a magazine and 
encountered sales claims about the wondrous power of the new XYZ computer? Is ~ 
there some way to cut through the "hype"? A way to get a quick, factual fee lin~ 
for what the new computer might really do? 

There is, and it's remarkably 
simple. Just ask for/look for 
the Technical Specifications. 

Radio Shack is more open about these 
than many manufacturers; their specs 
are listed in fine print in the catalog 
beside each computer. In a Computer 
Wonderland Store, it may be harder to 
get the salesperson to show you those 
details in writing. Make him do it! Be as 
insistent as you need to be; swear you 
won't listen to claims till you've seen 
those specifications! If it's a magazine 
article, search for the specs. They 
should be there, although perhaps in 
bits and pieces. If they're not, assume 
the author is ignorant or the manu
facturer has something to hide! 

All computers sold today, even "toys", 
are more than sufficient Turing Ma
chines. Mr. Turing proved long ago that 
a "machine" with a certain minimum set 
of "facilities" is theoretically capable of 
computing the answer to any comput
able problem within some finite period 
of time. Of course, that time may vary 
from microseconds to millions of years 
-in theory! 

Therefore, the practical question in 
computer evaluation is simply; How 
fast/slow is it for your own particular 
range of problems? 

Even determining the answer to that 
question can be a formidable chore 
involving careful definitions of both 
problems and computer capabilities. 
Fortunately, for most micro/mini 
computers, there is a quick approxi
mation, based on a coarse ranking of 
comparative computer capabilities and 
of problem sizes. 

Taking the latter issue first, compare 
your problems with those of someone 
who is successfully using computers in 
a similar business the size of your own. 
If his XYZ computer is big and fast 
enough, then a computer of similar or 
greater capability should do a good job~ 
for you, too - even if it's not the saml 
brand! That's assuming, of course, you 
can locate as good or better software 
for a ZYX Computer and can equip it 
with RAM and bulk memory of com
parable size/speed. 
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Estimating comparative computer 
power is easier. The capability of any 
computer in terms of pure number
crunching speed depends upon just 
three factors : architecture, clock
speed, and software-efficiency. 

Software-efficiency is really tough to 
evaluate but, in theory, anything XYZ 
programmers can do ca n be done by 
ZYX, too. The t rouble is, they may not 
have applied the time and effort to do 
so for your application . 

Computer archi tecture divides neatly 
into two areas for "CPU on a chip" 
machines . One is the architecture of 
the cen t ral processing unit (CPU) . The 

MODEL II 
Professional Software Systems 

Now Available 
Municipal Utility Billing System 

• Handles Billing for Five Services 
(Electricity, Water, Gas, Garbage, 
Sewer) 

• Revenue Analysis 
• Delinquent Lists 

Voter Management System 

• Precinct / Poll Listing 
• Demographic Analysis 

Computer-Aided Order System 

• Performs On-Line Sales Order Entry 
• Produces Invoices/Sales Journal 
• Generates Sales Analysis 
• Designed for Mail/Direct Order 

Firms 

For Derails Contact 
SOUTHERN CENTER 
fOR RESEARCH &. INNOVATION 
P. 0 . Box 1713 
Hattiesburx. MS 39401 
TELEPHONE 601-545- 16RO 
T ELEX SM54(1() SC RI US HAT! 
CABLE SCRI US 

other has to do with how the CPU is 
integrated into the rest of the system. 
A great majority of small computers 
use one of only a half-dozen CPUs. 
That enormously simplifies coarse 
comparisons of CPU architecture . 

Precise evaluation of system architec
tu re soon gets very complex. However, 
it's obvious a system requiring the 
attention of the CPU for many"house
keeping tasks" will be slower than a 
system using that same CPU along 
with a number of auxiliary chips to 
free the CPU from details, such as 

Get the most 
out of Profile II* 
and Profile Plus· 

with 

Trans Pro 
Rle Transfer Utility 

For TRS-eo• Model II or 16 
• Move data from one Profile data

base to another without cost ly 
re-typing . 

• Add, de lete, combine, or re · 
arrange fields without scrambl ing 
your data . 

$125 includes 8" disk, manual, 
s<tmple data files 

CHE CK, M .O., VISA, MASTERCHARGE 

~!!~~1!~~~ 
355 Government St. 
Roanoke, AL 36274 
(205) 863-4006 
•TRS-IG and TIISOOS are tra1Rmlr1l> of Toncly Corp. 
Profile II and Profilt Plus are tra~Rmarlls of Tile s .... n 
Computer Company, Inc .. lictiiMCI 10 Tandy COI'JI. 

printer input/output. If you need de
tails about a computer in this area, 
don' t bother with salespeople; you'll 
need to get such information from a 
competent, trouble-shooting techni
cian for that model of computer. 

Finally, there's clock speed. It has 
no thing to wi th TIME$ ! All internal 
logic within a computer is synchronized 
by clocking pulses derived from a 
single source. The basic frequency of 
the "clock" is stated in the specifica
tions. Typically, it might be 4 MHz. 
That's " four mega-Hertz," which 
means there are four-million clock 
pulses per second . Elde rly fans of radio 
can think of it as "4 Me," or "four 
megacycles." T he newer MHz abbre
viation officially honors the pioneering 
investigations of Henrich Rudolph 
Hertz into h is "hertzian waves"- now 
known as radio-frequency waves. 

A clock-speed of, say, 4 MHz implies 
the computer can accomplish some 
"fundamental operation" in one
quarter of one-microsecond - one
quarter of one-mill ionth of one-second! 
Exactly what such a "fundamental 
operation" might be varies somewhat, 
but it usually means a micro-machine
lanp;uap;e CPU command, such as " fetch 

SUPERIOR SOFTWARE PACKAGES 

DOP"US • $150.00 
A REMARKABLE PACKAGE 
PROVIDING " HANDS-OFF" 
DO CAPABILITY 

• Enhanced DO Capability 
• Answers to prompts may be 

supplied In advance 
• Will schedule and run an entire 

night's work 
• Ideal for generating reports 
• Returns to TRSDOS or BASIC 

RENTA" INVENTORY 
CONTROL • $2000.00 
A COMPREHENSIVE PACKAGE 
FOR MULTI-LOCATION LEASING/ 
RENTAL BUSINESSES. 

• Tracking of all items by store 
and category 

• Financial and tax depreciation 
schedules 

• complete reconciliation breakdown 
for ~urchases, transfers, rentals, 
and returns. 

" Free Sof tware Catalog" 

MICRON, INC. 
10045 Waterford Drive 
Ellicott City, MD 21043 
(301) 461 -2721 

Call for 
Custom 

Software 
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a unit of data from RAM" or "shift an 
internal register one bit-position to the 
right or left." Any good assembly
language description for a particular 
chip will detail exactly the number of 
clock pulses for each CPU command 
(usually in an appendix). 

The main point is that when two 
different computers use the identical 
CPU-chip, they may still differ in clock 
speeds. If so, then the computer with 
the higher clock-speed (all else being 
equal) will offer proportionally higher 
number-crunching capabilities. 

The real secret to "quick and dirty" 
evaluation of the capability of a small 
computer lies in learning two things: 
the designation of the CPU-chip and 
the clock speed . Just those two items 
from a specification allow you to 
roughly classify the computer - often 
far more accurately than the pro
motionalliterature or a pitch from the 
salesperson. 

Popular CPU-chips are designated by a 
number, often with prefix and suffix 
letters and sometimes also by still 
more numbers/letters. The main CPU
chip number or "family" designation is 
typically 6809, 8080, 80, 8086, 8088, 
68000- in order of increasing power. 
Where used, the prefix letter(s) indicate 
the company which developed the 
chip. Common letters are Z for Zilog, 
MC for Motorola, and INS for Intel. 

Sometimes a suffix letter denotes the 
maximum clock-speed that a particular 
CPU-chip is able to handle. This can 
vary for CPUs of the same number! In 
the case of Z-80, no suffix letter 
usually means a maximum speed of 2.5 
MHz; Z-BOA means 4 MHz; and Z-806 
means 6 MHz. Note: a computer may 
utilize a CPU-chip with a clock speed 

ff Radio Shack's 
Technical Specifications 
are listed in fine print 
in the catalog beside 

each computer. 99 
lower than indicated by the suffix 
letter - but not higher! 

Finally, other numbers/letters may 
designate related chips in the same 
family as the CPU-chip. Such chips 
may or may not be used in a computer's 
architecture, but are intended for such 
use. 

The Model II is a Z-SOA, 4 MHz 
computer. On first evaluation, that is 
sufficient to roughly classify its power 
compared to, say, a Model III which is a 
Z-80, 2.03 MHz computer, or a Model 
16 which is a MC68000 6 MHz com
puter, or IBM 9000 Instruments Com
puter which is a MC68000 8 MHz 
machine. To be sure, there are many 
details of system architecture and 
software efficiency that may also affect 
a computer's capability. Generally, 
however, those will not be sufficient to 
move a computer from one class to 
another as per the above determina
tion. They may be important for the 
relative ranking of computers within 
the same "class." 

So that's the secret. Simply find the 
CPU-chip designation and clock-speed 
for any small computer, and you can 
"classify" it yourself. No outside help 
needed. 

The Model II actually contains five 
chips of varying Z-80A family desig-

nations. It also uses two chips from 
outside that family- one of them from 
another CPU family! T he Z-80A is the 
actual CPU chip. A Z-80A 510 serves 
as Serial Input/Output controller chip; ----. 
a Z-80A PIO is the Parallel Input
Output controller chip; a Z-BOA CTC 
is the Counter/Timer Circuit chip; and 
a Z-80A DMA is used as the Direct 
Memory Access chip . Those are all Z-
80 family chips. 

The Floppy-Disk Formatter/Controller 
chip is a Western Digital FD1791-l. 
Even more curious, the CRT (video) 
controller chip is a Motorola MC6845, 
which seems to be part of the MC6800 
family, but an early predecessor family 
to the much more powerful MC68000 
CPU-ship now being used in the Radio 
Shack Model l6s! • 

Jim Kloosterman 
Hammond Bay Software 
Post Office Box 48 
Rogers City, MI 49779 

Best Prices On 
TRS-80 Computers 
Our 6th year of discounts 

Ed or Joe McManus 
Fgt. Prepaid. Save Tax. 

Toll Free 800·231·3680 
Ma..Ymac Industries, Inc. 
2251 1 Katy Fwy., Katy 

(Hou5fon) Tx 77450 
1·713·392·0747 
Telex 774132 

This Newsletter is Now Available 
to Subscribers Electronically 

via NewsNet. 
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For more information contact the publisher, 
or call NewsNet toll free at (800)345-1301. 

In Pennsylvania, call 12151 527-8030. 
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SOFTWARE REVIEW 

SPELLBINDER 
II IJainful wor processing 

BY DEAN R. LAMBE 

W ere that prolific wordsmith, 
Charles Dickens, writing 
today, I am sure that he 

would retire his quill pen in favor of a 
keyboard. And Dickens comes to mind 
as I consider the following tale of two 
word processing systems, SCRIPSIT 
and SPELLBINDER. For the latter, I 
can only conclude: It was the best of 
programs; it was the worst of 
programs. 

I was initially pleased to receive 
SPELLBINDER for review. As a writer 
my business is words, my end-product 
is words. Anything that will increase 
the efficiency of word production is 
greeted with eager fingers, and over a 
year ago I joined the ever-increasing 
number of professional writers who 
have chucked their typewriters for 
CRTs, floppies, and high-interest pay
ments. My choice followed the best 
advice: After extensive comparison 
shopping, I picked the software first, 
then the hardware. Since SCRIPSIT 
only runs in the TRSDOS operating 
system, a Radio Shack Model II moved 
into my office, and I have yet to regret 
that choice. 

A few months ago, however, I began to 
research a book proposal on word 
processing and noted the great popu
larity of CP/M among businesses and 
professionals. Am I missing something, 
I wondered? So when the editors of 
lwolsixlm1 asked me to take a look at a 
CP/M-based package that the three
page "Spellbinding Highlights" calls" a 
lot hotter than plain word processing," 
I thought it would be a wonderful 
learning experience . Learn something 
I did - but the experience was hardly 
wonderful. 

Dean R. Lambe, Ph.D 
Route 1, Northlake Drive 
Vincent, OH 45784 
© 1983 Dean R. Lambe 

Before discussion of the feints and 
foibles of SPELLBINDER, let us con
sider the basic requirements of good 
word processing software, factors that 
should be important for both the office 
secretary and the executive who makes 
the purchasing decisions. While I now 
write science articles and science fic
tion, I was trained as a psychobiologist 
and spent many years teaching courses 
in psychophysiology. I know a thing or 
two about the man-machine interface, 
and offer the following criteria for 
good software: 

1. The user should be able to move 
from a standard typewriter to word 
processing with a minimum of nega
tive transfer. Skills learned on the 
former should not interfere with re
quirements of the software, e.g., the 
<BACKSPACE> key ought to 
backspace. 

2. Losing text from RAM or disk 
should be as difficult as losing a 
typewritten document, and accidental 
loss of text with a single command or 
keystroke should be very difficult 
(ideally it should happen only during 
nuclear war). 

3. The command structure for basic 
writing, editing, and printing functions 
should be logical and mnemonic . One 
cannot do what one cannot easily 
remember. <CTRL-P> is a sensible 
command associated with printing; 
<CTRL-q fy> is not. 

4. Within the constraints of the 
standard QWERTY keyboard (an ad
mittedly-bad piece of human engineer
ing), commands and function switching 
operations should utilize the most 
coordinated finger movements, e.g., 
<ESC SHIFT+> is a very awkward 
sequence, while <CTRL-j> is one of 
the easiest. 

5. On-screen help messages and re
minders should be available on com-

mand, and should indicate the actual 
keystrokes required for each function 
or oper<~tion. 

6_ The disk directory of document file 
names should not be easily confused 
with operating system files. The 
directory should allow names and de
scriptions of files that are long enough 
to specify documents clearly and com
pletely, i_e ., awkward abbreviations 
like LET ANC will probably not be 
recalled as "letter to Acme Nut 
Company" two months from now. A 
separate log of disk file names should 
not be necessary. 

7. Date and time stamping should be 
possible for document files. 

8. Documentation should be clearly 
written, should avoid unnecessary 
references to machine language and 
"hidden" machine processes, and should 
be fully indexed. The documentation 
manuals should be designed with both 
the initial training period and future 
"refresher" referencing in mind. A 
quick reference card or chart is 
recommended . 

As we shall see, SPELLBINDER fails 
to meet almost all of the above criteria. 

On paper, this word processing package 
appears to be the greatest thing since 
the invention of . . . eh, paper. The 
designers of this software have at
tempted a "one size fits all" approach 
Hith a very versatile program that may 
be configured for a wide range of 
keyboards and printers. Those of us 
who must visit "Big & Tall Shops" have 
rea:wn to be :;keptical of this 
orientation. 

All standard word processing features 
are included in SPELLBINDER, from 
full cursor control through automatic 
word wrap to text block manipulations 
and search/replace functions. Extensive 
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print formatting and printing choices 
are supported, but many of these 
options only work with the more 
expensive precision letter-quality 
printers (this rules out all Radio Shack 
printers; more on this problem below). 
The program permits a wide range of 
user-modification in terms of com
monly-used key sequences, printer 
font changes, and cus tomized sub
programs for specific database manage
ment operations. 

SPELLBINDER exceeds the range of 
most word processing systems with its 
macro features. There are about a 
dozen pre-programmed "Load and Go" 

be created, deleted, overwritten for 
correction, and new text may be in
serted. If you want to do anything else, 
the Command mode must be switched 
on with a <CTRL-q> (or the <Fl> 
function key, but you cannot get back 
to the Edit mode with the <F1> key). 
Thus documents may be created in the 
Edit mode only and minor editing 
changes may be made there. 

For search and replace, block deletions, 
block moves, and all printing com
mands, however, the Command mode 
must be used, and while the text is still 
on the screen, no changes can be made 

ff I was left with the feeling 
that what configuration had been 

done for R!S hardware was 
an afterthought.'' 

macros that handle common business 
needs, like mail merge, standardized 
forms, boilerplate documents, alpha
numeric sorts, patch print, and in-text 
mathematics. Thus, in comparison with 
TRSDOS-based software, it appears 
that SPELLBINDER includes all aspects 
of SCRIPSIT, part of PROFILE II, and 
part of VISICALC. Additionally, with 
the "M-Speak interpretive program
ming language" and a manual that is 
available at extra cost, the user may 
write other macros to further custo
mize and extend the capabilities of 
SPELLBINDER. Mind blowing, right? 
WelL wait until you try to use this 
turkey. 

SPELLBINDIR arrives only partially 
configured for the TRS-80 Model II. 
The user must complete an initializa
tion sequence with answers to prompts 
about type of terminal, number of 
drives, brand and model of printer, and 
several less obvious things about which 
the user is invited to guess. Once these 
choices have been made correctly, the 
proper configuration can be saved to 
disk, and "SB" is all that need be typed 
to enter the program from the CP/M 
system prompt. (In all fairness, SPELL
BINDER is apparently sold by computer 
stores where the dealer is expected to 
tailor the configuration at time of sale.) 

Once SPELLBINDER is loaded and 
running, the user encounters two 
modes of operation: Edit and Co
mand. Within the Edit mode, text can 

without return to Edit mode. If this 
sounds like trying to write with a 
pencil which has a cap that must be 
removed before you can use the eraser, 
you are beginning to understand the 
special joys of SPELLBINDER. Needless 
to say, the text may be saved to disk 
only in the Command mode, and an 
interesting variety of letters (w,r,g) will 
display text on the screen after it has 
been saved (with the command, gd). 

Before the text leaves RAM for the 
disk, a file name of eight letters and an 
optional three-letter extension is called 
for, and it does not matter whether 
caps or small letters are used for file 
names, for whatever is typed will be 
converted to caps in the disk directory. 
Document file names are freely mixed 
with SPELLBINDER system files and 
macro files in the directory. Once the 
text file has been opened and read 
and/or written to a second file, an 
automatic backup is made, so the 
original, say TESTTEXT, becomes 
TESTTEXT.BAK. While this feature 
may save the bacon of the novice who 
confuses "qd" with "gd" and perma
nently kills a valuable text file from 
disk, the automatic file backup also 
allows the user to read the same 
document three times and bump the 
original right off the "one p!U!; copy" 
cliff. A rose by any other name may 
smell as ,;weet, but a file that does not 
receive a new name each time it is 
closed may vanish. 
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While writing in the Edit mode (where 
the cursor homes to and text begins in 
the left middle of the screen), one has 
the choice of five "cursor modes" 
(<CTRL-o>): CHAR, WORD, SENT, 
PARA, and MARK. These labels appear ', 
next to the cursor line- and column
position numbers in the information 
line at the top of the screen, and 
indicate that the arrow keys will move 
the cursor forward (or the delete 
command will destroy) one character, 
one word, one sentence, etc. This 
feature speeds cursor movement, and 
when deletion of text is desired, a 
prompt REALL Y?(Y/N) appears when 
this mode setting involves more than 
lK of text. It is such a comfort to know 
that only about 1 70 words can be lost 
accidently for failure to note that the 
cursor mode was not CHAR when you 
planned to delete only one character. 

From the Command mode, pagination, 
title lines, headers and footers, and all 
print format settings are chosen with 
"y-tables" and "yt-tables." These tables 
are menus that tailor the text to the 
desired hardcopy appearance, and con
sist of a series of numbers. Margins, 
amount of text per page, and line 
lengths are set in numbers that cor
respond to tenths of an inch, which is a 
nice touch if you have print wheels 
with different type styles- until you 
discover that every ruler in your house 
is calibrated in eighths of an inch and a 
metric ruler is even less helpful. One 
the plus side, the title table allows for 
even-odd page differences, so text may 
be fed to a phototypesetter with the 
largest margin in the appropriate place 
for a bound report or book. 

As with many other "dot commands," 
the print format may be embedded in 
the text (with a "fetch y" command) as, 
for example, the following line: .y 2 0 1 
90110 0 010 65 2110 30 5. While this 
procedure allows for any number of 
format changes within a particular 
document, and permits permanent 
formatting of the text as it is saved to 
disk, such a string of 16 numbers will 
not mean much to a secretary next 
month when she has to decide whether 
segments of the report to the chairman 
of the board need to be re-formatted 
for the stockholders' report. 

All the canned "Load and Go" macro
features seem to work as advertised, 
but some are a bit strange. Several 
macros are rather limited in their 
database management capabilities, and 
are probably best thought of as models 
for program options that individual 
users would customize for their specific 
needs. Mail Merge, Alpha Sort, and 
Cue Sort, for example, are limited to a 
relatively small number of records, and 
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would not handle the customer or 
client lists of most small businesses. 
Also, these macros seem slow, and 
while I made no stopwatch compari
<Jons, the sorting routines appeared to 
oe no faster than similar BASIC 
programs. 

The Key Phrase macro supports user
defined keys for commonly-used 
phrases of up to 75 characters. Forty 
phrases may be created and saved in 
this way, while larger amounts of 
boilerplating may be done with the 
macro of that name. 

The Calc macro has some very in
teresting features. Numbers may be 
manipulated directly within the text, 
and most mathematical functions may 
be performed on those numbers. Two 
memory registers store values or con
stants, and in conjunction with other 
macros, operations may be performed 
on rows and columns of numbers just 
like those of electronic spreadsheet 
programs. Unfortunately, Calc does 
not do division . No problem, merely 
multiply by the reciprocal. (Quick, ask 
your secretary to define the reciprocal 
of a number, and then wonder how she 
would find one without a disk 
calculator.) 

With an open text file, all macros are 
brought into a holding buffer with the 
command ad (not to be confused with 
the command da, which deletes every
thing in RAM) and ~he name of the 
macro file.· The macros may then be 
switched on or off with the CONTINUE 
key (<CTRL-a>, or <Fl key> (most 
of the time) . Problems occur when you 
have called up a macro and then either 
want to stop using it or use another 
macro. Apparently the only way to 
empty the macro buffer is to save the 
document file to disk and load it again. 
Macro buffers also seem to overlap 
text block holding buffers, so block 
moves and mathematics (or mathe
matics and mail merge, for that matter) 
cannot be done without a trip or two to 
the disk and back. 

When a document is first written, all 
text remains in the RAM "workspace" 
until a specific command is given to 
save to disk. Since SPELLBINDER 
system routines occupy a large amount 
of memory, a given document is limited 
to less than 30 typewritten pages 
before a "memory full" prompt calls 
for a disk operation. Long reports 
would have to be written in pieces, 
therefore, and those in areas with 
occasional power failures would risk 

the loss of large amounts of "unsaved" 
text. 

Text may be saved to a disk in any 
drive, of course, but unless the user is 
careful to first specify a drive letter 
before the file name, the document 
may be routed to the wrong disk. 
SPELLBINDER assumes that the last 
disk accessed is the intended storage 
disk, and it is all too easy to forget that 
the directory of the disk in drive C was 
consulted while the order to the Fumble 
Finger Keyboard Company was 
written. Thus, the Fumble Finger folks 
may get their letter, but the letter 
writer may never find it again because 
it went to drive C instead of drive A. 

Although previewing of formatted text 
is possible before the document is fed 
to printer or disk, and page breaks are 
visible at that time, the orientation of 
SPELLBINDER is toward whole docu
ment lines, rather than discrete pages. 
Remaining memory levels and amounts 
of disk space used are given in "letters" 
or bytes, and estimation of the actual 
size of a printed document requires a 
bit of mental arithmetic. 

The distinctions between Read files, 
Write files, and the terms "open," 
"close," and "get" must be mastered 

SUPERIOR SOFTWARE SYSTEMS 
SORTPAC FILE SORTING PACKAGE 

A Package of Nine Programs for Sorting TRSDOS 2.0a, 2.0b & 4.2 files for 
Radio Shack TRS-80 Models 2, 12 & 16 

Fastest floppy disk File Sorting package available for 2/12/16. Sorts 5000, 20 byte records in 1 min 30 sees 
(disk 1/0 included). Programs run under TRSDOS, CP/M operating system not required. Sorts records with up 
to 1000 fields, Records lengths to 32K bytes. Production Oriented . Answers to queries can be saved in 
ANSWER files for future use so that complex jobs can be inserted into job stream. Corresponding records of 
separate flies can be joined together. Sort full file or create Index file, use any fields desired as keys. Move 
selected PROFILE data fields to your files & vice-versa. Sort PROFILE fields across data segments in any 
order you desire. Combine fields of different PROFILE files to form new PROFILE files. Easy to use. No pro
gramming required . Includes 90 page users manual. 
$30 Manual. .... deductable from full Purchase Price of ...... $220. 

DISKPAC DISK COPY & MAINTENANCE UTILITY 
BACKUP & REORGANIZE DISKS; FAST FILE MOVES & COPIES; DISPLAY MEMORY, 

DISKS & FILES; PATCH BYTES ON DISK; ALTER RECORD LENGTHS OF FILES. 
Runs on TRS-80 Models 2, 12 &16 under TRSDOS 2.0A, 2.08 & 4.2 

2.0A & 2.08 versions: Backup & Verify In 55 seconds. Works with single or multiple drive systems. 4.2 version: 
Backup 154 tracks in 70 seconds; Backup & Verify in 95 seconds; Backup, Verify & Compare all bytes in 115 
seconds. Reorganize disks with fragmented files. Make disks with flawed sectors usable. Compacts free disk 
area. Very fast run time . Copy files up to 25 times faster than TRSDOS copy & move commands. Patch any 
byte on disk including passwords. Put files on the disk you desire for more efficient diskette use. Display 
files, disk & any part of memory on screen or printer. Alter the record length of a file. Spool directly from your 
files. $20 manual (50pp) ..... deductable from full purcha~e price of ..... $100. 

-MASTER CARD, VISA, MONEY-ORDER or CHECK accepted-
3D day money back guarantee, if for any reason you are not satisified. 

C ALL: 1·800-448·4511 NY: 1·800·962·1480 Ask for Ext. 314 

WRITE: SUPERIOR SOFTWARE SYSTEMS, 609 GRANGER RD., SYR., NY 13219 
TRSBO & TRSDOS are trademarks of Tandy Corp. PROFILE is a trademark of the Small Computer Company, Inc., licensed to Tandy. 
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carefully, for it is all too easy to save a 
document under the wrong file name. 
If a previous file is open, LETTER. BOB 
for instance, the "workspace" may be 
cleared of all text, and INVOICE.JOB 
may be created and saved. BOB gets a 
surprise and becomes JOB, and the 
user must fumble through the manual 
to find out how to change a file name. 

The SPELLBINDER manual is quite 
uneven in helpfulness and readability. 
A 73-page Tutorial section is designed 
to acquaint the novice user with the 
system, and a few days' work with 
those examples should yield an average 
business letter in about twice the time 
that it could have been written on a 
typewriter (normal, for no one should 
buy word processing just for produc
tion of short letters) . Explanations and 
guidelines in the Tutorial are presented 
reasonably well, but the user learns 
little more than how to replace his 
typewriter. The more powerful aspects 
of word processing and printer control 
are left to the general reference section, 
where the lack of an index and cross
references is a serious omission. 

A six-page "Quick Reference" section 
outlines the Edit and Command mode 
operations and the in-text embedded 
commands, but the definitions are 
often too terse to help the perplexed. 
Short of gluing these six pages around 
the keyboard, it is difficult to imagine 
how they are in any sense "quick." 

The discussion of the "Load and Go" 
macro-features, while quite important 
for the general user, suffers from a 
high level of "computerese" (and a 
large number of typos). Those with no 
other experience on database manage
ment programs will find these sections 
tough sledding indeed . 

The remainder of the manual, perhaps 
ten percent, is devoted to system 
applications, peripherals, and the "M
speak programming language" for the 
macros. No doubt these final sections 
are of interest to (and readable by) 
programmers and systems customizers. 
When I asked friends who are profes
sors of computer science about the 
very cryptic, condensed "M-speak lan
guage/' however, they shook their 
heads and wondered why anyone would 
bother learning such an odd-ball tongue 
when good business programs are 
readily available in standard languages . 

As if I have not found enough fault 
with SPELLBINDER already, there are 
several truly irritating aspects. I wrote 
to and then waited and waited for a 
reply from the SPELLBINDER vendor, 
Lexisoft, Inc . Finally they replied. No, 

they had not done much with the 
Model II function keys, and as for the 
printer "handshaking" problem, they 
advised helpfully that I get another 
printer. 

My Daisy-Wheel II, and in fact all R/S 
printers as I understand it, has an 
automatic, hard-wired line feed after 
every carriage return. No problem as 
long as I was willing to put up with 
double-spaced printing (copy goes to 
editors that way, no sweat) . Given the 
way that Lexisoft prides itself on the 
versatility of SPELLBINDER, however, 
and the ease with which it can be 
configured to most any terminal and 
printer (or so they say), Lexisoft's "ho
hum" attitude is bizarre . 

I was left with the feeling that what 
configuration had been done for Radio 
Shack hardware was an after-thought, 
an unfinished job. Certainly, the 
<BACKSPACE> muddle is a night
mare . In the Edit mode, the 
<BACKSPACE> key does nothing; 
one can only go left with the left arrow 
key. In Command mode, <BACK
SPACE> works, but it does not delete; 
deletion often requires extra key
strokes to close up blank spaces. Reach 
for the wrong key 20 times a day, and 
learn the true meaning of negative 
transfer . The <HOLD> key rarely 
does anything useful, <F2> does noth
ing at all, and the function of <FI> 
may or may not equal <CTRL-a>. 
Apparently, Lexisoft believes in saving 
some keys for a rainy day. 

The location of the cursor information 
line is disturbing. While many word 
processing programs put that line at 
the top, rather than the bottom of the 
screen, the actual SPELLBINDER 
placement gives a constant flicker of 
changing numbers "out of the corner 
of the eye." The information line, as 
well as the "user guides" at the bottom 
of the screen, may be turned off 
permanently, but then one could easily 
get lost in a forest of text. 

The same command letters are often 
used for totally different functions: " d" 
for "done" (save) and "d" for "delete" 
seems particularly dangerous . "Y" 
either gets you the print format table 
or indents a block of text, depending on 
the circumstances . "U" enhances text 
with underlining, boldface, etc. or 
"Unholds" a block of text in the storage 
buffer for a block move. All commands 
are followed by<ENTER>, except for 
requests to view the disk di redory. In 
that case, if you follow the acquired 
tendency to hit <ENTER> after the 
drive has been specified, the disk 
directory will list to screen and disap-
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pear in an eyeblink. Directory calls 
require a special hold on the right 
pinkie finger. 

Time and/or date stamping of files ~ 
does not seem to be possible, and the 
automatic backup of files with the 
same name is more of a dangerous 
nuisance and a waste of disk space than 
a positive protection. 

Within two weeks of purchasing 
SCRIPSIT, I was doing everything I 
wanted to do reliably. Only once have I 
lost a SCRIPSIT document (and the 
folks in Ft. Worth apologized and sent 
me a patch so that will not happen 
again). After a month with SPELL
BINDER, I was still destroying text; 
once I lost one document while trying 
not to lost another. 

I have spent more time testing 
SPELLBINDER than I might have, for I 
wanted to be fair. While I have used 
WORDST AR, this is the first CP/M
based software with which I have 
written extensively, and I wanted to 
make sure that the operating system 
had little to do with the limitations of 
SPELLBINDER. I am satisfied that 
CP/M is not the problem . Also, while 
the printer "handshaking" difficulty 
rules out those with Radio Shack 
printers, initially I thought SPELL ~ 
BINDER might be a good buy for those 
with NEC, Diablo, Qume, or C. Itoh 
hardware - especially if their other 
software was in CP/M. No way. Unac
ceptable. Not recommended. 

Harsh words, but as with book reviews 
that I write, I hope the criticism is both 
constructive and informative for reader 
and writer (in this case, programmer) 
alike. 

Writers hate to type; they especially 
hate to retype. Many computerized 
writers are far ahead of most businesses 
in terms of the "paperless office" (and 
the only paper this review will ever see 
is the pages in your hands) . Three 
years from now, when an editor wants 
to reprint one of my stories, I expect to 
execute a few keystrokes and provide 
the original copy. I would not have that 
confidence with SPELLBINDER, and 
while it is awfully hard on trees, I do 
not blame those who continue to fill 
cabinets with paper when the ir words 
a re produced on suc h awkward 
software. • 

SPELLBINDER is available from deal-~ 
ers or from : 

L~xi~:oft Inc. 
Box 1378 

Davis, CA 95617 
Call; 916/758·3630 

Cost: $495.00 



- II 

STARSHIP /1 (copyright registered) is a save-the- STARSHIP comes with a disk instruction file 
galaxy type game based on the venerable which can be listed on your printer. It can also 
STARTREK games which have been played on be listed on the screen at the beginning of a 
large mainframes for more than ten years. It is session. In addition, STARSHIP contains a few 
specifically designed for the RS Model II and undocumented "surprises" at advanced levels 
features a constant console •"'!1111 of play (there are ten levels 
display with no scrolling. of difficulty) . These sur-
Each game begins in a ran- prises may be analyzed by 
domly arranged galaxy of reviewing the source code, 
64 "quadrants," each con- then modified or deactivated 
taining 64 "sectors." if desired. 
STARSHIP /1 is a "strategic" Games may be saved in files 
game (as opposed to "tac- at any point for later play or 
tical" games which involve for "duplicate" games in 
reflex action but little which several players start 
thought). However, STAR- with the same layout and 
SHIP requires quick think- position and compete for 

starshtp 1 the highest encltng score. 
, - ~ng, as all events are timed. Because STARSHIP 

1s written in the RS BASIC interpreter language, STARSHIP /I was sold for several months at $50 
users can modifY the source code or use sec- through leading computer magazines. It is now 
tions of the code as models to learn techniques available to two/ sixteen subscribers at the 
which can be used to produce games of their special price of $30, including air mail (any-
own design. where) in protective Kangaroo mailer. 



CP/M® 
and Utilities for your 
TRS·SOTM Mod 11/12/16 

Increase the speed, memory and power of your TRS-80 Mod 11/12/16 
with CP/M from Aton International. 

• Share hard disk CP/M with XENIXTM 

• Share hard disk CP/M with TRSDOS™ 

• Get hard disk speed with floppies 

• Get extra memory for your programs 

• Run TRSDOS BASIC in CP/M mode 

• Run TRSDOS VisiCalcT" in CP/M mode 

• CP/M to/from TRSDOS file transfers 

• Reliable disk operation 

• Easy to use 

ATON has it all!!! 
Get started for as little as $199. Call our order hotline (408-554-9922) and get 
the ultimate from your hardware. We accept MasterCard and Visa and can 
usually ship the next day. 

Customized data communications software also available (IBM 3270, 2780/3780, 5251, async, 
BISYNC, SDLC/SNA). 

CP/ lA is • regislorod trodemork of Digit al Research. Inc 
TRS-80 & TRSDOS are trademarks of Tandy Corp VisiCalc is 
a traaemark or Vlslcorp. xenlx is a Iraoemark of Micro5olt 
Corporation 

A ,. 
ton \.-,. 

INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

1765 Scott Boulevard, Suite 119 
santa Clara, CA 9!!10!!10 u.s.A. 

(408) 554-9922 


